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ABSTRACT
THE PROPERTY AND STRUCTURE EVOLUTION WITH EXTERNAL STIMULI IN
HIGH PERFORMANCE FIBERS
MAY 2000
YUANQIAO RAO, B.S., TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY, CHINA
M.S., TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY, CHINA
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Richard J. Farris
This dissertation presents an investigation on the long-term behavior and the structure-
property relation in high performance polymeric fibers. These fibers have wide applications in
structural cable and ropes and reinforced composites. Therefore, the understanding of their
structure-property relation and their behavior under external mechanical stress is very important.
The fatigue and creep behavior were studied. A general lifetime equation was derived to
correlate the material lifetime with the applied stress level. The failure criterion of "critical
strain" was identified. The failure mechanism was shown to be a deformation route. The fatigue
lifetime was predicted from known material constants. Several material parameters were defined
to characterize the fatigue and creep properties. The fatigue property is characterized by the
fatigue strength and fatigue strength index; while the creep property is characterized by the creep
strength and creep strength index. The fatigue strength index was used to show that fiber with a
rigid chain structure, such as Kevlar®, Techanora® and Vectran®, generally have better
fatigue
resistance than a flexible chain fiber, such as Spectra®.
Twisting was found to influence yarn properties. A model based on composite theory
was developed to predict the change in the yarn modulus with the degree
of twist.
vii
The desire for nondestructive prediction of the residual lifetime of a used material
initiated the efforts to find a signature of the stress and thermal history in Kevlar® fibers. To
achieve this, a new testing methodology has been developed. An iso-strain force-temperature
test (IFTT) was shown to yield quantitative information on the stress and thermal history as well
as the information of relaxation and transitions in many materials. The IFTT behavior of a
Kevlar® fiber maps well with its structure examined by X-ray diffraction. The IFTT was also
used to screen the processing for property enhancement via post-treatment.
Different post-treatment routes have been investigated for Kevlar® fiber. Tension, heat,
hydrostatic pressure, and different media of water, mercury and silicon oil have been utilized to
alter the materials. The evolution of its property and structure have been carefully examined. It
is shown that the modulus of PPTA is determined by two structure parameters: misorientation
and a paracrystalline parameter.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1 .
1
High Performance Organic Fibers
Naturally-occuring fiber is probably the oldest polymer that humans have used. Natural
fibers woven into textile cloth are very important in every day use. It was also known that
different fibers have different properties that meet different needs. The first man-made fiber was
drawn from dissolved cellulose at the end of the 19 th century. The objective of industry was to
mim,c natural fibers. Along with other advancements in polymer science, the use of fiber has
progressed from textiles and cables into fiber reinforced composites, separation membranes, and
widened from textiles into industrial, military and aerospace usage. High performance polymeric
fibers are replacing conventional structural materials such as metals, because polymer fiber
composites provide superior specific properties. Here, the term "high performance" refers to
high strength, high modulus, thermal stability, dimensional stability, light weight and good
solvent and chemical resistance.
Since the 1950s, significant advancements have been achieved in high performance
fibers. Notably, the discovery of the poly(p-phenylene terephthalamide) (PPTA) fiber in 1972
brought much excitement to the polymer community. Polymers are composed of aggregates of
long chain molecules. Each chain has the characteristic of high strength anisotropy, with strong
atomic bonds along the chain and weak interchain bonds, such as the hydrogen bond and van der
Waals' interaction. A fully extended chain structure is needed to eliminate chain deformation by
bond bending and rotation so as to form a high modulus and high strength fiber. There are
usually two approaches. One approach is to utilize a flexible chemical structure and adopt
special processing techniques to eliminate entanglements, form fully extended chains and then to
freeze them in place through crystallization. Ultra high molecular weight polyethylene fiber
(UHMWPE, is such an examp ,e. I Other poss.ble Systems ,„ lhe category of fiexibie chain high
performance fibers are poi y (v,nyl aicoho!) ,PVA), poly(acrylonitrile) (PAN) and Poly ,ProPy ,cne)
(PP). The other approach is to sy„,hesize a rig.d-rod chemica, structure that can form a fully
extended structure through self orgamzafion. PPTA is the firs, good exampie of this process.3
The tensde propert.es of Keviar® 29 are shown better thau steel or giass fibers, compared on a
specific weight basis. 3
There are now many aromatic high performance fibers in the category of rigid-rod chain
structure fibers. Their thermal stability was first recognized in the 1950s. The main types
include aromatic polyamide, aromatic polyhydrazide, aromatic polyester, aromatic
polyazomethine, aromatic polyim,de and aromatic heterocyclic polymers. Commercially
available aromatic fibers and other high performance fibers are listed in Table 1.1.3 Most
commercial rigid-rod chain high performance fibers exhibit liquid crystal either in solution,
which is called lytropic liquid crystal, or upon heating, which is called thermotropic liquid
crystal. There are two ways to process aromatic fibers: solution spinning and melt spinning.
Most aromatic fibers show no glass transition or melting temperatures and can only be processed
through solution spinning (lytropic). From the list above, aromatic liquid crystalline polyester is
the only class that can be processed by melt spinning (thermotropic). The existence of a liquid
crystalline state, either in solution or a high temperature melt, is believed to help the polymer to
self-organize into a highly oriented morphology, which is critical for high performance.
Compared with polyolefins, studies of the thermal behavior, structure and chain dynamics of
aromatic polymers are far from complete. Solution spun aromatic polymers tend to decompose
before melting and this makes it difficult to evaluate their thermal transitions. Although aromatic
fibers have a very rigid structure, chain motion is still possible. These chain motions are very
important for optimizing spinning conditions and understanding mechanical properties. The
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study of chain motion for the fibers investigated in this dissertation will be summarized in the
next section.
Table 1 .
1 High performance fibers produced in the United States
Fiber type Producer 1 1 t-IUL 1 1 l(Xl K
—
—
End uses
Aromatic fibers
Aram id lj\a rum Nomex Thermal protective
apparal, electrical
Aram idi ii tiling
insulation, filter
Pin Pont Kevlar Protective apparel.
armor, composites,
rubber goods, ropes
and cables, asbestos
A ram id
replacement
1 C1J1I1 Technora Ropes, composites
Pol vester oucL-iisi v_eidnese Vectran Ihermoplastic
composites, sailcloth
Polybenzimiidazole
Protective apparel
Heterocyclic Tovobo Composites, ropes,
polymers Pt"(~\t 1 1 \ a«nn ra \riuiecuvt appaic!
Polyolefin fibers
Polyethylene Allied-Signal Snectra® /AIIIIUI, lUUcS,
Toyobo YJy I1LL 1 1 Id C \J 1 1 1 17Uo 1 IC o
Bicomponent A vtpx Cj Nonwoven fabrics
Carbon fiber
PAN based
v-oinposiies
Pitch based BP Amoco Thornel® Comnosites
Ashland Carboflex® Composites
Inorganic fibers
Boron Aerospace structures
SiC Metal matrices
A1203-B203- 3M Nextel® Ceramic
Si02 reinforcement
Glass Owens-Corning Fiberglass Composites, armor
Poly(phenylene Chemical-resistant
sulfide) filtration
Steel Bechart Tire cord, textiles,
cables
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1.1.1 Processing
Regardless of their chemical structure, processing is crucial to all aromatic fibers to
achieve high performance properties. Typical processing of high performance fibers includes
spinning, drawing, and annealing. Melt spinning usually can not yield the orientation required
for the high performance because the operational time is longer than the corresponding relaxation
time. The mam goal in a melting spinning process is to achieve hlgh speed spinning. Preheating
temperatures and final spinning temperatures are key parameters in melt spinning. The
preheating temperature should be higher than the clearing temperature, and the sp.nning
temperature should be near the crystal-to-nematic transition to spin thermotropic liquid crystal
materials. Although spinning from the liquid crystal state is generally used to achieve high
orientation in as-spun fibers, Cheng's group argued that spinning from a liquid crystalline state
largely limits the potential for post treatment. They showed that polyimide fibers spun from
isotropic solution have superior mechanical properties after being post treated.4"* In solution
spinning, dry-spinning is a process where the solvent is volatile and removed by evaporation;
while wet-spinning is when the solvent is carried out by using a coagulant. Dry-jet wet spinning
is an ingenious way to achieve high orientation from a solution spinning process. 7 Polyethylene
is the most utilized polymer in the world. However, due to limitations in the properties, it had
never been used in high performance applications until the discovery of UHMEPE fiber. The
emergence of high performance polyethylene fiber has been a big success. Different processes
such as solid state extrusion 8
,
gel spinning 1
,
zone-drawing-zone-annealing910 or special
drawing 11 are adopted to achieve high orientation and high crystallinity of ultra high molecular
weight polyethylene.
As spun fibers often possess low orientation and low crystallinity. The properties of as-
spun fibers usually can be further improved with post drawing. The draw ratio is defined as the
ratio of final to initial length and is often measured as the ratio of initial to final cross-section
area. The propert.es of PPTA fibers are very sensitive to the temperature and tension in post
treatment, and different types of Kevlar® fibers are produced from different post treatments.
Annealing is used as the final step to stabilize the structure after post-treatment. Annealing is
carried out with the fiber being kept at constant length or relaxed. Thermal annealing of
aromatic polyester fiber can increase the tenacity by 50%. 12.13
New processes of making high performance fibers are under development. Komatsu
showed that pressurized melt drawing of poly(oxymethylene) (POM) fibers gives rise to higher
draw ratio, a 30% increase in fiber modulus and a 40% increase in strength. is A vibrating hot
drawing process was developed by Kunugi and coworkers. »«.« An eletrospinning process has
been invented recently, where an electric field is used to create a charged jet of polymer solution
As this jet travels through the air, the solvent evaporates leaving behind a charged fiber that can
be electrically deflected or collected on a metal screen. The diameter of these fibers can be in
the range of 0.05 to 5 microns, which is very small when compared to conventional fibers. The
process has the potential to produce nanofibers, which may exhibit different properties. 1819
Many attempts have been made to modify and improve the properties of existing high
performance fibers. The compaction and fusion of PE fibers without the addition of a matirx
strives to create a composite with very high performance properties. 20 22 Extended-chain
polymeric fibers usually have poor compressive strength. Efforts have been made to incorporate
crosslinkable side groups into these polymers to improve the compressive properties. 23 24
1.1.2 Structure-Property Relationships
There are different models that researchers assume for the structure of fibers. The most
common is the two-phase model for semicrystalline fibers. An amorphous phase and a
crystalline phase arranged in a serial manner for fibers. The structure quantities include the
degree of crystallinity, the size and shape of the crystals, the orientation of the crystal phase and
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amorphous phase, and the interconnectivky between the amorphous and the crystalline phases.
Many fiber studies are based on this structure model: Hearle and Peters**, Spruiell and White?*,
and Ziabicki and Kawai 27
,
just to name a few.
Network theory for fiber was proposed and developed by Ward. 2 * They have shown that
a network is superimposed on the crystalline phase and amorphous phase.
1
.2 PPTA Fiber and Other High Performance Fibers Investigated
1.2.1 PPTA Fiber
1.2.1.1 Structure
A great deal of research has been done to determine the structure of PPTA. It is
generally agreed that there are three layers of structure for a PPTA fiber.
First, PPTA is a highly crystalline polymer. There is still debate about the crystallinity
of PPTA, since no salient amorphous halo is observable from x-ray diffraction. Two models are
taken: a single phase structure with crystalline imperfection and a two phase structure with
amorphous and crystalline regions. The crystallinity of Kevlar® 29 fiber, based on Hindeleh's
measurement, is 68%. 29 The crystal structure of PPTA shown by Northolt and Aartsen is a
pseudo-orthorhombic. 3031 The crystallographic density is 1.48 g/cm3 . 32 The orientation angles
between the phenylene planes and the amide planes is 38° for the p-phenylene diamine segment
and -30° for the terephthalic segment. 31 For Kevlar® 29 fibers, the crystal size is 50 nm along the
c-axis, 3.6 nm along the a-axis and 2.5 nm along the 6-axis, and the average crystalline
orientation angle is 12
0
.
29 Panar and coworkers suggested a paracryatlline structure of the crystal
with a second order distortion g„ of 2.5 % along the c-axis. 33 It is believed that bond rotation is
hindered by steric effects.
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Secondly, the crystals are packed to form pleated sheets. A 35 nm periodicity
observed in fiber by transmission electron microscopy and small-angle x-ray scattering.33 This
periodicity is comparable to the polymer chain length and is designated to be the defect zone
period. Using wide angle x-ray diffraction, different research groups have reported different
crystal sizes in the c-axis direction. Panar and Barton 33,34 reported a corrdation ,ength of abom
90 nm while Wu reported a number of 30 nrn^. Th 1S number is important to the understanding
of the structure. If the crystal size, which is the same as the correlation length, is bigger than the
defect zone period, there must be a good bridging in the defect zone. It is believed that
chains extend through the defect zone. Transmission electron microscopy and micro x-ray
diffraction measurements supported a radial lateral arrangement of the crystals along fc-axis.36.37
Pleats were observed using polarized optical microscopy. It is believed that pleated sheets are
formed in the hydrogen-bond direction and are arranged radially. The pleats have 300-500 nm
periodicity. 38 There are modified structural models based on the radial pleated structure
proposed for PPTA fiber. 3? The existence of a pleat structure will decrease the stiffness of the
fiber. The origin of the pleats is not clear.
Finally, a rich fibrillar structure is formed. A skin-core morphology is common due to
processing.40 The structure is shown schematically in Figure 1.1.
Little information exists on the amorphous region of PPTA fiber. Actually, the existence
of an amorphous phase is under debate. The x-ray diffraction pattern, with the beam
perpendicular to the fiber axis, shows no meridional amorphous trace. Orientation measurements
by x-ray and acoustic pulse methods show that the overall orientation and crystalline orientation
are comparable. 33 All these suggest that the amorphous phase, if there is one, is also highly
oriented. This is quite different from conventional polymers, which usually have better
crystalline orientation.
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Pleat structure Crystal unit cell
Figure 1 .
1 Schematic structure of Kevlar® fiber30 31 38
1 .2. 1
.2 Structure-Property Relationship
Since PPTA fiber has a highly crystalline structure and superior mechanical properties,
it is a good material for structure-property relationship studeies. It is generally accepted that
better orientation results in higher modulus. On the basis of a single-phase structural model, the
following equation can be used to correlate the fiber compliance with the disorientation angle:*'
533 = ei
X
+ A^sin 2
<p} + B(sm 4 <p
in which, S33 is the fiber compliance along the fiber axis, e3 is the crystal modulus along the c-
direction and (p is the orientation angle of the crystals
Barton tried to develop a correlation between the modulus and the paracrystalline
parameter.34 Hindeleh and Abdo, after a thermal annealing and aging study, believed that the
fiber modulus increases but the strength and elongation decrease with increasing crystallinity. 29
Lee post-treated Kevlar® fibers under different temperatures and tensions and carried out
mechanical testing and x-ray measurements. From his experimental results, a relation between
the modulus and the orientation function and the removal of pleats was observed. Meanwhile,
other structural features- paracrystalline parameter, axial and transverse crystallite size- do not
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donate the material stiffness « The fiber inventors at Dupont believed that the perfection of
the radial arrangement gives improved tenacity .43 X-ray diffraction study has been carried out to
correlate the macroscopic thermal expansion with the microscopic thermal expansion .44 A
shrinkage in c-axis dimension upon heating follows the macroscopic thermal shrinkage, while «-,
b- dimensions expand upon heating.
1 .2. 1
.3 Thermal Transitions and Chain Dynamics
Although the crystalline structure of PPTA is commonly accepted, there is considerate
controversy regarding the chain motion. Solid-state NMR investigations have been made on the
chain dynamics of PPTA.45"50 Their results showed a fraction of the terephthalamide rings are
able to flip and there is large degree of dynamic heterogeneity. A bimodal model was taken in
the temperature range of 23 to 121°C. It is believed that the low temperature regime corresponds
to the dynamics of the crystalline surface, while the high temperature regime is dominated by the
dynamics of the crystallite interior. Different thermal analysis tools were also used to detect
possible transitions and relaxations. The evaporation of absorbed water was seen by both DSC
and TGA measurements. 51 A change in the slope of the linear thermal expansion versus
temperature at 1 15°C was revealed by TMA measurements and assigned to the release of water. 51
Jaffe and Jones reported a T
g
of 360°C and Tm of 560°C from DSC measurements. 52 DMTA
measurements were attempted for low-crystallinity and low-orientation PPTA fibers. 53 Two
main tanS peaks were recorded: an a relaxation at 460°C and a (3 relaxation at 60°C. The 60°C
peak was assigned to the motion of amide groups in the amorphous regions, because of the strong
effect of the moisture content in the fiber. The activation energy for the a relaxation is 766
kJ/mol. There are two additional peaks for annealed samples at 270 and 170°C, and their origin
is not clear.
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1 .2. 1 .4 Thermal Treatment
The thermal treatment of coagulated fibres is of particular interest because more
desirable properties can be developed through post treatment. There are several different types
of Kevlar^ fibers, and their treatment conditions are well kept secrets. Wu et al. 54 has studied
the crystal structure change of PPTA fiber under different annealing conditions. The annealing
temperature ranged from 380"C to 480"C at either no-tension or constant-tension modes. X-ray
diffraction of the treated fibers was measured and all the analysis was based on the diffraction of
(006) plane. They proposed a residual-stress free c-dimension. Then, an increase in the oaxis
dimension was observed for all modes. The higher the tension, the bigger the increment is; and
the higher the annealing temperature, the smaller the increment. The apparent crystal size along
r-axis increases with the annealing temperature under no-tension annealing and decreases with
the applied tension under constant-tension annealing. The degree of orientation decreases with
the annealing temperature under no-tension annealing and increases with applied tension under
constant-tension annealing.
It was reported that the fiber tenacity does not change much at low and intermediate
temperatures for short time annealing but drops when the temperature exceeds 450°C and
degradation occurs. 32 Several hours of exposure to high temperatures deteriorates the strength
but does not significantly affect the modulus. 55 The crystallites grow laterally along the 6-axis
upon thermal annealing. 56
1.2.1.5 The Influence of Water
Another important structural aspect of PPTA is its water sensitivity. Kevlar® 29 fiber
has a moisture content of 7%. Knoff showed the effect of water on lateral compressive
properties. 57 It is believed that two types of moisture exist: a loosely bound water and a tightly
bound water within the crystal lattice. The activation energy for desorption of the loosely bound
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water is 6 kcal/mol and for the tightly bound water is 40 kcal/mol. The tightly bound water
desorbs at a temperature above 350°C.3 The presence of water may affect the local symmetry of
the terephthalamide rings,5 * Fukuda and Kawai evaluated the structure change with moisture
sorption at ambient temperature using wide-angle x-ray diffraction « Dehydration and
readsorption were done on the as-spun wet PPTA yarn and x-ray measurements were performed
for different conditioned samples. The unit cell dimensions do not change with the moisture
content. However, the intensity of ( 1 1 0) diffraction peak changes with the water sorption. Then-
results suggested the growth of the crystallite via hydrogen bonds in the fr-axis direction and also
c-axis direction during desorption. (Figure 1.2)
Unit Cell of PPTA (0.78 x 0.519 run)
Bulk Water
\ jM \ Noncrystalline Chains
—\ / \ y
t4|? -r H
b
As-spun Wet PPTA Dried PPTA
Figure 1
.2 Crystal growth under thermal annealing and/or water desorption59
1 .2. 1 .6 Deformation and Mechanics
PPTA fiber, as a high performance material, possesses high strength, high modulus and
low failure strain. As a structural material, its deformation is of particular significance. Many
studies have been done on creep60 64
,
relaxation65
,
fatigue63 -66 "71
,
tensile deformation and
failure72 78 of the fiber.
Upon stretching, the deformation response of Kevlar® fiber is roughly linear. There is no
yielding before fracture. By differentiating the stress strain curve, Allen showed a subtle
nonlinearity.73 Its nonlinear viscoelasticity can be described by a shape-invariant relaxation
function. 65 The fiber shows almost no irreversible deformation when the maximum strain is
I I
smaller than 0.5%. Further straining induces irreversible deformation.^62.79 The modu ,us
increases with the strain and a reorientation process is observed during deformation. 60.62,79 Allen
attnbuted the modulus change to the shear coupling effect from opening the pleat structure. An
asymptotic modulus obtained from perturbation tests is believed to be more characteristic than
the initial modulus. The asymptotic modulus can be correlated well with the tensile strength of
the fibers using a shear failure criterion. The strength of the fiber is then determined by the
inherent strength anisotropy of polymer chains and orientation of the fibers .73.74 The
deformation of PPTA was also extensively studied using Raman Spectroscopy 75,77,78,80-83 A
band position shift and band width change were observed when stress was applied to the fiber.
The band position shifts are due to the stretching of the chain. The bandwidth is believed to
reflect the stress distribution in the fiber and may be related to the fiber strength. The result
supports the one-phase paracrystalline model.
Two fatigue modes, tension and compressive, have been studied. The compressive
fatigue tests were carried out through filament flex life tests. The Kevlar® fibers does not exhibit
strength loss in the first few cycles and then gradually decline afterwards. The modulus was
reduced and fiber kinking was observed after the fiber was compressed beyond 0.57% strain.
66.67 Under tensi0n fatigue condition, Lafitte and Bunsell found that both the maximum applied
load and the load amplitude adversely affect the lifetime of a fiber. 84 The time to rupture under
cyclic loading may be longer or shorter than the time to rupture under steady load at the cyclic
maximum load level. The longer lifetime indicates a failure mechanism of creep and the shorter
lifetime indicates a failure mechanism of accelerating fatigue. The fracture morphologies under
tensile, creep and fatigue conditions are indistinguishable due to the splitting of the structure.63 -84
Considerable scatter in the mechanical behavior of single filaments prohibited a clear lifetime
rule to be deduced.
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1 .2.2 Other Fibers Investigated
1.2.2.1 Vectran® Fiber
Vectran® is the only commercial fiber made from thermotropic liquid crystal polymer.
Vectran® was first introduced by Hoechst-Celanese in 1988. It is a copolyester containing
HBA/HNA 73/27. Kurary in Japan developed a heat-strengtheded form of Vectran® called
Vectran® HT and Vectran® UM. It is said that Vectran® HT has superior abrasion and creep
resistance, chemical resistance and low moisture absorption, but the cost of production is very
expensive and its high temperature properties are inferior to Kevlar®. It has been used in fishing
nets, industrial rope, cord, heating elements and optical fibers, protective clothing and sports
goods.
Although there have been extensive studies on the thermal behavior and structure of
Vectran® fiber, controversy appears in the results from different researchers. Thermal studies of
Vectran® show three relaxations, with a a relaxation in the temperature range of 1 10-125°C. 85
Since Vectran® is a copolymer, its sequence has been studied using NMR and X-ray. While
random distribution was observed for the material made from melt acetolysis, there is less
disagreement about the sequence change upon heat treatment. The DSC spectrum of Vectran®
shows a glass transition at 100 °C and two melting peaks in the range of 200-280 °C. 86 The
reason for two melting peaks is not clear. X-ray study did not show two different crystal forms,
which may correspond to the two melting peaks. Upon heat treatment, a new DSC melting peak
appears at 345 °C, which was attributed by Schmach and Vogel as evidence of transesterification
However, X-ray analysis indicates no change in comonomer sequencing but a hexagonal-to-
orthorhombic lattice transition on heat treatment. X-ray indicates that heat strengthening only
improve the lateral ordering but no major effect on longitudinal order. Erdemir et al. 87 proposed
to use paracrystallinity to describe the quasi-three-dimensional order.
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1 .2.2.2 Technora® Fiber
Technora®, manufactured by Teijin, is a different kind of high performance fiber in term
of processing. This fiber is made from a copolymer of para-phenylenediamine and 3,4-
oxydianilme with terephthaloyl chloride. The synthesis, propert.es and structure were discussed
by Ozawa and Matsuda.** The polymer is spun from isotropic solution in NMP, which is
different from other rigid rod polymer chain fibers that are made from liquid crystal states. The
copolymer structure with enhanced chain flexibility enables the fiber to be "super-drawn" at
very high temperatures (greater than 495 °C). This super-drawing yields a well-oriented but less
crystalline fiber than PPTA. Tensile properties are very good. Technora® is believed to have
higher abrasion resistance and substantially higher hydrolytic stability than PPTA fibers. This
stability is ascribed to the structure. The Technora® fiber less porous or permeable to water than
PPTA. The fiber has a non-fibrous type of structure, which is different from PPTA fiber.
Paracrystalline structure is also reported for Technora®. 35
1.2.2.3 Spectra® Fiber
The tensile properties of this polyethylene fiber are comparable to those of PPTA. Its
impact strength is reported to be higher than PPTA fiber. 89
Smith and Lemstra showed that the Young's modulus of UHMPE fiber increases linearly
with the draw ratio. 90 A structure model was developed from entanglement concepts by Grubb91 .
It is shown that the fiber with a draw ratio of 6 has a shish-kebab morphology and the fiber with
a draw ratio of 80 has a fibrillar structure. The fully drawn fiber has a crystallinity of 93%. DSC
of a low draw ratio (less than 36) shows three peaks. 92 A peak at 130 °C was assigned to the
melting of folded chains. This peak disappears at higher draw ratio. A peak at 140 °C was
attributed to the orthohomic-to-hexagonal phase transition, and the peak at ~ 150 °C was due to
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melting of the hexagonal crystals. The DSC of unconstrained and constrained fibers was
discussed.
Although the low cost of polyethylene is one of the main advantages for this
development, the special processing of the fiber is very costly. In addition, the application of
polyethylene fiber is ultimately limited by a low use temperature. The melting point of PE is
around 150 °C. Thermal analysis shows a a relaxation around 90 °C, where the fiber starts to
lose integrity. In addition, the creep of UHMPE fibers is more severe than rigid structure fibers.
Its fatigue properties are even worse.*>.94 Its modulus decreases^^^^ ^^ ^
relaxation. The dynamics of the polyethylene chain has been extensively studied using DMTA95
and solid state NMR96
.
The creep of PE is believed to undergo a a relaxation mechanism, which
is a chain jumping and chain-chain slippage within the crystalline region.95 Therefore, short
branches are introduced into the main chain to increase the interchain interaction, which prevents
chain slippage and improve the fiber creep resistance.97
1
.3 Objectives and Motivation
In the use of a material, many times the material fails although the applied load is lower
than the material strength. High performance polymeric fibers are newly developed materials
and finds use as structural components. Thus, it is important to understand the fracture of these
fibers. This dissertation aims to address questions regarding the failure criteria, deformation and
failure mechanisms, the factors governing material lifetime, and the role of anisotropy and chain
motions in high performance fibers. One objective of this research is to non-destructively
examine a used fiber yarn, whose history of loading and temperature is unknown, and to predict
the fiber's remaining lifetime. The research results should help to design and produce better
materials.
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Controlled and tailored properties are always desired for material. This can only be
achieved through better understanding of the structure-property relationship. As for high
performance fibers, this kind of research is limited. There is considerable controversy in the
literature regarding deformation mechanisms, thermal properties, chain motions and structure-
property correlation of high performance fibers. This is the starting point for this research.
One goal of this research is to create a better understanding of structure-property
relationship of high performance fibers. The way to conduct the research is to stimulate the
fibers with different external fields. These stimulations include exposing the fibers to long time
oscillating load, long time constant load, twisting, different temperatures, high hydrostatic
pressure, pressurized water and steam. The property and structural evolution with these
stimulations were investigated. The experimental results helped to correlate the macroscopic
properties with the microscopic structure of fibers. The information generated shall be
conducive to the development of new materials.
1 .4 Dissertation Overview
This dissertation is mainly about the long-term mechanical behavior and the structure-
property relation of high performance polymeric fibers. The research work includes; 1- cyclic
controlled stress fatigue and creep studies, 2- the mechanics of twisted yarns, 3- determining
measures that would indicate the thermal and stress history of Kevlar® fibers, 4- characterizing
the evolution of properties and structure resulting from external post-treatment stimulations, e.g.
heat, tension and pressure, and 5- the overall structure-property relations in Kevlar® fibers. This
research demonstrates the important influence of the anisotropic nature of the polymer chain on
properties not normally considered to be sensitive to anisotropy. This research also provides an
understanding of the difference between the fatigue behavior of high performance fibers and
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conventional materials, as well as the processing-stracture-property relation in Kev.ar" fibers to
control and achieve better performance.
A general overview of high performance fibers is given in Chapter 1. General
information about high performance fibers is provided. The background related to the fibers
investigated in this dissertation, such as Kevlar* Vectran®, Technora* and Spectra®, is
discussed.
Chapter 2 presents the general characterization of the studied h.gh performance
polymeric fibers. It includes the mechanical, thermal and structure characterization. The
information was used in the subsequent studies on specific topics.
The study of fatigue and creep of high performance polymeric fibers is discussed in
Chapter 3. This research has for the first time led to a systematic study of the creep and fatigue
behavior of various high performance fibers. In this study, repeatable lifetimes for various fibers
have led to a general lifetime equation to correlate the material lifetime with the applied stress
level. The failure criterion of "critical strain" was identified. The failure and creep mechanism
was also studied. The deformation of fatigue and creep were investigated. The fatigue lifetime
was predicted from known material constants. Several material parameters were defined to
characterize the fatigue and creep properties and the fatigue resistance of different fibers is
compared.
During the fatigue study, it was found that twisting in yarns has a tremendous influence
on their fatigue properties. As a result, the research was extended to include the mechanics of
twist yarn and is the subject of Chapter 4. The influence of twisting on different yarn properties
was studied and a model based on composite theory was used to predict the change in the yarn
modulus with the degree of twist. This model gives much better prediction than previous models
and includes for the first time the anisotropic nature of the fiber on the mechanics of twist yarn.
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The desire for nondestructive predictions of the residual lifetime of a used materia,
initiated our efforts to find a signature of the stress and thermal history in Kevlar* fibers. To
achieve this, a new testing methodology has been developed, an iso-strain force-temperature test
(IFTT), which yields quantitative information on the stress and thermal history exposure.
Chapter 5 describes the results of our IFTT study of polymeric materials. The IFTT behavior of
a Kevhu- fiber maps well with the structure examined by X-ray diffraction. The IFTT also
provides abundant information about the relaxations and thermal transitions. I, is shown that this
is a general thermal mechanical method that helps to gain detail understanding of material
properties. The IFTT was also used to screen the processing for property enhancement via post-
treatment. This research has succeeded in increasing the modulus of Kevlarw 29 by 1.8 times.
Chapter 6 presents the results of post-treatment of PPTA fiber. Different post-treatment
routes have been investigated. These post-treatments were not only designed to make better
material but also to obtain materials with various properties to investigate their structure-property
relation. Tension, heat, hydrostatic pressure, and different media of water, mercury and silicon
oil have been utilized to alter the materials properties.
The PPTA fibers with a wide range of properties and structure produced through post-
treatment as discussed in Chapter 6 facilitated the study of structure-property relation. A new
structure property relation is presented in Chapter 7 between the unit cell dimension and the
paracrystalline parameter. A new structure model of PPTA is also described.
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CHAPTER 2
GENERAL CHARACTERIZATION OF HIGH PERFORMANCE FIBERS
2.1 Abstract
This chapter summarizes the general structure and properties of the high performance
fibers investigated. The information forms a bas.s to study other specific topics in the following
chapters. The mechanical and thermal properties and the crystal structure of these fibers were
studied. For mechanical properties, the torsion shear modulus, the bulk modulus, and the
volumetric thermal expansion coefficient and Poisson's ratio, which are rarely reported for these
fibers, were investigated. For the first time, the DMTA study of single filaments of Technora®
and Kevlar00 was conducted. Our DSC study of Kevlar09 fiber indicates different thermal
properties from that reported.
2.2 Experimental
2.2.1 Materials
Commercial fiber yarns of Kevlar®29, Kevlar® 1 19, Kevlar®49, Kevlar® 149(DuPont,
USA), Vectran® HS (Hoechst Celanese, USA), Technora® (Teijin, Japan), Spectra® 900 (Allied
Signal, USA) were used in the studies of this dissertation. All of these samples possess typical
properties of high performance fibers with high stiffness, high tenacity and a low elongation to
break.
Kevlar* (DuPont) \ \=
/^°~m \=
n
Vectran® (Hoechst Calanese)
C—
O
Technora® (Teijin)
-|c—</ >'—
c
— }—NHH3-? ^—c—nh^' J-o
Nomex® (DuPont)
Spectra® (Allied Signal) / "2
c
H2 ' n
was
Different fibers were supplied in the form of yarns. The characterization of fibers
done either using single filaments or yarns. Except for mechanical tests, where as-received fibers
were used, yarns were fust rinsed with acetone to remove the finish and then dried at room
temperature under vacuum before other measurements.
2.2.2 General Characterization
2.2.2. 1 Diameter of fibers
Two methods were used to measure the diameter of fibers. One is to calculate the fiber
diameter from the linear density and volumetric density. The linear density of single filaments
was measured using a vibroscope. Usually two units are used for linear density. A denier is the
mass of a fiber in grams with a length of 9000 m and a dtex is the mass of a fiber with a length of
10000 m. Volumetric density was measured by a density gradient column using the solvent
system of n-heptane-carbon tetrachloride, whose density was calibrated by density standards.
The second method was to measure the diameter using an Olympus BH-2 optical microscope.
2.2.2.2 Tensile Properties
Tensile testing of single filaments and yarns was performed using an Instron model 5564
testing machine. All of the tests were performed at standard conditions of 21 °C ( ± 1 °C) and
65% ( ± 2%) relative humidity. Pneumatic yarn/cord grips were used for the tests, with the
effective gauge length set at 150 mm and a strain rate of 10%/min.
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2.2.2.3 Bulk Modulus
Bulk Modulus was measured using a Gnom.x® P-V-T apparatus. The compressibility
was measured by the change in volume with the pressure at constant temperature,
Equation 2.
1
K=
V. V* JT
Ram
Thermocouple 7
rm ocouple
L VDT
Pressure Vessel wit
H eating Jacket
S am pie
B ello w s
High Pressure
Hand Pump
Figure 2.1 The schematic description of the P-V-T apparatus.98
This Gnomix P-V-T setup can also be used to measure the volumetric thermal
expansion coefficient and density at a specific temperature (reference density must be
known). The hardware parameters are as follows:
temperature range: 30 °C - 350 °C with the precision of 0.5 °C;
pressure range: atmosphere - 200 MPa (29 kpsi), with the precision of 0.25 MPa; and
specific volume change: 0.0001-0.6 cmVg with the precision of 0.0001 crnVg
It requires a minimum weight of 0.5 g, but a sample size of 1-2 g is preferred. The
cell dimension is a cylindrical shape with ~ 2 cm in length and 1 cm in diameter.
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2.2.2.4 Shear Modulus
Shear modulus was measured by torsion pendulum:
rV
Equation 2.2
Where ld is the moment of inertia of .he pendulum disc, which is 50.3 g.mm2 in our measurement,
/ is (he fiber length, r is the radius of the fiber and x is the period of oscillation.
2.2.2.5 Poisson's Ratio
Pressure d.k.tometry was used lor the measurement of Poisson's ratio of Rim." It can
also be used to measure the Poisson's ratio of fibers. When only the axial tension and
hydrostatic tension are applied, the constitutive equation. Equation 2.8, can be simply expressed
as:
c
i
£
2
v
E
Li
It,
V
.M
v
i i 2.1
li
fj-/M
-P
P
Equation 2.3
where, / is the axial direction and 2,3 are the transverse directions of fiber.
From which, the following is derived:
e, =a + P(v n +v 13 - I)
Hquation 2.4
When transverse isotropy is assumed for fiber,
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2 a?
Equation 2.5
2.2.2.6 X-ray Diffraction
Wide-angle X-ray diffraction is the main tool used to study the structure of high
performance fibers in this dissertation. This part of the experimental description only covers
what is related to the results in this chapter. More detailed descriptions of methods and
calculation will be described in Chapter 7.
X-ray diffractometry (Simens D-500) and Simens 2D area detector were used. Two
kinds of specimens were tested: single filaments and bundled samples. The bundled sample wai
prepared by aligning 1000 filaments under slight tension and then confining them between two
polyimide films. The average bundle thickness is 68 micron and the width is 2 mm.
WAXD measurements were carried out using filtered Cu-Ka radiation of 1.5418 A
wavelength beam generated at 40 KV and 30 mA. The diffracted intensity distribution as a
function of Bragg angle 20 was first corrected for background, polarization, Lorentz and
adsorption factors, and then the contribution of the background was subtracted.
Polarization factor P is P = 1/2(1 + cos 2 2d)
1
Lorentz factor /, is L =
sin 6 cos 6
* • . . ,
exp(///(l-sec20)-
1
Adsorption factor is A = — —— (normal-beam transmission)
lilt (I- sec 26)
seed
A = - — — — (symmetrical transmission)
exp(-/i/(l -sec0))
where t is thickness, fj is linear absorption coefficient.
The linear absorption coefficient of PPTA for CuK„ can be calculated as follows:
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Mass absorption coefficient:
The chemical composition of PPTA: C 14H,oN 20 2
Molecular weight: In,A, = 238
Density (g/cm3): 1.48 (crystalline)
u/p
Atom n A (cm2/g) riiAi CO, ^(u/p);
Carbon 14.000 12.011 4.600
Hydrogen 10.000 1.008 0.435
Nitrogen 2.000 14.008 7.520
Oxygen 2.000 16.000 11.500
168.154
10.080
28.016
32.000
0.706
0.042
0.118
0.134
3.247
0.018
0.884
1.545
238.250 1.000 5.694
Mass absorption coefficient (cm2/g): 5.694
Linear absorption coefficient (cm 1 ): 5.694*1 48-8 43
Therefore, the linear absorption coefficient of PPTA is 8.43.
The angle and the instrumental broadening were calibrated using a standard Corundum
sample of l(im for the diffractometer. A diffraction scan of A120 3 crystal is shown in Figure 2.2,
where a slit of 0. 1° was used. The scan was first curve fitted using Voigt's function and then the
width at half intensity maximum was calculated.
In most diffractometer measurements in our study, the slit width of 0.3° was chosen for
intensity and resolution reason. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the instrument is
then 0.33°.
Equatorial scan was performed at a normal-beam transmission mode and meridional scan
was done at a 9/20, symmetrical transmission mode.
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Figure 2.2 Diffraction scan of a standard Corundum sample (A1203), with particle size of 1 um.
An important indication of the perfection of crystals—apparent crystal si
calculated using the Scherrer Equation:
ze—was
KX
'hkl
BQ cosd
Equation 2.6
Where Lhk,is the mean dimension of the crystallites perpendicular to the planes (hkl), A, is the
breadth at half intensity maximum, and AT is a constant. K was chosen as unity in our calculation
Po was corrected by the instrumental broadening using the following expression:
Equation 2.7
Where ft is the measured FWHM and d is the instrumental broadening.
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2.2.2.7 DMTA
Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis helps to identify the relaxations in the material,
which is often related to the processing and end-use properties of the material.
Rheometric Mark IV was used in our study. Torsional modes were adopted to study
Single filaments. An oscillating strain of 0.3% and heating rate of 5 "C/min were used unless
otherwise specified.
2.2.2.8 DSC
Differential Scanning Calorimeter was used to study the thermal transitions in the
material. A TA Instruments DSC 2910 with a sample size of around 10 mg and heating rate of
1 0 "C/min was used.
2.2.2.9 TGA
Thermalgravimetry Analysis (TGA) was used to analyze the residual solvent and
thermal stability of the material. A TA Instrument TGA 2950 with a sample size of about 10
mg and heating rate of 20 °C/min was used.
2.2.2. 1 0 Morphology Characterization
Fracture topography was studied using an optical microscope (Olympus BH-2) and a
scanning electron microscope (Jeol JSM- 35CF). For the SEM studies, the fracture surfaces
were coated with gold while the sample was rotated in vacuum.
2.3 Results and Discussions
Figures and tables in this chapter summarize the general properties of high performance
fibers studied in this dissertation. This general characterization provides a basis for the study of
specific topics related to high performance fibers, which will be discussed in the following
chapters in detail.
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One characteristic of these high performance fibers is their high anisotropy. Different
from isotropic materials, the following constitutive equation (Equation 2.8) is needed to
represent the relation between the strain and stress. Therefore, nine constants are needed to
characterize the elasticity of the material and three constants for the thermal expansion. It-
transverse isotropy is assumed, the nine constants for elasticity can be reduced to five and two
constants are needed for thermal expansion.
-a,Ar cu c13 0 0 0 ~<7,
e
2 -a 2AT r r23 0 0 0 ^2
-a3AT c„ r C.33 0 0 0
^3
2e4 0 0 0 rv
-44 0 0 <?4
2e
5 0 0 0 0 0 °5
2£
6 0 0 0 0 0 <v °6
Equation 2.8
Where, e is the strain, a is the stress and AT is the temperature difference, C is the
compliance and a is the thermal expansion coefficient. The fiber axis is direction of 1
and the transverse isotropy of directions of 2 and 3 is assumed. The relation between Cs
and conventional defined moduli, E and G, and the possion's ratio, v, is listed as follows.
C12 = C2 i = -V12/ En = -V21/E22
C
1
3 = C 3 1 = - v ] 3/ E 1 1 = -V31/E33
2.3.1 Mechanical Properties
Table 2. 1 and Table 2.2 list the mechanical properties of yarns and single filaments of
several high performance fibers. All these materials show a high Young's modulus in the tens of
GPa and high tensile strength of several GPa. The strain to break is lower for these materials
compared to conventional fibers such as Nylon and Polyester. The comparative in values of one
property for different fibers is the same for yarn or single filaments; however, the absolute values
Cn = 1/E„
C22 =C.33= I/E22
C44 = 1/G| 2
C55 =l/G13
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of Young's modulus,
.enaci.y. and elongation to break of single filamencs are usually higher than
hose of yarns. In addition, the variation of the properties is much narrower ,„ yarn than in s.ng.e
Table 2.
1 Mechanical properties of different fiber yarns
Sample
Linear
Density
(dtex)
Modulus
(GPa)
Tenacily
(GPa)
"
Elongation
at break
m
Energy to
brk. point
(J)
Fiber
Number of si
Type
Manu facturer
mean
o
CV%
min.
max.
median
mean
a
CV%
min.
max.
median
mean
o
CV%
min.
max.
median
mean
o
CV%
min.
max.
median
mean
a
CV%
min.
max.
median
3ensity(g/cc
-ecimens
VECTRAN
Heat Stretched
Hoechet Caleanese
1717
6
0.3
1710.2
1724.1
1718
80.0
0.9
1.1
78.7
81.6
80.0
2.98
0.06
1.9
2.89
3.11
3.00
3.23
0.04
1.2
3.13
3.25
3.23
1.17
0.02
1.70
1.14
1.21
1.17
1.40
>0
TECHNORA
Teijin
1663
11
0.7
1643.8
1672.9
1665.4
79.5
1.1
1.3
77.1
81.1
79.7
3.22
0.10
3
3.05
3.42
3.20
4.51
0.12
2.7
4.26
4.78
4.52
1.76
0.09
5.20
1.61
1.96
1.75
1.39
To
SPECTRA
900
Al lied Signal
1330
10
0.8
1322.2
1346.9
1 328.3 3
68.0
0.7
U
0.5
66.4
69.1
2.34
0.07
2.8
2.22
2.42
2.35
4.55
0.11
2.3
4.33
4.71
4.53
1.59
0.08
5.30
1.46
1.71
1.58
0.98
20
KELVAR
29
DuPont
1670
5
0.3
1660
1677
1 670
32.8
1.4
1.6
80.7
84.9
83.4
2.48
0.05
1.8
2.40
2.56
2.49
3.13
0.09
2.7
3.00
3.30
3.13
0.95
0.03
3.20
0.89
1.01
0.95
.44
20
KEVLAR
119
DuPon t
1630
2
0.1
1627.4
1632.3
1629
63.6
0.8
1.2
62.4
65.3
63.5
2.96
0.05
1.7
2.87
3.05
2.98
4.09
0.05
1.3
4.01
4.20
4.1
1.27
0.04
2.90
1.20
1.33
.44
70
KEVLAR
49
DuPont
1582
1
0.1
1581.1
1583.8
1581.9
125."
1.0
0.7
123.6
127.3
24.9
2.40
0.08
3.5
2.25
2.54
2.4
2.00
0.06
3.1
1.87
2.10
1.99
0.51
0.03
6.70
0.45
0.56
0.5
1.45
20
KEVLAR
149
DuPon t
1570
3
0.2
1566
574.1
1570
164.3
1.9
1.2
159.9
167.2
164.5
2.15
0.05
2.5
2.00
2.22
2il
1.46
0.03
2.1
1.39
1.51
1.46
0.36
0.01
4.10
0.32
0.38
0.36
.47
20
Nomex
DuPont
1774
1 1
0.7
1756
1784
1779
15.8
0.17
1.1
15.4
16
5.8
0.75
0.004
0.5
0.74
0.75
0.75
19
0.7
3.4
18
20.5
18.8
2.94
0.08
2.6
2.8
3.1
2.9
20
CV%=(STDEV/mean)*100
filaments. The transformation of the filament property to a yarn property is a research topic that
has interested many researchers. Our results in high performance fibers are consistent with a
well accepted "Weak-link theory" in conventional fibers. 100101 Several properties less reported
for fibers are listed in Table 2.2, such as torsion shear modulus, bulk modulus and volumetric
thermal expansion coefficient, and will be used in later studies. The diameter of the single
filament is difficult to test and the error in the measurement of diameter contributes partly to the
property differences between yarns and single filaments. The shape of the cross-section of these
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high performance fibers is round except that of Spectra® and Nomex®
optical microscope.
Table 2.2 Mechanical properties of single filaments
when observed using
gure
specimen number does no, apply ,o the measurements of torsional shear modulus, bulk modulus and volumetnc them*! expansion coefficient
2.3.2 Thermal Properties
As expected, DSC of high performance fibers does not yield much information about
their glass transitions because of the high orientation or crystalline nature of these fibers. (Fi
2.3) Two peaks appear in the DSC trace of Vectran® HS, which involve only a small amount of
heat. The appearance of these two peaks might be due to crystal-crystal transformation. These
two temperatures are much higher than those reported for Vectra®, which is not a fiber form. 86
The oriented chain and its tendency for deorientation upon heating in fibers might cause the
increase in transition temperatures and also explain the small amount of heat associated.
Spectra® 900 appears to be highly crystalline and the crystallinity is about 94%
according to the enthalpy of melting measured by DSC. (Figure 2.3) A melting temperature at
149 °C limits the use temperature of this fiber. Sometimes a shoulder appears after the
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preliminary melting peak, which indicates an orthohombic-to-hexangonal transition in PE. The
.nchin, of Kcvhu" and Tcchnon," is higher than ihc „,axi,„,„„ ,,sl |C „,|X,, |U1, „„ .^
to be higher than their decomposition temperature. The peak appearing in .he DSC diagrams .„
Kcvhu" and Tcchnon," around 100 °C tics to the residual water in these fibers. These peaks
disappear in a second heating. Because of the existence of hydrophilic group, ah,,,, ,hc chain.
.he water used during fiber spinning c,,, ,„„ he totally removed. Even after the fiber has been
dried in vacuum, ii regains the water upon atmosphere exposure.
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The peak temperature for water evaporation in Technora® is lower than that in Kevlar8
It is well know that Tecjmora® lacks the three-dimensional order, which is found in Kevlar® 35
Therefore, the water m Technora® appears more loosely connected with the structure than with
Kevlar®. The amount of water in the material can be calculated based on the heat released. It
vanes slightly from sample to sample. There is about 8% water in Kevlar® 29 and 5% water in
Technora®. No other thermal transitions in Technora® were detected by DCS other than the
evaporation of water.
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Figure 2.4 DSC trace of Kevlar® 29 fiber
A careful DSC study of Kevlar" 29 fiber yields a somewhat different results from that
reported by Jaffe and Jones.52 In their thermal study, they identified a glass transition of Kevlar®
at 360 °C. As shown clearly in Figure 2.4, there is an exothermic peak at about 380 °C and the
DSC trace of a second heating after first cooling does not show any shift in thermal capacity or
other peaks. This suggests that the exothermic peak around 360 °C be due to the recrystallization
in the structure. The evidence found in the thermal treatment of PPTA fibers further supports
this hypothesis.
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Figure 2.5 shows the TGA trace of different fibers. The .henna! stability of Kevlar4 is
dearly better than Techno,,," and Veetran" To stndy the decomposition behavior, the weight
loss associated with the corresponding heat in Kevlar" is recorded by simultaneous TGA-DSC.
Figure 2.6 indicates that the decomposition of Kevlar" is an endothermic process.
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Figure 2.5 TGA of different l ibers
DMTA of single filaments were conducted to gain more knowledge of the relaxations.
The properties of high performance fibers often are achieved through post-treatments that usually
need to utilize certain transitions to improve the structure. Therefore, the study of DMTA could
be very helpful to the processing and use of fibers. The DMTA Spectra of Technora® and
Kevlar® (Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8) show the influence of residual water on the material's
relaxation behavior. The tan5 peak of Technora® is high at first because the removal of the
residual water dissipates energy and then it starts to increase again after 200 °C. It likely has
another relaxation peak at higher temperature but could not be detected due to the temperature
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2.3.3 Structure
Since most high performance fibers are highly crystalline, X-ray diffraction is very
helpful to understand the structure and possible correlations between structure and property.
Wide-angle X-ray diffraction patterns of different fibers show similar fiber patterns indicating
high orientation in their structure. Figure 2.9 displays the wide-angle diffraction patters for
different types of Kevlar
0
" fibers. It is clear that the orientation and the perfection of crystal
structure differ among different Kevlar0" fibers. Kevlar0" 149 has the highest orientation and most
perfect crystal structure. Figure 2. 10 indicates that while all of them are highly oriented, the
crystal structure of Technora® and Vectran® HS are far from perfection. Nomex has well-
oriented structure, but its nonlinear nature of the chain inhibits a high modulus of this material.
The X-ray diffraction pattern of Spectra® shows that Spectra® is highly crystalline and highly
oriented.
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Figure 2.9 X-ray diffraction patterns of different Kevlar® fibers
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Figure 2.10 X-ray Diffraction patterns of different fibers
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Figure 2.1
1 X-ray equatorial scans of different fibers
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Figure 2.12 Axial stress vs. hydrostatic pressure in high pressure gas dilatometry
For an isotropic material, the Poisson's ratio must be in the range of
-1<1*0.5, which is
required for a positive strain energy. For an anisotropic material, the requirement leads to a
different possible range of Possion's ratio. This requirement can be restated as a positive
definite compliance matrix. Considering the constitutive equation of transversely isotropic fiber
as Equation 2.8, the requirement of a positive definite matrix yields the following three relations:
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2 E.
or v W I2 ^
,
Equation 2.9
At reasonable approximation, take E/E2 = 1 0, and u,(=0.3, (for high performance fibers).
then
-1.87<u12 < 1.87
Therefore, a U;2 of-1.7 is possible. However, the derivatition of Equation 2.5 is based on the
assumption that the studied material is elastic and the modul us is pressure independent. Further
measurement (Figure 2.13) illustrates that the modulus of the fiber increases with the applied
hydrostatic pressure, which may invalidate the deri
stress pressure relation at constatnt strain.
vation of Poisson ratio from the slope of the
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Figure 2. 1 3 The apparent Young's modulus of Kevlar® fiber vs. hydrostatic pressure in high
pressure gas dilatometor
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FATIGUE AN,, CREEP OF HUM, PERFORMANCE ORGANIC FIBER YARNS
}• I Abstract
h «. chapter,^ of a syslcm;i|jc s ,udy ()| . (aiiguo^^ behaviM of a^ ^
mgh perforce fiber ya™ arc presented. Previous^ „m
,g^^^_
carried ou, on sillgle filaments and tend t0 have largc^ ^^^^
on fiber yarns due ,„ lhcir obvious practica
,^^^^^^^^
A competition between perfection and damage upon fatiguing was studied. The influence of
factor, such as are,, range, mean stress, twisting, fluency, loading sequence and temperatu™
on the fatigue of fiber, was investigated. EmpiricaJ semiiogrithmic lifetime principles for fatigue
and creep were observed. A critical strain failure criterion was identified for different fibers
"ndc, tensile, creep and fatigue ioading. The correlation between deformation and damage a, the
fatigue and creep of fibers was established. This correlation allows a derivation of the lifetime
principle of fatigue and creep from the deformation behavior of fibers. The derived lifetime
Principles agree with the empirical ones. Several material constants such as fatigue
.strength and
fatigue strength index, creep strength and creep strength index were defined to characterize the
fatigue and creep properties of these high performance fibers. This allows a comparison of
fatigue and creep resistance among different fibers. The fracture morphology under different
loading modes was examined. The fatigue-damaged libers were examined by mechanical,
thermal mechanical and structure measurements. In addition, two routes: thermal-mechanical
measurements and structure characterization were proposed and validated lo be used in the
detection of the damage and prediction of the remaining lifetime in these fibers.
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3.2 Background
High performance po.ymeric fibers have received a great deal of attention recently
because of their high tensile propert.es, such as modulus, strength and dimensional stability. On a
per unit weight basis, their specific properties are even superior to that of steel or glass fibe*
Dunng their application as load bearing structural elements such as in marine ropes, industrial
belts, and fiber-reinforced composites, complicated loading conditions usually shorten their
service life dramatically. Some studies have been done on the study of creepM.102,103,
fatigue40,63,84 and deformation under humidity >04 of these materials
Two different strategies have been adopted to produce high performance fibers. In the
case of flexible chain polymers, such as polyethylene, highly oriented and extended chain
structures are obtained by specialized processing techniques'04. Another approach"* involves
incorporating aromatic species in the polymer backbone to yield rigid rod-like extended chain
structures; Kevlar@
,
Vectran@ and Technora@ are some examples. The relationship of such an
extended chain morphology to material properties has been the focus of several studies«3-
35,41,48,72,79,80,82, 106_ Different techniques such as X-ray diffraction34^^ 1.72,79^ E iectron
microscopy 1 06, Raman spectroscopy33^ and solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)4®
have been utilized to obtain a general understanding of the structure property relationship.
However, not enough effort has been made to relate the long-term properties, especially
when in use, of these fibers to their structure. Our study provides some understanding of their
long-term properties and possible correlation with the structure.
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To study the fatigue and creep of high performance fibers,
results in the earlier studies.
let us first discuss some
3.2.
1 Fatigue of Polymers
There are usually ,wo modes of failure: creep failure, which ,s deformation driven, and
fatigue failure, wh.ch is crack dr.ven. Fat.gue failnre of a matenal refers to a failure ,ha, does
no, occur when ,he component
,s loaded iniUaUy, but after a „umbe r of simtiar ,oad fluctuations
Under this loading fluctuation, ,he matenal undergoes a crack initiation, crack propagation and
final failure. Two theories are used ,o characterize the material behav.or under fatigue: fracture
mechanics theory focusing on crack propagation, and damage accumulation ru leS .
Table 3.1 lists the main theories proposed for material lifetime under fatigue conditions.
These theories were used mainly to study the fatigue of metals.
Table 3.
1 Summary of Fatigue Life Time Theory
Palmgren
Miner's
Law 121
Governing Equation Physical Meani n;
Linear damage
cumulating with
(1) time
(2) number of
cycles
Fatigue crack
propagation rate
depends on stress
intensity factor
(Ak)
Usage
stress fluctuation or different
stress sequence
Points of improvements
Instead of using ( I) as the
failure criteria, statistically
evaluating the possibility
of the failure
strain range partitioning
can be used to separate
creep and fatigue
where in the tabl
t is the time under fatigue, T is the time under fatigue till failure,
n is the number of cycles under fatigue, N is the number of cycles till failure,
a is one-half of the fatigue crack length
a, is the fatigue stress, am is the mean stress, ca is the fatigue stress amplitude, rjys is the yielding strength of the material and a,
is the fatigue strength of the material
e is the fatigue strain and
(J>
is the fraction of time under different loading.
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Fatigue is general viewed as a three-stage process as shown in Figure 3. 1 . The lifetime
of the material is determined by the initiation, propagation and final failure. The initiation is
rarely understood. Pre-cracking normally shortens the initiation process dramatically.
CD
H4—
I
failure
ltiation
log no. of cycles, N
Figure 3.1 Phenomenological S-N Plot in fatigue of materials
Most fatigue studies focus on how the crack propagates. Based on fracture mechanics,
many researchers have proposed lifetime laws that have the form
da
dn
~ f(o,a)
Equation 3.1
where a is the fatigue crack length, n is the number of loading cycles and a is the fatigue loading
da
range. — is therefore called fatigue crack propagation (FCP) rate. More studies suggested
Equation 3.1 truly is
da
dn
= AAK
Equation 3.2
where A, m are material constants and AK is stress intensity factor range, which is equal to
K -K 108-no
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In the study of metal fatigue, mean stress is found to have an influence on the fatigue
lifetime. The effect of mean stress has been incorporated in different ways as shown in the
following equations using the concept of apparent stress amplitude <ja : ' • >
Goodman: O
a
= a
sa (l-«Xw /<7 M )
Equation 3.3
Gerbena, =C7M (\~{Cm /cfs )
2
)
Equation 3.4
Soderberg: G
a
= a
sa
(1 - (a
m I
G
fs ))
Equation 3.5
in which, osa is the applied stress range in a fatigue, am is the applied mean stress, a, is the
yielding stress, a, is the fatigue strength and aa is the applied stress amplitude in an S-N plot.
As for polymers, fatigue failure may be induced by large-scale hysteretic heating,
resulting in actual melting of polymers, or by fatigue crack initiation and propagation. The
fatigue behavior of some engineering plastics such as polycarbonate (PC), polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA), polystyrene (PS), Nylon and poly(vinylene chloride) (PVC) have been
studied. The studies have concentrated on fatigue crack propagation (FCP). Figure 3.2"2 shows
the relation between FCP rate and the applied stress intensity factor range in the fatigue of
polymeric materials. Among these materials, PC and Nylon exhibit a low crack propagation rate,
which is believed to be due to the ease of energy dissipation through main chain segmental
motions. A crystalline phase in a polymer helps to improve the fatigue resistance. Frequency
sensitivity of FCP is correlated to polymer chain motions.
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Figure 3.2 Fatigue crack propagating rate of several common plastics
There are very few studies on fatigue of fibers, although load fluctuation is unavoidable
in real applications of fibers. One million cycles is usually used as the maximum test cycles and
the material surviving after one million cycles is treated as non-failure. It was found that Nylon
66 fibers would fail in fatigue only if the maximum load was above about 60% of the nominal
fiber breaking strength and that the minimum load was zero.' >3 Similar results were found for
Nomex® and polyester fibers by the same group. Kevlar® 49 was found not to fail unless the
maximum applied load was greater than 80% of the tensile strength. The fatigue fracture
morphology of Nylon 66 fiber is very different from those failed under tensile or creep loading.
However, other fibers will show fibril fracture ends after fatigue failure, which is similar to those
failed in tensile tests.
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Although PCP U c0mmonly used ,„ lhe s(udy Qf fa , jgue of poiymffs
A ,yp,ca, d,me„ s,o„ of a bulk sample can be in (he m„|imeter^^^^ ^^
differently.
3.2.2 Creep in High Performance Fibers
When a cons.an, stress is applied to the material, deformation can occnr with time. Th.s
creep strain can result in the fracture of the material tu u L •r n . The creep behavior of Kevlar® fibers has
been studied since the appearance of Kevlar® commercial products.61.62,64,,03,,04,1,4,115 Although
some general observations have been made, the creep mechanism remains unclear.
By applying a high stress level, usually higher than 70 % of the nominal tensile strength,
the fiber can fail within a finite time. A general empirical semi-logarithmic relation has been
adopted to describe the correlation between the applied stress and time to rupture in creep.103,1 ,5
Lafitte and Bunsell'03 reported the tlme tQ^ Qf^ ^^ ^
~- =
-0.08(logf
r ) + l.i
Equation 3.6
Since there is a larger variation in the lifetime of single filaments under creep, some
statistic treatment is reported. Wu and co-authors showed that the lifetime of single Kevlar ®49
filament follows Weibull distribution. 1 15
Two mechanisms have been proposed for creep-rupture: chain slippage and chain
scission. Wilfong and Zimmerman"* used chain slippage to explain the creep-rupture in
Kevlar® fibres. Rather, Wu and co-authors^ attributed the creep rupture to the chain scission
because the activation energy of failure events they calculated, 80 kcal/mol, is close to the C-N
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« < Koe.anexp ,
kinclie hivakdown. 117
Studies of creep deformation and its mechanism for Kevlar® fiber «ri\c vi.ii r o i are more extensive
«• 'fibers i**—***^^
, ,l, „„,,,„„, BuMell
adopted the following equation: '03
e
c
(t) ^,i ( ,g( /lr ))M/
T
liquation 3.7
W"""' r,S 1
S
'" S
'
'
Mi is the i «*ofMM
,M eof8tr
Ericksen took a slightly different form: 62,64,io4,ii8
e
r (0 ,>,„ = £
1
(0% , T) + a(a
e ,
t) log
10 /
liquation VS
01
~ ^g7>~ iS CaMCd^ ratC Parameter ,hi " is related to *e creep rate V by
J--SL.
2.3/
The creep rate parameter was shown to increase with the applied stress by Ericksen and
Ciuimaraes 62,64,104 but no( (() changfi wj(h ^^^ fay^^^^
The molecular mechanism of creep is believed to be crystallite rotation through either
lattice shear or boundary slip. (Figure 3.3) The maximum transient creep strain is about 0.07%
for Kevlar* 49 and (). 1 6% for Kevlar° 29. a strain calculated by crystallite rotation is consistent
With the observed creep strain. The apparent activation energy calculated using the creep rate
parameter is about 8 (J/mol 62,104 This number indicates that the creep process may involve
hrcakiug of hydrogen bonds al the surface Of crystallites. I ncksen further argued lhal the
4H
existence of creep excludes recovery of the creep mechanism of grain boundary sliding, du,s the
internal stress relaxation, molecul,
e creep mechanisms include
growth H •
^
rearran8emeM
'
P 'eat S,mC 'Ure
'
V°id
"**—
-
0.', and increase in crystallinity.
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Figure 3.3 Creep deformation through crystal rotation
s in
mo,s,ure content changes ihe creep raie a, different temperatures and stresses. The Creep
activation energ.es ca,cn,a,ed snppor, ihe creep mechanism of hydrogen hond breakage
of smgie foments. There aiso iacks a bridge connecting creep deformadon and creep mpture
failure critenon for h,gh performance f.bers was proposed that makes the correction between
creep deformation and creep rupture possible.
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3.3 Experimental
3.3.
1 Fatigue experiments
Fa-gue testmgof the yarns was performed usj„g a„^^ ^ (
(
^
- of gnps
. The :oad was progranmed (o ^ rf a sinusQ|da| wavefom^^^^
fa.tgue condu.ons over a flxed lfl mii| ,on cydes me s(ress ampmude vaned^^
load,„g
,
temperature, lime
,
load, displacement and tota, number of cycles were tracked mi
transferred to the computer ft, slorage
. The data were ana|yzed^^ ^
completed. Figure 3.4 shows the experiment se,uP for the fa.igue of fiber yams.
There are four stress parameters in a facigue test: cyclic uunimum stress cyclic
maximum stress am„, stress amplitude oa or <j„ which is (a « i „„h^sa, omax -cr^n) and mean stress ony which is
«a„, +oran )/2). The terms of stress amplitude and stress range have the same meaning in this
dissertation.
Bes.des the constant load profile used in most fatigue experiments, a changing load
profile was a!so applied in some fatigue experiments. The purpose of a changing load profile
was to study the effect of loading sequence on fatigue behavior. Figure 3.5 illustrates the loading
profile in a sequential loading experiment.
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Figure 3.4 Experimental setup of fatigue of high performance fibers
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Figure 3.5 Stress profiles of block loading fatigue experiments
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Before conducting fatigue experiments, an ideal steel wire sample was used to check the
re„abi, ity of ,he sysrem. F,gure 3.6 shows te there is no e„ergy dissipation ,„ one cycle of
loading for a s.ee, wire indicating the pure^ Qf^^^^^^
strain indica.es energy dissipated and is a common observation with polymer.
strain
Figure 3.6 Instrumental check. Dynamic tester 851
1
3.3.2 Creep Experiment
Two different specimens, single filaments and yarns, were used in the creep study. Most
yarns have a linear density of about 1500 denier. Occasionally, 200 denier Kevlar® 29 yarn was
used.
Two instruments were used to conduct creep experiments. For creep experiments of
single filaments and yarns at ambient temperature, an Instron tester 5564 was used. DuPont
TMA 2940 was used to test the creep of single filaments at elevated temperatures. In spite of a
strain control mechanism for both instruments, a feedback loop controls the stress fluctuation
within 2 %. The applied stress level ranged from a factor of 0.7 to 0.95 of the static strength.
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In fatigue and most creep studies,
One reason for this is that the
yarn samples were used instead of single filaments
measurements of yarns have better statistics than that of singl
filaments, which is clearly shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Statistics of the properties of yarn and single filament of Kevlar® fibers
Sample
Kevlar29
as spun
sample
type
number of
specimen
Load at
Max. Load
Modulus
(AutYoung)
(GPa)
Stress at
Max. Load
(MPa)
Strain at
Max.Load
*The AutYoung modulus is calculated using the steepest slope in a stress-strain curve and ishigher than the initial modulus for Kevlar® fiber.
At least five samples were tested under one loading condition: either fatigue or creep.
The logarithmic average of the lifetime in cycles for fatigue and in seconds for creep was used to
generate the empincal lifetime equation. The variation of the logarithm^ lifetimes is small (~
5%) and could be used to derive useful lifetime equation. (See Figure 3.7)
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Figure 3.7 Variation in the lifetime measurements of fiber yarns under fatigue
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3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.
1
General Fatigue Behavior
stress-strain curve during a fatigue experimient
Figure 3.8 shows a general picture of the
The fatlgue behav.or of high performance flbers can be d ,vided^^^
and acceleration stages. ,„ the initial stage
, there „ . re|a
, ive|y^^^^
load,„g cycle. All fibers exhib,, s,rai„-h ardening ln the^^ Then ^
stage, ,he minimum strain
„ one cycle increases s,eadi,y w,,h the number of ,oad,„g cycles.
Fina„y
,
the fiber yam displays strain soften,ng and soon fads. This strain softening is m„s,|y
due to the fact that the individual fibers start to fail in the third stage,
initial stage propagation
stage
accelarating
stage
300,000
Figure 3.8 A general picture of stress-strain behavior of Kevlar® fiber during a fatigue test
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We first studied the factors that influence the material lifetime under fatigue. The
influencing factors that we investigated include applied stress n
loading sequence and temperature.
inge, mean stress, frequency,
"4
'
'
-
«"*« °< M«»
-
the Concept of
A typical fatigue
.ifetime plot compares the applied StreSS amplitude and .he number of „fe,,me
in cycles, the S-N plot
.
The influence of stress amplitude was the firs, factor studied. Figure 3.9
shows the lifetime as a function of the applied stress amplitude for Kevlaf fiber yarns. The
number of cycle, to failure in material is seen to decrease dramatically upon increasing the
applied stress amplitude. A linear regression of the data yields a good fit. The study of fatigue of
if)
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c
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o
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3
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Figure 3.9 Fatigue lifetime of Kevlar® 29 under different applied stress amplitudes
other high performance fibers yields similar results. Therefore, the lifetime principle of high
performance fibers can be described as
<*ma =o ts {\-m*\x\N
t
)
Equation 3.9
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stress
me
where o„ is the applied cycHc stress amplitude f<W^ and W
,
is ,hc mmhcr^ ,„
strength and the slope „ is called the fatigue strength in(kx
, Thcse^ ^^
performance, a h.gh fatigue strength and small fatigue strength index is desirable.
During fatigue experiments, i, is seen tha, both the stress amplitude and the mean
increases initially upon increasing
«,„„ due to a decrease in the stress amplitude. However, a
relationships have been developed to account for the effect of mean stress in fatigue of metals,
such as Goodman's relation, Oerber's and Soderberg's relation- '(See background, earlier m this
Chapter,. All these equations fail ,„ explain our results. A careful analysis of the data gives an
apparent stress amplitude in the form of a = ./7a rT^ T\
Figure 3.10 shows tha, the logarithm of material hie cycles correlates linearly with the
apparent stress amplitude. However, when amin is greater than half of the CW, fatigue lifetime is
Shorter than that predicted. This could be due to the combination of creep and fatigue effects
under these loading conditions. In a simple creep experiment at a constant stress less than 90% of
tensile strength, the lifetime of the material is longer than tha, under fatigue with onm the same as
the creep stress. On the other hand, the materia, lifetime is longer under fatigue than creep when
the applied stress exceeds 90% of the tensile strength. These experimental observations lead to
the hypothesis that there are two competing deformation mechanisms in the material and (he
combination of these two effects governs the material service life. We will deta.l the results of
the creep study in a later section.
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Figure 3.10 Fatigue lifetime of Kevlar" 29 under different mean stresses
3.4.1, Effect of Frequency
, Effcct rf Stes F|uctua(ion^ cum^^
THe effect of frequency on the fatlgue behayjor of ,he fjber ^ ^ |merest
other hand, may be due tQ (he viscoeIastjc re|axation m^ ma(eriai^ ^^b* penance flbers demonstrate
. frequency insensi
,|v , ty ^
resu|ts ^
than the loading time determines the fatigue lifetime for .lv.fi. .ugu ttt tor the frequencies investigated. This result
suggests a different mechanism for fatigue and creep in these materia.,
This has been an interesting area of study, and some polymers such as PMMA, PS, PPO,
etc., have been found to be frequency sensitive; while some others such as PC, Nylon 66, etc.
behave independently of the frequency- Efforts have been made to correlate the relative
frequency sensittvity in polymers and the frequency of movement of main chain segments
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generating the |i transition peak in a dy cmeeh,
,,,,,.,,„,„,,,
pointed out tha, an**,,, eveaied a 3 pee* has the greatest
f«i«uem r m ,„„„„,„„, „, lha , p^ ()ui resuit>^
_
COnClU"< * '
"
a"sili
"" obiervet ,,„„,,,„,,.
, lH1„,,st.,w ^
according lo our DMTA study.
*
*
^ '" "
*
' k
• « of loading cyc.es appli* expressed
" '™8' "' *• Wto
- ' *• stress ,vc, WOuld be „,, ,„.„„„,„„, of „MM
life expended. When the total damage „,. hes ioo ft, .he specimen ,ho, 'ail. [| can „,
expressed as the following equation.
Equation 3.10
where, i = i,h .trees level, npnuraber of cycles applied at <r„ fatigue life at «
This concep, will be applicable if the depletion of lifetime because of the danutg. caused
by cad, Independenl loading linearly accumulates independently over the entire life of the
material.
A block loading experiment was designed to verify the validity of the cumulative damage
argument in the fatigue of fiber yarns. Two different loading conditions involving a high-low
Mock and a low-high block were used. In the first case, a relatively high stress amplitude was
applied lor a certain number of cycles, which was the,, lowered to a reduced level until ultimate
failure; the reverse being the case lor the latter. (See Experimental Figure 3.5)
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The fatigue lifetime of Kevlar^ 29 at different frequencies (a) and loading sequence(b), numbers ,n the plot (a) are the applied stress amplitude
F'gure 3.1
1
.(b) summaries the results of these experiments. I «, / iV,. > 1 for high-low blocking
loading fatigue illustrates that fibers under a high-low block loading fatigue have longer lifetime
than low-high block-loading, where Y «. IN
:
<\
An explanation of the effects of frequency and loading sequence will be given in 3.4.3.3.
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3-4.1.3 Effect of Twist
A study and model development of twist »ff« ,W1S
'
effect
°
n P™P«'ies was conducted m this
presented in this chapter.
datively unchanged. Therefore, under the tsame loading condition, twist yarns have nearly
S. 2.2
CD
CD
? 2.0
V)
w
CD
"D
.2
Q.
CL
03
1.8
1.6
2.07Tpi twisted: o
a
= 2.62 - 0.14 log N,
untwisted: a = 2.44 - 0.12 log N
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number of cycles to failure
10 7 108
Figure 3.12 Difference in lifetime for untwisted and twisted yarns under fatigue loading
decade longer lifetime. Figure 3.13 summarizes the change in different properties with the
degree of twist. It shows that the tenacity and the fatigue property change in a similar manner. It
can be postulated that an interlocking mechanism may give rise to the higher tenacity and good
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twist, whereas transverse crushing failur
fatigue performance at small degrees of
morphological characterization of twisted yarns. (See 4.4.6)
e will destroy
breakage strain
2 4
Twist degree (tpi)234
Twist multiplier
Figure 3. 1 3 Fiber properties as a function of the degree of twist for Kevlar® 29 yarn
3.4.1.4 Effect of Temperature
Fa,,gue of Kevlar* 29 fiber yarns under elevated temperatures was studied. Figure 3.14
shows that temperature has a strong influence on the fatigue lifetime of the material. The
lifetime of Kevlar* 29 fiber a, 60 "C is only I % of that at ambient temperature.
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Figure 3.14 Fatigue lifetime at different temperatures
3.4. 1
.5 Comparison among Different Fibers
The fatigue of different high performance fibers, different Kevlar® fibers, Technora®,
Spectra® and Vectran®, was studied. There are two purposes for the study. One is to generate a
general lifetime principle for these fibers; and the other is to compare the fatigue propert.es of
different fibers. In our study, different high performance fibers exhibit the similar linear relat.on
between the appl.ed stress level and the logrithmic lifetime m cycles. Figure 3,5 displays a
summary of the fatigue properties of different fiber yarns.
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Figure 3.15 Fatigue lifetime of different fiber
strength ratio
af/ats
O.c
1.12
1.16
1.06
0.94
0.92
fatigue strength
index, m
O023
0.025
0.028
0.032
0.039
0.038
0.039
yarns
10
The ordinate is normalized by the respective fatigue strengths for diree, comparison. The
varions fiber yarns can be ranked in the order of decreasing fatigue resistance as Kevlar" 29,
Kevlar [49®, Kevlar 1 19®, Vectran HS* Spectra 900'"' and Technora* according to the fatigue
strength index shown in the table in Figure 3.15. The fatigue strength, obtained by linear
regression of data in each case, is found to correlate directly to the tensile strength because the
tensile stretching corresponds to a special case of fatigue where the material lifetime is only
half cycle.
one
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It is worthwhile to point out that fh,* f.fP . the fatigue strength indices for these fiber yarns are
~* One difference is tha, a power law instead of .
.milogar.thrruc
,aw „^ fc fc
'
fatigue of metals:
Equation 3.1
1
where &e
r
is the elastic strain amplitude E is it., „,„...
,
P
'
15
'
he modulus
-
<* ls fatigue stress amplitude (1/2
of the stress range m ,h,s particular case,,, • is ,he fatigue strength ^^
of cycles to failure and b ,s called the fatigue strength exponent. Indeed, ,f a narrow range of
stresses ts used, these two types of relation are essentially equivalent.
The t value for stee, at small stratn is
-0.06, which ,s comparable to the „ value of the
fibers, about
-0.03. Although these values are similar, the metals exhibit a higher fattgue
strength tndex when subjected to a h.gh strain range'", whereas the polymeric fibers do no,
show such a transition. For example, when Kevlar* is subjected to a large stress amphtude range
(50
- 95% of tensile strength,, as in Figure 3.9, the data falls on a smgle curve without any
transition, The transttion in metals appears because the plastic strain at higher stress range is
much larger than the elastic stratn a, low stress. The low hysteresis in one cycle of the fatigue of
fibers at all stress levels indicates that there is no such transition.
3 4.2 Fatigue of High Performance Fibers-Competition between Perfection and Damage
To elucidate the mechanism of fiber fatigue, retrieved dynamic data at various stages of
fatigue were analyzed and different mechanical and structure characterizations have been
performed.
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It is found that fatigue does not always mean damage to the material. Early stage of
was
b- ,„ improve the„^ rf^ ^ ^^
-** explains lhal the enhancement of fc^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^
A pre„minary study of the properly enhancemem ^ cyd|c ^^^^^
conducted. After subjecting the R^vi*,.® onj m Kevlar 29 yar„ t0 hlgh amplitude fas, ^ (
|
^
-™. for a day beforeW« measurcmen, Tab ,e 3.3 shows an ,ncrease ,„ the^
modu,us by 23 Percenl and a small lncrease of 5^ .„^ ^^^ ^
fibers.
Table 3.3 Mechanical properties of as spun yarns and yarns being short-term fatigued
Material
as spun fiber
Tensile Modulus
(GPa)
70.0(0.4)
Tensile strength
(GPa)
2.19(21)
Strain to
break(%)
3.0(.3)
Diameter
(Mm)
13.2(1)
conditioned fiber* 86.0(1.0) 2.93(.51) 2.0(.3) 13.2(1)
*Treatment Condition:
fZ
Cl
:
i
l
l0ading
.
Wi
.
th tria"gular waveform applied to Kevlar 29 fiber yarnMaxtmum cyclic ,oad-230N/l,9GPa
,I^^SEJ^ 1 wee k
The x-ray diffraction patterns (Figure 3.16) show improved orientation of the crystals
after this mechanical conditioning treatment, while the transverse crystal sizes does not change.
This indicates that reorientation occurs when the fiber is subjected to the external stress. This
leads to a poss,ble new route for post-treatment of fiber by oscillating stress at elevated
temperature. The change in modulus upon deformation has been discussed by many researchers
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. Erickson « has compared the modu ius of fibers a( thg stage^^^ ^^
and the modulus of later creep is about 6 percent higher than that at the beginning. It is seen that
the increase in modulus by cyclic loading is larger than that by static loading. This suggests that
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cyclic loading facilitates the internal structure ahem,,'"ematl0n
»»•> s«PP°«s a model of boundary slip
nduced chain axis rotat.on tnstead of a ,a„,ce deformat,on model.
i
AS SPUN FIBER
Type of Fiber
CONDITIONED FIBER
<COS VI/ x,200>
order parameter S
X.200
Kevlar 29 as spun
0.955
0.93
12.2 (0.5)
Kevlar 29 conditioned
0.965
0.95
0.8 (0.5)
Apparent crystalline size.A
plane (002)
plane (110)
plane (200)
656
52
46
57
51
P,ure
,16^^^^^ parameters of crystals ,„ as spun hber
Based on the above discussion, i, is important to distinguish the perfection of the
structure from the damage when the material is being subjected to cyclic loading. Hgure 3.17
compares the stress-strain curves at the initial stage and later stage of fatigue for Kevlar® 29
fiber. The hysteresis always decreases with the number of cycles during structure perfection.
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io n
position (mm)
position (mm)
Figure 3. 1 7 Load-displacement curves of one cycle in different stages of fatigue
An energy d.ssipation calculation has been earned to quantify the hysteresis. Instead of
trying to integrate the stress-strain curve, an easy way was adopted by fitting the stress-time data
and strain-time data into a sinusoidal funct.on and using the phase ,ag to characterize the energy
dissipation. Ftgure 3,8 shows that phase lag tan 6 initially decreases rap.dly with the number of
loadmg cycles and then reach a constant of 0.033 around IO3 to ^cycles for a cyclic load.ng of
a stress amplitude of 1
.64 GPa. Also, the increase in modulus stops when tan6 plateaus.
Considering the modulus change as the indicator of property change, this transition in tan5 and
modulus can be viewed as a perfection-damage transition. The energy dissipation diagrams
under different stress amplitudes were analyzed. It is found that the observed number of loading
cycles at the transition corresponds to 0.1 to 1 percent of the lifetime of the material and is found
independent of stress amplitudes. Additionally, for higher stress amplitude, the plateau tan8 is
higher, which indicates higher energy dissipation.
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Figure 3.18 Structure perfect
fatigue stress range is 1.7 GPa (stress level of 0.7)
ation;
The same analysis was also applied ,o the fafigue of Vec.ran* HS fiber. Figure 3. ,9
ndicaces tha, the e„ergy dissipafion of Vee.ran® HS fiber during fafigue undergoes a s.m.lar
0.20
Vectran HS
0.18 -
0.16
0.14
to
f 0.12 -
0)
£ 0.10 -
Q_
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
fatigued at stress amplitude of 2.23 GPa (stress level of 0 VO Hz, room temperature '
10 100 1000
number of loading cycles
10000
Figure 3. 1 9 Energy dissipation along fatigue in Vectran® HS fiber yarn
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transition to Kevlar® We alcn nu« j ,
•
also observed that the p.ateau tanS in Vectran® HS fiber is higher than
that of Kevlar® 29 fiber under the same relative stress level TV. his might explain why Kevlar® 29
fiber has longer lifetime than Vectran® HS at th*ect at the same stress level if a constant energy
dissipation is assumed to destroy the material.
Th,s enhance™ of properties after short-term fatigulng was observed fa ^ ^^penance fibers invested. figUre 3,0 shows Ihe modulus cha„ge with the ,oadi„g cvclcs
of enhancement is different for different fibers. Kevlar* 29 exhibits ,h, h . •zv t e highest increment in
modulus upon cyclic loading and Kevlar* 149 cxhibils the least increment.
102 103 104
number of loading cycles
105
material Eo (GPa) Ep (GPa) Ep/Eo
Kevlar29 88.6 117 1.32
Kevlar 1 49 158 160 1. 01
Spectra900 92.8 105 1.13
VectranHS 92 113 1.23
Technora 80.9 93 1.15
Figure 3.20 Change of Young's modulus with the number of loading cycles for different fibersE0 is the initial modulus and E
p
is the plateau modulus.
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It is Cresting to notice that for Spectra* 900 fiber the modulus almost
linearly with the number of loading cycl
range is low for this experiment (0.3 of the
increases
es as shown ,n Figure 3.21. The applied loading stress
static strength) and the material is far from failure.
104
100
CL
O
co 98
o
O
Spectra 900
fatigue stress amplitude: 0.58 Gpa
5Hz, room temperature *
1000 10000
number of loading
Figure 3.21 Modulus change with the loading cycles in a Spectra® fiber
The listed initial moduli m Figure 3.20 are higher than those m tensile testing reported in Chapter
2. These two moduli are different in that the moduli in Chapter 2 refer to the initial modulus,
which was evaluated in a strain range lower than 1%, while here the moduli are the average
moduli along loading in the initial cycle. For fibers such as Kevlar®, Vectran® and Technora®,
this explains the discrepancy and if we calculate the modulus using a higher stress range in a
tensile test, the obtained modulus is close to what we listed in Figure 3.20. However, for
Spectra® 900, this does not explain the data. Strain rate is another factor that attributes to the
difference in the moduli of Spectra® 900. The strain rate in our tensile test is 10%/min, while a
fatigue experiment is done at 5 Hz. The strain rate in a fatigue experiment is therefore 5 times
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faster than that in a tensile tMt u;, u- i_est. Tta htgher strain rate h . faljgue expenmem resu|(s h a
value for the initial modulus.
3.4.3 Deformation and Failure Criteria in Fatigue and Creep
To better understand the fatigue mechamsm, the fatigue deformation
_^
The s,mu„aneous strewn data recorded along fat.gue allows us to s,udy me
fa„gue deformation wtth me number of loadmg cycles. There are two varies characterl2|„g
—
^
the instantaneous stram ,n me materia, when me appiied stress reaches minimum (c ,0Se
o zero stress, and a cycltca, maximum strata is tbe mstantaneous strata ,„ the materia, wben me
applied stress reaches the maximum. A cyclical mimmum strata therefore represents the
instantaneous permanent deformation in the material.
I. was found that the deformatton in the fiber yarns durtng fatigue
,s very wel,
represented by certain equations. This dissertation a,so disCoses a criterion for a series
performance fibers to fail under different loading modes.
3.4.3.1 Fatigue Deformat ion
The development of the cyclical minimum strain in fatigue under different stress
amplitudes in Kev,ar«29 yarns is shown m Ftgure 3.22. This permanent deformatton was found
to mcrease with the number of loading cycles in a semilogrithmical manner until the failure
point. The htgher the stress range, the higher the cyclical minimum strain at the end of firs, cycle
and the faster this strain increases with the number of loading cycles.
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number of loading cycles nf
106
Figure 3.22 Permanent deformation during fatigue in Kevlar®
applied stress amplitudes
29 fiber yarns; legends are the
More precisely, an equation of the foilowing form describes the deformation in fiber as
shown in Figure 3.23:
£
min =a + b\nn f +cn
Equation 3.12
where emm is the s,multaneous strain at minimum stress in one cycle; nfis the number of loading
cycles; a, b and c are regression parameters, c is found very small and the contribution of the
third term is negligible. Equation 3.12 can be simplified as
£
min = a+b In
n
f
Equation 3.13
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load amplitudes. B^ZSXS^ " ' """"^ apP"eding
Figure 3.23 clearly shows that there is a relat.ve large deformat.on in the first cycle 0 3
to 0.5 % depending on the app, Ied stress range. Th.s initial defection is caused by the
reorientatio, of the crysta,s that .mproves the modulu, Using the structure p„s^ ^
Flgure 3,6, the orientation angles before and after short time fatiguing, a 0.5% deforma,
calculated for the perfection period, which
deformation.
ion is
is consistent with the observation of the fatigue
Equation 3.13 also describes the fatigue deformation of other fibers: Vectran® HS
(Figure 3.24) and Spectra* 900 (Ftgure 3.25). Flgure 3.24 shows the cyc.ica. max.mum strain
change till rupture in Vectran® HS fiber yarns and Figure 3.25 shows the cyclical maximum
stram change in Spectra® 900 (not to failure). We generalize that cyclical minimum strain in a
high performance fiber under fatigue follows a semilogrithmical principle.
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number of loading cycles
Figure 3.24 Fatigue-strain development in Vectran® HS.
' i i r—
1e+1 1e+2 ie+3 le+4 ie+5
number of loading cycles
Figure 3.25 Strain development in a fatigue of Spectra® 900 fiber yarn
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3-4.3.2 Failure Criteria for Different Failure Modes in HCreep and Tensile igli Performance Fibers—Fati izue.
"
f°Und ,hi
"
hi8h Perf<~ "»» ™— when the msian.aneous
fW KCV
'ar
"
M fiber Th ' S^— -*
-W is a,so observed
c,ep or high perfon^nce fibers sh„w„ ,„ Figure 3,, The valuc „ f thc^ „^^
Vectran* HS and presumably ex.ends to other high perform fibers. This illustrates that the
fata is ^ain determined and migh, he derived through a sheai faUn« A
correlation between damage and permanent deformation is men proposed lor studied h,gh
performance fibers. An appiication of this is that a strain gangc can he embedded in a fiber yarn
to indicate the useful material lifetime.
The failure criterion lor high performance fibers can then he stated as: There is a entieai
Strain at which the fiberfails independent ofthe stress history.
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Figure 3.26 Strain at fatigue break under different applied stress amplitudes in Kevlar® 29 fiber
yarns
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Figure 3.27 The strain at break under creep for different applied loads; ,he upper line of "1 V,"M*** strain a, break, and the lower hne
tertiary creep
3.4.3.3 Application of the Deformation-damage Correl
Behavior
ation in Explaining General Fatigue
Since the deformation reflects the damage in a fatigued fiber, the simultaneous record of
deformation helps to understand the influence of several factors on fatigue behavior discussed in
3.4.1.
3.4.3.3.1 Frequency Effect
Figure 3.28 illustrates that the fatigue deformation follows similar paths under different
test frequencies. Therefore, the fatigue lifetime of Kevlar® shows a characteristic of number-of-
cycle determination instead of a loading-time determination.
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Figure 3.28 Fatigue deformation under different frequencies
3.4.3.3.2 Stress Sequence Effect
It was observed that a h.gh-low block load.ng g.ves a longer Lifetime than that pred.cted
by the cumulative damage model. It might be due to the fact that recovery competes with the
deterioration process when the second block load.
the observation of deformation development
ng is applied. This hypothesis is supported by
in a stress sequence experiment. When the cyclic
maximum strata develops was used t0 monitor the damage along a fatigue experiment, a
delay in the propagation of damage was observed after applying the low loading block in a high
low loading experiment. However, no such behavior occurs in a low-high block experiment.
Figure 3.29 illustrates such a "healing effect".
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Figure 3.29 Strain behavior i n an experiment of fatigue loading sequence
These results can be interpreted using a linear superposition law to calculate the
cumulative damage, after two different blocks of loading are applied.
It was found from the results of fatigue behavior study that the increase in the cyclic
maximum strain during the cyclic loading reflects the overall damage, and develops linearly with
the logarithm of the number of loading cycles.
Considering that, the strain profile, which is shown correct in Equation 3.13, is the
following:
emax =Ga (a +blnnf )
where emax is the cyclic maximum strain; oa is the applied stress amplitude; a\ h' are two
regression parameters and n, is the number of loading cycles. Considering a fixed number of
high loading block n, and a fixed number of low loading block nrn l in a block loading
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experiment, a comparison of final damage is made
a high-low block and low-high block.
For a high-low block loading,
in terms of final permanent deformation afte,
I
V)
the deformation at the loading cycles of n 2 is
£
,„
(»2 ) = (a +b' In w2 ) - Act(/? ln(«2 - Wj ) + <,')
while for a low-high block loading,
A
C
b
t/3
the deformation at the loading cycles of n 2 is
K ) = ^2 (a'+b'ln n 2 ) + Ad(a'+/y In «,
)
= 0", In «
2 )
- Acta ln(«
2 //;,)
Therefore,
e /,/("2)- £//,K) = -Acr/? ' ln((« 2 -«,)«, /nz)-Aca
-£
h,(n 2 )<e lh {n 2 ) at I < n, < «2 - 1
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-nigh ,oadi„g block and . hlg,|ow b|Qck respec(]vdy m] p_rs^^ ^
- bloct loading expert, than ,ha, , n . low,,gh^^^ ^ ^
What this derivat ,0„ means „ that lhe cumulaljve pnnc]ple . s genera)|y cMrec(
However, the damage, or the permanent deformation, is linearly addi.tve.
3.4.3.3.3 Temperature Effect
In 3.4.
,
.4,
,,
was shown tha, Kevlar* 29 fiber has a shorter fatigue htet.me a, elevated
temperatures. „s fatigue deformat.on a, elevated temperatures was studted to investtgate the
or,g,n of this phenomenon. It was observed that the critical strain a, failure for Keviar* fiber
0 1 000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
number of loading cycles n
Figure 3.30 Fatigue strain in Kevlar®29 i
temperatures
ncreases with number of loading cycles at different
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fatigued at elevated temperature is the samp .< *„ „ ...n e as that a, amb.eu, temperature. Figure 3.30 compares
the fatigue strain of Keviar* tiber at differeut temperatures. « showsm under^
same ioadiug conmon
,
the flber^ „^ §^^^
deformation and faster fatigue strain rate.
The apparent activation energy for fatigue strain was calculated using the fatigue strain
rate at different temperatures. From the slope in Figure 3.31, the
deformation is 10 kJ/mol. This number
activation energy for fatigue
is very close to the activation energy reported for creep
deformation",^ It suggests^^ ^ of hydrogen bonds.
1/T(K" 1 )
Figure 3.31 Arrhenius plot of Kevlar® 29 fatigue experiments
3.4.4 Fatigue Mechanism and Fatigue Resistance
In conventional bulk material, fatigue crack propagation is the focus in the fatigue
mechanism study. Our studies show a distinctive difference of the fatigue behavior of high
performance fibers from that of bulk materials reported. Although phenomenally the fatigue of
high performance fibers also shows the three stages of initiation, propagation and acceleration
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(Figure 3. 1) as those in bulk material* th«„s, they are hmdamentally different The initiation stage ,„
high performance fibers is actually a perfection sow tk„tage. The propagation stage is a real damage
-ge. Therefore, onr stndy of fa,igUe„m „ Wgh ^
^^
understanding of the damage phase and „s correlation with strain. Based on the nnderstandf„g of
fatigue mechanism, we will discuss the fatigue resistance in hioh ,g high performance fibers and what can
be done to improve their fatigue properties FimirP * v> mP pe . gu e 3.32 illustrates how we approached the damage
related fatigue mechanism.
Cycilic Max. Strain Eqn.
(fatigue strain)
___Jw°cf(aa, nf)
fatigue strain increases
with n
Material Fails at Constrant Strain
£max(<?> Nf)=eh
v
Material Fatigue Lifetime Eqn.
Figure 3.32 Flow diagram correlating deformation with fatigue failure in high performance fibers
The fatigue strain behavior of the fibers was discussed in 3.4. 3. 1 and is a function of the
applied stress range and number of loading cycles. The fatigue strain is shown to increase with the
number of loading cycles. The fatigue failure criterion has been identified as a critical strain.
Therefore, at the failure cycle Nfi the fatigue strain is equal to a constant. If the function,
£max(o,Nf), is known, a relation between the number of cycles to failure, Nf, and the applied stress
range, the fatigue lifetime principle, can be derived according to Figure 3.32. If the derived fatigue
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gure
in terms
lifetime principle agrees with the empirical equation (Equation 3 9) ,hP ,equati . , t e correlation between fatigue
strain and damage is consequently proven.
3.4.4.!
^AppUcahiUtyoftheConceptotDynamicCreepinFatigue
as .he fatigue stress range was proposed hased on the parallelism hetween creep and fatigue ,„ the
following, it is shown that a creep deformation hehavior can be derived by utilizing the
.spasticity and deformation Kinetics. Teas derived creep deformation behav.or help to construe,
.tie fatigue deformation equation. However, „ should be recognized tba, the following derivation is
only a reference; while the real mechanism of the creep or fatigue needs further investigation.
Let ns firs, examine the function form for a creep stram. The creep deformation behavior
for Kevlar* 29 fiber can be approximated using Voigfs mode, and its relaxation spectrum.
.« ,s
assumed that there is a flow probability for any par, of the polymer chain. The activation energy
spectrum of this flow is shown as (he solid line in Figure 3.31(a). The applied stress lowers the
activation energy of flowing by on, where o" is the appiied stress and u is the activation volume of
,he flow, when the flow direction is at the same direction as the applied stress, (dash-line in Figure
3.33.(b))
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reaction direction
(a)
Generalized Voigt's Model
(b)
Figure 3.33 (a) Energy diagram Of a material under steady load of a; (b) Model of the system
Based on (he illustration in Figure 3.33, the creep strain for a single Voigt elemenl is:
e, -£
0 (l-exp(-f/T))
Equation 3.14
in which, e>. creep strain for one Voigl elemenl
t,
: corresponding relaxation lime
t: lime under loading
Under stress field and utilizing deformation kinetics123
,
S0 = P +v ~ pv = V exp((T,y / 2kT) - v exp(-<T
e
V / 2kT)
= Vsinh(G
cv/2kT)
in which, v: activation volume, p\ possibility, and oe : applied stress
=v/sinh((T
(
r/2A-7)(l-exp(-//r ))
Equation 3.15
For a generalized Voigt's model, if the active energy spectrum is /(<(>) then
X4
e
c
=
-i^=/;/(0)£,^
^«(^/2^)j; /(0)(1 .expH
Equation 3. 16
in which, e, is the creep strain of the material.
The activation energy spectrum/^ can be *
through the following equation:
approximated from the complijnice spectrum
at a wide range of t or</>
Equation 3.17
in which, y is the storage compliance and 0 is the frequency
Figure 3.34 shows the master curve of the compliance spectrum of Kevlar® fiher tested
using DMTA. The slope, dJ/dz,
f( (j>) is constant.
is a constant in a large range of relaxation time indicating thai
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Figure 3.34 Master Curve constructed using DMTA for PPTA fiber
H5
Then, Equation 3.16 becomes
£
c
=«
0v
2
cr
c ln(2AO + «
1
Equation 3. 18
in which, a0
,
aj and A are constants.
— and static triction. We are seeing the co,.relation between^^ ^^
appiied stress amphtude. ,„ Equation 3,W(T dlcates^^^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^
fatigue rate in EqUatio„ 3,3. b „to ca , led the tatigue ra(e The^^^
deformation and creep deformation is shown as follows,
Fatigue
Creep
max - £ fl + £> • 111 W / £
c =«ov aln(24?) + a
This simiiarity between deformation equations of fatigue and that of creep suggests a
linear rdation between the fatigue rate b and the applied stress amplitude c„ accordingly. A
dynamic creep index is defined as follows:
Dynamic Crrep Tndpv & -
3e
™* /d]nn f
_ ±_
Equation 3.19
in which oa is the applied stress amplitude.
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Figure 3.35 Establishment of the correlati™
Concept ofDy™"ctp^ fa"8Ue Strain rate a"d «8-*- range-
and .he applied stress atnplimde. Therefore, i is a materia, eonstan, independent of stress
eondition and it is related to the material response to fatigning.
3.4.4.2 The Derivation of Fatigue Lifetime Principle
After the fatigue strain as a function of stress range was established, the fatigue lifetime
equation was derived hased on the deformation-damage correlation.
Assuming:
1. Fatigue strain:
£max - £ 0 + <5 a I Es + a a d • In n
Equation 3.20
where £o
,
d are constants, a, is the fatigue stress range and EAs the stablized modulus
2. Strain at break = &
3. Dynamic creep index = d
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Then, at the failure cycle N/.
< £ b =£ 0 +(T(UE
s +d)nNf )
Equation 3.21
Figure 3.28 can be rewritten as
l/c^V(eb -e0 )(l/Es +dhLN f )G f lo»=o f l{£ h -e 0 ){\lEs +d\nN f )
Equation 3.22
rewrite :c
f lo a =\ / Gf ) = , /(, + (ZllfV
))
1 °f
1 + x
1 - x when x < 1
Then Equation 3.22 becomes (1 - - a gj^ - „ , D ,,
Therefore, the Fatigue Lifetime Equation is:
K£b £ 0 )h s £ b -e 0
1
= cf,
s '(\-m\nNf )
Equation 3.23
The ftmetional form of Equation 3.23 is the same as the empirical iifetime equation
(Equation 3.9). This vaiidates the derivation. Therefore, two new parameters, fatigue strength and
fatigue strength index, were defined for the material.
Fatigue Strength-
<Tf = <T,(2-
a\
(£b -e 0 )Es
Fatigue Strength Tnrfcy
88
m =
a
ts d a, d
.
.— ts
-—*-^ 0n lhe other hand lhemm slrength lndex m
;
-
material.
Since an the staticm can be^^^ ^^^
strengths and fatigue strength indices that are comparable to the experimentai data.
This derivation contirms the tatigne mechanism ot high performance fibers ihrough a
staple experiments, finagining that a new tiher is designed and produced, and its fatigue
«o be condncted to be abie to
_ize the fifefinte princpie or detennine i, tatigue strength and
tatigue strength index. According to onr derivation, to obtain these two parameters, oniy one short
time fatigue experiment and static measurement are needed. From lhe
.short-time tahgue
experiment, the dynamic creep index d can be calculate and the two parameters can be calculated
as a result.
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Table 3.4 Comparison of derived and experiment* fatigue parameters for different iibers
material
Kevlar 29 jvectran^^^
Kevlar® 29In VTIfl mi/*
1 u y UolxiXL
creep index d=a/a
O03 1 0.057
sunuzed modulus
E (Gpa)
110 103.5
latauc srrengtn (upa)
Mdiic strain
to break e b(%)
2.48
3A
2.9
~
~
instant permanent
strain e o (%)
03 0.4
predicted 2.95 1 3.3
fatigue strength
Iexperimental
j 3.2
fatigue strength
1
predicted
fatigue strength index
0.023 0.045
experimental 0.025
f 0.039
fatigue strength index
0.038
10
3.4.4.3 Scaling Relationship between Fatigue Resistance and Material Parameters
Efforts have been made to explore what material parameters determine the fatigue
resistance of a fiber. A scaling argument helps to establish the possible correlation between the
fatigue resistance and several material parameters. This can be used to guide the design to improve
the fatigue resistance of materials.
Assuming that fatigue or dynamic creep is How dominant, the scaling principle yields:
2 I
a y oc — => d oc —
G
1
G
90
>n which, G is (he shear modulus
Therefore,
among different fibers except for Kevlar® 149.
I'lln-i
Shear modulus G
t
(GPa)
Strength <r
s
(GPa)
Elongation eb(%)
sdvnglh/ultimate ebngaubn*shear modu i.
,
Fatigue strength index m
^j9J^
! |g Specua 900 KeWar49Ke^arj
t
- V,,nnHS T i1.82 i « TTT! vmt, i us reclmora
2.48
3.13
1.55
2.96
4.09
0.73
2.34
4.55
1.48
2.4
2
L3
2.15
1.46
0.65
2.98
3.23
3.05
4.51
0.039
sional pendulum
Shear moduli ofhigh performance fibers measured by tor
3.4.5 General Creep Behavior
The creep hehavior of these high performance fibers was a.so investigated to enable a
comparison and achieve better understanding of the general failure behavior
3.4.5.1 Creep Strain
In applications where the dimensional stability is important,
material property.
creep strain is an important
ft was observed that the creep of high performance fibers has three stages. Figure 3.36
shows these three stages in Kevlar® fibers: primary creep, secondary creep and tertiary creep. The
primary and tertiary creep together only consume 15% of the lifetime of the material. Most studies
Ol creep behavior concentrate only on the primary creep. 62.64,103
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Figure 3.36 A typical creep-to-rupturc curve for a Kevlar® 29 yarn
Figure 3.37, Figure 3.38 and Figure 3.39 illustrate that the individual creep stage can he
represented hy different equations. Good fits of the data using simple functions were achieved for
the first and second stages of creep, hut not for the third stage of creep. Figure 3.37 shows thai the
primary creep strain increases linearly with the logarithmic of the loading time. This observation is
consistent with the results reported in the litcrature.«,64jo3 However) for tnc secondary creep> lhe
creep strain increases linearly with the loading time. (Figure 3.38) This result has not been reported
hy others. The tertiary creep is complicated and could not he resolved easily.
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Figure 3.38 Dcseriptions of secondary creep with lime.
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Figure 3.39 Attempts to describe the tertiary creep with time.
To understand the origin of the tertiary ereep, ereep of the same fiber yarns of different
linear densities were tested. When a 200 denier yarn santpte was used instead of a 1500 denier, its
tertiary creep consumes a smah percent of the total life as shown in Figure 3.40 compared to
Figure 3.36. When the creep of a single tilamen, was tested, the percentage is even smaller. This
suggests that the tertiary creep must he related to the liher geometry. It is caused by the gradual
break of individual fibers increasing the stress in the remaining fibers.
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3.4.5.2 Creep Lifetime of Different Fibers
Matcriats or f.hcrs can fail under long time creep loading, even though the loading is less
than the strength of the materia,. This ki„d of failure ,s creep failure and is termed creep lifetime.
When the changes of creep strain with the loading time under different constant stresses
were compared, i, was observed that the higher the applied stress the shorter the creep lifetime. It
also shows that i, is the secondary creep that mainly determines the creep lifetime under different
creep stress and the higher the secondary creep rate, the shorter the lifetime.(Figure 3.41)
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A general plot between the lifetime under creep and the applied stress is shown in Figure
3.42 for different hfeh performance fibers. Similar to our observation of fatigue Nrci.nc, ,hc creep
lifetime of fibers also Mows a semUogarithmic rule it is shown (hat the creep resistance of
Nomex is befier than that of Kcviar* and Technora", and Kcviar* is better (ban that of Vecttan*
HS.
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Figure 3.42 Lifetime under creep of different high performance
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fibers
3.4.5.3 Derivation of Creep Lifetime
The experimental observations suggest that the time to rupture under creep for Kevlar^
fiber yarns is determined by the secondary creep. The summation of the duration of the primary
creep and tertiary creep was found to be about 13% of the total lifetime. It is believed that the
primary creep is due to reorientation through crystal rotation. The fiber deformation of the
primary creep increases linearly with the logarithm of the loading time. The tertiary creep is an
accelerating process that may involve stress redistribution due to the statistical variability of fiber
properties, the misalignment of the filaments and the increasing stress on the remaining members.
It is very difficult to describe the deformation behavior of the tertiary creep of the yarn (Figure
3.39).
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reflects the mechanism of the creep-rupture.
^^^^^
£
c
=£
0 + ^.ln(/- /o) + Q.(/- /o )
Equation 3.24
1 • The instantaneous secondary creep is
£
c =e„"+Cb t
Equation 3.25
3.37)
2. Strain at break = eb (Figure 3. 27)
3. Experiments show that
InQ =Cd -Gc +Ce
Equation 3.26
where a, is ,he applied stress; and Q and C, are fitting parameters and Q is ca.led creep rate index
and Ce is called the apparent zero creep rate. (Figure 3.43)
Equation 3.25 can be rewritten as
(£ c -e 0 ") = Cb t
ln(e
c
-£
0
") = \nCh +hu
Equation 3.27
At break point, Equation 3.27 becomes
98
ln(^-e
0 ") = l„c/)+ in(o.85./
r )
Equation 3.28
where tc is the time to rupture under creep- and p k^ * ,, eb is the final strain of the secondary creep.
When InCis replaced by ^according to Equation 3.26 Equation 3 2* knatio . 8 can be rewritten as
cr
c = (ln(eb - £0 ') -Q - In 0. 85) /Q - -L . in ,
r or
Equation 3.29
Equation 3.29 has the same form as the empirical lifetime equation: (Figure 3.44)
^=^
c/ -(l-Cm -lnfc ) or
Equation 3.30
where a,is called the ereep strength of the yarn; c,„ reflects the creep resistance of the yarn and is
called the creep strength index.
Therefore, similar to the way fatigue was treated, two material parameters are defined to
characterize the creep properties of fibers.
Creep Strength
a =
(ln(£,
-£
n ')-C-ln0.85 )
Creep Index
1
C. =m
°
cf -cd
99
7 -T
-2 J
_
applied stress n
c(Gpa )
Figure 3.43 Secondary creep rate vs. the applied stress in Kevlar*
ln(time to rupture) lnf c
Figure 3.44 Lifetime of Kevlar 0* 29 yarn under creep with the applied stress level
KM)
lifetime of Kevlar® under creon Th. , rep. The creep Ufe^ teeases linear|y^^
(Figure 3.44). This indicate thai the secondary creep is inherently related to the creep lifetime.
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Figure 3.45 Secondary creep rate vs. lifetime under creep
Based on the above argument, the lifetime equation of Kevlar® fiber under creep can be
calculated using corresponding materia, parameters. Such a calculation is shown in Table 3.6 and
the prediction is in good agreement with the experimental results.
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Tab,e 3.6 Cordon o, c eep pr„ a„d raaIeriaI paranleters
Creep life equation: a = Ctf(l-Cm*h(tc))
material
apparent zero creep rate C e (%/s )
strain to break £ b (%)
initial secondary creep strain e
static strength
«j ,(GPa)
predicted creep strength G r,(GPa)
experimental creep strength G r,(GPaT
predicted creep strength index C,
experimental creep index C
Kevlar29
15.07
33J8
34
2.7--3.0
Z5
125
2.58
0.0266
0.0234
There are debates about the stress dependence of the primary creep
. Flgure^
that the primary creep rate of Kevlar® and Technora® i s stress dependent. This result does not
agree with those of Ferreira ' s . 1 «
«
Table 3.8, Table 3.9 and Table 3.7 list the
high performance fibers.
experimental results for the creep of different
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Table 3.7 Creep results for Technora® and Vectran^ HS yarns
ID. Test condition
Experimental observation
Technora
ctec308
ctoc3271
ctec3272
ctec3273
ctec347
ctec3472
ctcc3473
Vectran Hs
cvlis513
cvhs509
cvhs515
cvhs512
cvhs5281
cvhs508
cvhs514
cvlis506-I
cvhs506-2
cvhsSOM
cvhs505
cvhs504
applied stress relative lifetime starting break onset
load(N) (GPa) stress
308
327
327
327
347
347
347
2.58
2.73
2.73
2.73
2.90
2.90
2.90
0.80
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.90
090
0.90
w
9420
2230
2150
2810
911
225
216
loading
strain(%) strain(%) time^'(s)
3.79
3.92
4.05
3.90
4.10
4.10
4.14
4.63
4.61
4.78
4.58
4.64
4.64
4.66
260 2.09 0.71 74300 2.59 3.20
260
270
2.09
2.17
0.71
0.74
49300
13000
2.76
2.52
0.00
3.07
270 2.17 0.74 104400 2.67 3.17
280 2.26 0.77 1 8990 2.75 3.28
280 2.26 0.77 6690 2.72 3.16
290 2.34 0.79 1410 2.67 3.17
300 2.42 0.82 976 2.77 3.40
300 2.42 0.82 988 2.83 3.38
300 2.42 0.82 870 2.82 3.35
310 2.50 0.85 260 2.84 3.36
330 2,66 0.90 1 60 2.97 3.38
6.81
7.08
7.29
7.02
7.38
7.38
748
5.20
5.11
5.33
fitting results
primary creep:
Hc(t) = aln(t-to)+b
adO"
2
) b
3.31
3.17
3.35
3.23
3.47
3.73
3.86
3.90
4.02
4.16
4.01
4.19
4.18
4.22
to(s
6.79
7.05
7.26
6.99
7.31
7.26
7.35
secondary creep:
£c(t)=q,*t+£( ;
IQ(10'
6
)
24.90
80.90
81.30
56.00
151.00
800,00
665.00
1.13 2.64 5.20
I 0.90
1-36 2.57 5.15 I
1.93 2.67 5.15 I 7.70
4.10
4.17
4.32
4.19
4.35
4.28
4.34
2.71
2.67
2.78
5.41 2.79 2.73 5.32 184.00 2.81
5.62 1.59 2.81 5.43 203.00 2.86
5.72 2.08 2.84 4.76 165.00 2.92
5.70 2.33 2.84 4.86 179.00 2.92
5.70 3.82 2.85 4.58 463.00 2.95
5.30
1 4.37 2.99 5.31 3990.00 3.00
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Table 3.8 Creep results for Kevlar® 29 yarn
Kevlar 29
1 1 jjest condition
lapplied stress
load(N) (GPa)
.Experimental
observation
ck29528
ck29529
ck29527
ck29140
ck29230
ck29180
ck29517
ck29516
ck29220
ck29515
ck295220
K29crl32
k29ae06
ck29230
ck29504
ck29524
ck29526
ck292401
ck292402
ck292403
ck29503
ck29523
ck29525
ck292501
ck292502
ck29502
ck29521
ck295252
ck29501
ck29520
ck29260
60
100
120
140
160
180
200
210
220
220
220
220
220
230
230
230
230
240
240
240
240
240
240
250
250
250
250
250
250
260
260
0.52
0.86
1.04
1.21
1.38
1.56
1.73
1.82
1.90
1.90
1.90
1.90
1.90
1.99
1.99
1.99
1.99
2.07
2.07
2.07
2.07
2.07
2.07
2.16
2.16
2.16
2.16
2.16
2.16
2.25
2.25
relatw
stress
02T
0.35
0.42
0.49
0.56
0.63
0.70
0.73
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.91
0.91
lifetime
(s)
147000Of
518000
45200
94500
32000
76200
44300
15600
33000
15400
22300
2370
3540
1760
7510
7310
3380
995
1480
3140
2450
1220
383
289
starting break
strain(%) strain(%)
2.25
2.47
2.45
2.46
2.55
2.45
2.66
2.80
2.45
2.48
2.77
2.56
2.80
2.64
2.84
2.77
2.77
3.29
3.36
3.30
3.12
3.36
3.15
3.17
3.04
3.06
3.13
3.13
3.17
3.19
3.30
3.13
3.19
onset loading
time/ 0 '(s)
l.5o'
2.48
2.83
3.34
3.45
4.56
4.60
5.00
2.20
5.20
4.70
2.56
2.40
4.64
4.60
5.42
2.40
4.90
4.24
2.62
5.60
fitting results
primary creep:
^(0 = aln(t-g+b
a(l(T
2
) b
_
to (s)
1.51 0.76
"
~ 1.52"
1.82 1.26 2.45
1.62 1.43 2.80
2.36 1.74 3.34
2.05 1.91 3.40
2.12 2.23 4.50
2.61 2.35 4.63
214 2.58 4.90
LAI 2.54 2.18
2.60 2.61 5.00
3.32 2.62 4.50
2.77 2.61 2.53
2.80 2.77 2.37
3.40 2.70 4.63
3.50 2.69 4.60
2.95 269 5.41
2.56 2.79 2.43
3.42
2.91
2.80
2.84
4.82
4.10
secondary creep:
Kd(f) ^(%)
0.46
2.09
3.79
10.80
4.55
10.30
5.34
71.80
43.20
98.50
21.50
134.00
110.00
52.20
2.79
2.73
2.78
2.83
2.79
2.76
2.78
2.89
2.88
2.83
2.86
2.95
2.97
2.96
2.76
4.21
2.90
3.04
2.62
5.51
600.00
352.00
3.35
3.37
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Test condition
Experimental observation
lifetime starting break
(s) xtrain(%) strain(%)
Kevlar 1 1 9
1
2
3
5
4
282 2.49 0.84 2470 3.65 4.27
282 2.49 0.84 5680 3.65 4.27
272 2.40 0.81 13700 3.52 4.27
267 2.36 0.80 18600 3.43 4.18
257 2.27 0.77 95100 3.29 4.18
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Morphology Study
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Figure 3.47 Morphology of the ends of fractured liber in fatigue; (a), a fatigue-fractured end, and
(f>) onset ol splitting
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The internal surface of a split fiber
exists a uniform striation on the internal s,
was examined. It is inter^n™ * uu mieiesting to observe that there
urface of splits flber show„ jn^^
suspected to be caused by ,he process ol fatiguin.
surfaces in many materials including metals
: - g. Similar parallel lines appear on fatigue fnacture
and amorphous polymers.^ This so-called fafigue
striations was shown to relate to the advance of fatigu,
extent varies with the stress range. Further study
'e crack front in one cycle and the incrrement
important observation is that the thickness of the
is needed to confirm our speculation. Another
peeling skin is about lum.(Figure 3.48.(a)) This
is m agreement with a skin-core model proposed for Kevlar' fiber. (Figure 3.48. (b))
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Figure 3.48 The internal surface of a fiber split under fatigue; (a). SEM picture of skin neelin,(b). proposed skin-core morphology in Kelvar^
1 PC lm&
3.4.7 Characterization of Post-fatigued Fibers
To help understand the influence of fatigue on the properties of high performance fibers,
the properties of fibers being fatigued were characterized.
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3.4.7.
1 Mechanical Properties
observation is different from theirs. Figure 3.49 and Figure 3.50 are the str
2.5
ess-strain curves of a
Kevlar® 29
after fatigue-failed at „ =1 .9
Figure 3.49 Post-fatigue characterization: stress-strain curve of one single filament
appear in toe stress-strain curves of post-fatigued fiber, which is simi ,ar to tha, of an as-spU„ fiher
and there is no decrease in modulus at high strain as shown by Ferreira and coworkers, m
The mechanic* properties of the remaining fiber taken from the yarn faded under fatigue
are shown in Tabic 3. ,0. it is found tha, the fiber failed in fatigue retains enhanced modulus
gained in the eariy stage of fatigue. The shear modulus is lower after fatigne as is the tensile
strength and the strain at break. It is interesting to find that the residua] tensile strength is very
close to the applied stress in the fatigue experiment.
KM
2.5 t
Q_
O
(0
w
CD
to
0.5
Kevlar® 29
after control-fatigued
ata
a=1.8 GPa, 40,000 cycles
strain(%)
Figure 3.50 Post-fatigue characterization: v;yarn stress-strain curves
Table 3.10 Properties of fatigue-fractured fibers
Material Tensile Modulus
(GPa)
j
Shear modulus
(GPa)
Tensile strength
(GPa)
Strain to
break(%)
Diameter
(um)
as spun fiber
post fatigue fiber
82.6(0.70)
110.2(1.13)
1.82(.05)
1.37Q13)
2.79(.27)
1.97Q51)
3.03(.32)
1
-94(.59)
13.20
13.20
Test condition: single filament
Gauge length: 60mm
strain rate: 10%/nin
Instron 5564
Fatigue condition:
sine wave fomi
5 Hz
0-1.96 Gpa
After the fiber was exposed to limited fatigue, the mechanical properties of the fiber
change as shown in Table 3.11. The trends are the <same as discussed above. It should be pointed
out that the inherent variation in properties in fibers makes the study difficult.
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Table 3. 1
1 Mechanical properties of fibers being
filaments and yarn
fatigued for a certain time in the form of single
ID oainpic
type
number of
specimen
Load
Max.Load
(N)
Modulus
(AutYoung)
(GPa)
Stress at
Max.Load
Strain at
Max.Load
K29as" single 50
mean
" 0.389
"
_
0.316
_cv% .
10.3
19.4
mean
93
,113
cv% mean cv%
\7°)
mean
_cv%
K347
K29as
filament 30
5.5
18.2
2920
_
2350
6.9
20.7
3.38 7.7
K600
yarn 20
5
287
_
249
1.8
3.8
93
110
' 1.2
~
3.3
_
2560
2160
1.73
_3.8_
_
2.13
3.14
2.26
_
18.5
r 2.7
'
2
3.5, Ulu^ ,he change ft, yarn properties with ,he^ q(^^ ^ ^
^
^
shows that the residual strength in the fiber after fatigue decreases with ,„ „""su u t the number of loading
cycles. This suggests that the strength of the fiber is c
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Change of yarn properties with the number of loading cycles; (a) Strength
at break b ' (b). Strain
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bulk material where the fatigue is defeat h* 1S a t ct dominated and is a lnrai „uIS l0Lal Phenomenon, the fatieue in fihn
3-4.7.2 Thermal Mechanical Properties
A very intriguing finding is that the thermal
fatigue history. A thermal shrinkage
on single filaments removed from the
shrinkage strain is strongly influenced hy the
strain measurement was carried on a TMA (TA Instruments)
yarn at various stages of fatigue. These measurements are
load sensitive. When an initial load of 2 g/den was applied, the thermal strain changes from
fatigued sample with increasing temperature as
shows that both samples have a similar thermal strain for
the second heating and show a negative thermal
expansion for an as spun fiber to shrinking for a ti
shown in Figure 3.52. Figure 3.52 also
expansion coefficient.
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Figure 3.52 Displacement-Temperature Exper
post-fatigued fiber
iment (D-T) of the fiber; (a). As spun fiber, (b)
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^"" te^ '° *-—- on « understanding of ^
-handsms and structure.proper(y OTrelations ta ma(erjais ^ ws Qf te^^
29 fiber is the only material studied. Figure 3 54 ilWat*ngur j-j illustrates our approach on how
remaining lifetime in the material.
to predict the
and Chapter 7 showi„g tha, . slructura
, ^ f^^
property measurement ean detect the stress and heat history of the material.
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Used Fiber
Probing thermomechanical
property and structure
Stress and heat history
Applying known correlation
between stress history and damage
damage
Applying known lifetime principle and
assuming accumulative rule
Remaining lifetime in material
Figure 3.54 Flow diagram to predict remaining lifetime in high performance fibers
Applying known correlation between the <
material can be calculated. The known lifet
material lifetime. Structure characterizat;
stress history and damage, the damage in the
me principle then allows us to predict the remaining
ion can be nondestructive. However, it requires an in
Place X-ray dtffractometry, whtch requires special maintenance and is expensive and difficult to
use. The thermal mechanical measurement is not nondestructive, but it only requires a short
Piece of a single filament from the loadmg elements of cable or ropes. The instrument is
inexpensive to use and easy to maintain.
3.4.8.
1
Damage detection by Thermal Mechanical Analysis
In our study, we found that irreversible thermal force at constant strain reflects the
thermal and stress history. This topic will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Only the
conclusions will be used here.
A trace of the derivative of thermal stress with the temperature (1FTT curve, which is
defined in Chapter 5) is characteristic to illustrate the thermal and stress history. The maximum
13
exposure ,emperature can be found from fc^ ^^^^^
^ CM ^ f0U"d fr°m ' * *« * equa , ,o 0.
, 5 MPa/oC Ca, is called
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Figure 3.55 Evolution of T2 with the time of fatigue loading
1 14
one stress range. The peak temperature in the IFTT curves is thCU V6S 18 e same this tells us that the
fiber was fatigued at ambient temperature. When the fiber w fhbei as fatigued at elevated temperature
a shift m peak temperature was observed. When T, is nlo^Hwn 2 u plotted against the logrithmic of number of
loading cycles, a two stage linear relation was observed. (Figure 3 55) The i yv i ~y^> I transition point
agrees wi,h the perfection^ transition
,ha , we j.h.z. using this correlation
— < I GPa h ,he sludy)
. Rgu,, mdjcaies iha
_ characieristjc (empera(ure ^ ^he™. force measurement of falgue,ailed fjbers^^ fc^^^ ^
est.mate the time of fatiguing. On the other hand. T, at the moment of fv,2 i m failure remains unchanged
when the fat.gue slress „ less than 2 .0 GPa
. (Figure 3
.56) ,„ the^ US£ rfw^ ^
T, is a good too, to evaluate the stress h.stcry by firs, assuming a certain stress range and then
identifying the time of ioadmg. Then, the remaining hfetime of the fiber can he calcuiated usmg
cumulative damage rule.
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Figure 3.56 Change in T2 of fatigue-failed sample with the corresponding fatigue amplitude
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Besides thermal stress, thermal shrinkage als
the stress history of the material. Figure 3.57
the shrinkage strain observed in the plateau
o appears to be a very sensitive measure of
correlates the maximum shrinkage strain, which is
egion(~ 220 °C), with the number of loading cycles
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Figure 3.57 D-T behavior of Kevlar® 29 single filament being fatigued
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that the fiber has seen under certain stress conditions. The thermal shrinkage for the fiber is
different in Figure 3.57 from that in Figure 3.52 because the initial force applied here is smaller
(< 0.
1
g/den). The possible relation between thermal force and thermal shrinkage will be
1 16
—* the therma, force and thermal , ri„kage measured ^^ ^
measurement of thermal shrinkaee mirfw h„mkag m,gh, be complementary to the thermal force measnremen,
(Figure 3.57) This can be used to estimate the fiber's fatigue history.
3.4.8.2 Damage detectton by X-ray structure characterization
We have discussed the detection of damage from therma, mechantca, measurements
Another way to detect damage ,s through structure measurements. Kevlar* fiber ,s beheved to
be a one-phase system. The fiber is c„mposed of ,mperfec, crystais. The change
,n secure due
to externa, stressing can be used to determme the damage. The structure-property correlation
w„, be discussed in detai, ,n Chapter 7. Two stmcture parameters are tied to the stress history:
he paracrystalhne parameter and the onentation ang,e. The structure of the fibers after ,im,,ed
fatigue was charactered. Ftgurc 3.58 shows the change in these two parameters with the
number of ioading cycles the materia, has seen. ,„ Figure 3.58, the s.multaneous moduh is
Plotted against the modu,, emulated from the two suture parameters according to a correlation
function (Equafion 7.11) introduced in Chapter 7. These two moduh are comparab.e along the
whole fatigue process and this further confirms the proposed structure-property correlation.
(Chapter 7) Therefore, the two structure parameters can be used to identify the fatigue history.
The more interesting observation is that the change in paracrystalhne parameter shows a
transition from decreasing with the loading cycles to an increase as shown in Figure 3.58. This
can be used as a guide in the use of the material. It probably is due to the loss of the structural
integrity of the material in the late stage of fatigue.
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Figure 3.58 Correlating structure parameters in the fatigued fiber with the number of loading
3.5 Conclusions
We have diseussed the fatigue and creep behavior of high performance fiber yarns. In
the study of fatigue behavior of high performance fibers, the following is concluded.
A general semilogarithmic law governs the relationship between fatigue lifetime and
normalized load amplitude for these high performance fibers. Fatigue behavior is characterized
by a fatigue strength and a fatigue strength index. The fatigue resistance of different fibers
ranked from best poorest as: Kevlar® 29 ~ Kevlar® 119, Vectran® HS~ Technora®, Spectra® 900.
The fatigue of the Kevlar® 29 and Vectran® HS exhibit frequency insensitivity in a frequency
range of 0.
1
to 5 Hz. There is a loading interaction phenomenon in the fatigue of Kevlar® 29 and
Vectran® HS. Loading sequence affects the lifetime. The fatigue lifetime is shortened under-
elevated temperatures. By twisting the fiber, an improvement in tensile strength and fatigue
resistance can be achieved.
1 18
and fatigue loading.
Two methods: thermal mecha„ica, measurements and structure chmrmtmn were
proposed to detect the damage and predict the remaining lifetime in these fibers.
Unlike most bulk isotropic materials, Che characteristic behavior of Kevlar* fiber van,
under stress controlled fatigue
,s a compebbon between structure perfecbon and faligue damage
An mcrease in moduins and strength is observed during the initial phases of fa(igue^
further fa.igning shoriens the lifetime and iowers the strength of the material.
Fatigne stratn fo.iows a semdogarithmie eouabon with the nnmber of loading cycles.
The damage in the fiber is related to the fatigue strain or the permanent deformat.on in the ftber.
A fatigue failure model was proposed to allow the derivation of the fatigue lifetime
equation from several known material constants.
Morphology stud.es show that axial splitting „ ,he common mode of fa(jgue fraclure of
all the stud.ed matertals. The activabon energy of fatigue strain was calculated to be ,0 kJ/mol.
suggesting that the process involves the break of hydrogen bonds.
Property and structural changes measured by Instron, TMA and X-ray diffraction show
that the strength of the material is depleted with fatigue.
In the study of creep behavior of high performance fibers, the following has been
concluded.
A general semilogarithmic law governs the relationship between creep lifetime and
normalized stress in these h,gh performance fibers. Creep behavior is characterized by a creep
strength and creep strength index. Nomex exhibits the smallest creep strength index among
fibers. The creep properties of Kevlar® 29, Kevlar® 49 and Technora® are similar and their creep
lifetime is longer than Vectran® HS under the same stress level.
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r
y The**>-—
*— w„h fc loading lime aiul
of .he creep lifetime eqna,ion from several known materia, cons.an.s.
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CHAPTER 4
TWISTED VARN MEC„AN,CS
-N=ROAC„ THROUGH COMPOSITE
4.
1 Abstract
Uttle da,a exis.s on how twist changes ,he properties of high performance con.inuous
I .be,- yarns. For this reason, a study has been conducted to define ,he influence of
.wis, on
•he s,re„g,h and s.dfness of a variety of high perform continuous polymeric flber yams. The
materials investigated mclude Kevlar* 29. Kev.ar» 49. Kevlar*
,49, Vectran HS", Specm, 9<,0*
and Technora* Mechanical property tests demonstrate tha, the initial modulus of a yarn
monotonically decreases with increasing twist. A mode, baaed on composite
.hcory has heen
with ,hosc measured by experiment. The radia, shear modulus of the fiber, which is difficult ,„
measure, can be derived from the regression parame.er of experiment da,a by the use of the
model. Such information should be useful for some specialized applications of fibers, e.g. fiber-
reinforced composites. The experimental results show tha, the strength of ,hese yarns can be
improved by a sligh, twist. A high degree of twist damages the fibers and reduces the tensile
.s,reng,h of the yarn. The elongation to break of the yarns monotonically increases with the
degree of twist.
Keywords: Twisted yarn, Young's modulus, Modeling, High performance fibers
4.2 Background
Since the 1970\s, considerable effort in the fiber industry has been dedicated to finding
new polymeric fibers with h.gh performance for potential use in applications such as ropes and
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aims
cables, ®*,reinforced composl(es^ ves(s gaskas ^^TeW* and spec, are_ exce|lem^ Qf peiformance^
«*-. The, have been several tovestigations of the„^ fc^
Unships 0f lhese hlgh performance fibers M ,5 m ]M im Ttese ^^
when compared t0 convent
,ona , f,bers or o(nei . Mk ma[ena|s chap[er
, ,nuStrate lhe ,mporlance of„ amsotropy on_ macroscop
_c proper(ies ^^
the properties of twisted yarn.
SPec ia , geometr.c effects are lntroduced int0 fiber^ ^^^
^
of ,w, s,ed fibers have been used ,o control flexibihty i„ copper and stee, cab ,e systems ^ .
a-so used ,o give contmuous yarns m.egri.y and force the assemb
, y of smgle^ ^^
single unit. For convention., fibers such as nylon and poiyester, only
. sma„ amount of twjs ,
.
used because twis, damages critic., yarn ProPer,,es. However, for some high performance fibers
.w,s, affects the yam properties such us modulus, strength and elo„gat ion to break in a more
compl ,cated way
.
There are few reports descnbing the influence of twis, on the properties of
h,gh performa„ce polymeric fiber yan^UM. 0ne of ,he purposes rf^ papcr ^ ^
and mode, the influence of twist on high performance fiber yarns.
As early as 1907. Gegauff I* had proposed a simple analys.s ,o correlate the cwis, angle
of a yarn with the yarn modulus. Gegauff s derivation is given below and forms an excellent
basis to expand this type of model.
The geometry of a twisted yarn is shown in the following:
as a
IS
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R r
2 7T r
TIT
I/ ' '
1 1 \\
w
\Y
(a) (b)
Sh
tan 6 = ——
,
tan a =
where, (a) is an .deal geometry of a twisted yarn, the solid curved line is a single filament, R is
Sh is the increase in length * under stretching, 6 is the angle between the path of the single
filament at a radius of r and the yarn axis, and for the single filament at the radius of R, the angle
is
«; (b) is a flattened projection of a single filament, / is the .ength of a single filament at a
radius of r and 81 is the corresponding filament elongation.
Gegauff's classic model of twisted yarn mechanics
1
.
Relation of single filament extension to yarn extension
Let the yarn extension = e
x
=8h/h
,
then, the fiber path length=/=/*/cos0, and the fiber displacement = 8l=Sh*cosO
Consequently: the filament extension = £ f =— = Cos
2 0*—
S
I h
Thus: yarn extension = £
x
- ef / cos
2 0
2. Axial Tensile Force
The stress along a filament in the yarn is
Cf=Ef *ef
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and a„ equivalent area perpendieular to the filament axis = Wra)s9
Then at a position of radius r in thi^ v«m <h ,e yarn, the component of tension parallel to the yarn axis
resulting from the filament stress becomes,
= Efef (270>drco$e)co$e = Ef 27trdv£] cos
4d
Therefore, total yarn tension = f« Ef Inrdre, cos 4 8 = kR\ Ef cos 2 a
Thus, yarn modulus = E = E
f cos
2
a
However, the measured yarn modulus always shows a stronger dependency on the degree
Of twist than the mode, mdicated. Piatt « followed this approach and incorporated the effect of
lateral contraction and large extension. Hear.e- addcd lhc influcncc oflransversc^^
neglected lateral contraction. Tre.oar and Ridmg- adopted an energy method instead of
performing a stress analysis and considered the migration of a single filament in a twisted yarn.
Freeston and Plat.
» further considered the effect of strain rate on the stress-strain behavior.
White, Cheng and Spru.eM- performed a continuum mechan.es analysis including not only
transverse forces but also interfi.amen, friction. They derived a more complicated equation
describing the influence of twist on yarn modulus.
Yarn modulus = E = E ,*(- + - Tn +
37
°
i n T 1/2 I! 4 4 0 fi-r0 j
lny
°
)
in which 70=cos
2
a
None of the models described above provides good agreement with experimental data,
especially when yarns made from high performance l ibers are considered. All of these models
imply that the change in the Young's modulus of a material depends only upon the angle between
the material axis and the stress direction regardless of other material properties. The first
drawback of these models lays m the fact that, for an isotropic material, the modulus doc s not
change with the relative direction of the stress with the material axis. Secondly, as shown later in
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— characteristics, such as amsotropy
, yidds ^ ^ unsat|sfecioi y ^^
accurately descr.bes the influence of tw, 5t on yarn modulus for „^^
4.3 Experimental
Twisted yarns were made by anchormg one end of a fixed-length of yarn and while
—ing a siigh, te„s,on, rotat ,„g the other end about Che yarn d , rectlon
.^^
according t0 ASTM D ,432-92. Several terms were used ,o character!, the degree of tw.s, ,„ .
yarn. Twist in turns per inch, tpi, was dtrectly eonnted. A term ea.led the Twis, MuMpHe, ,TM,
is related to the yarn twist in turns/inch (tpi) and yarn Denier by the equatton
TM = tpi X ^Denier tu
„ •
The surface twist angle is the angle between the filament at the most
microbalance to determme the yarn Demer, re. the weigh, in grams of 9000 meters of yarn. The
fiber density was measured using a density-gradient column. By knowing the Denier and
density, the cross-sectional area of the yarn was calculated.
The tensile testing of the twisted yarn was done using an Instron* Model 5564 testing
machine according to ASTM D 2256-90. All of the tests were performed a. standard cond,,,o„s
of 2
1
"C ( ± 1 T) and 65% ( ± 2%) relative humidity. Pneumatic yarn/cord grips were used for
Ihese tests, with the effective gauge length set at 150 mm and a crosshead speed of 10 %/min.
The initial modulus was calculated from the slope of the stress-strain curve in the strain range
from 0.05% to 0.5 %. Griping effects were corrected by adjusting the gauge length.
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4.4 Notation
Given be,ow is a „s, of ,„e p„„cip ,e symDols and nolation^ ^
con fus,on a„d complexity
, ail the symbo|s are^^^ ^^ ^ |^
~ C0„s..a single fiIamem
, . |ayer of natfened twis(ed^ cQmposjng ^^
reSembiing t0 . unidirectiona| composife^ a tw|s(ed^ _^^ ^ (hjs^
The properlies of . single filament are ^^^^^^^
off-axis properties of the unidirectional composite.
Ef
,
ef
,
af characterize the behavior of a single filament
* a, characterize the behavior of a twisted yarn
**• apparent Young's modulus of a twisted yarn with the surface twist angle of a
For the layer of flattened twisted yarn, i.e., the unidirectional composite,
on-axis constitutive equation can be expressed by the following matrix
£
y
S
zz
S
zy
\ 0
yy
0
0
0
SssJ
- V \
- V
yz
0
1
y
0
0
0
1
V
off-axis constitutive equation can be expressed by the following matrix
f
(f ' I
l £6 ) \
$u S
s21
31
Sl6
$22 ^26
5" S66 J
\
^2
- Kj 2
E,
-v2] 1 V26
^2 E6
^62 1
£> ^2 E6
V
(To
v ^6 y
in which,
Z, y: principle terms of the on-axis behavior; 1,2: principle terms of the off-axis behavior
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s> 6: shear terms;
e, strain; o, stress; S,p E, compliance and engineering Young's modulus
Vf Poisson's ratio
On-axis properties of a twisted yarn layer are the same as the properties of a s.ngle
filament,
E
z = E,
;
Es=En; EV=E,, in which En is the shear modulus and E, is the transverse radial
modulus in a filament.
6,a, r, R: the same meanings as previous defined in the ideal twist geometry; dominate
the characteristic off-axis behavior of different yarn layers
T0 : a function of the surface twist angle, cos 2a
d: anisotropic ratio —L
E
zc
,
Eyc> Esc : the on-axis Young's moduli and shear modulus of an unidirectional
composite
Em
,
Gm
,
the Young's modulus and shear modulus of the matrix in a composite
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twist yam
t
a layer of twist yarn open-up structure
of a layer
a
e
a,
J =x,y,z
/ " i
CTt= E,* e.
off-axis unidirectional composite
A=27crdr
CTi,£|, E[ =—
Figure 4.1 Schematic illustration of the model of calculation the twisted yarn modulus from the
fiber properties
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4.5 Models, Results and Discussion
4.5.
,
Model Development of Modulus of Twis, Yam Using Composite Theory
The approaeh used to model how the yarn modu.us is influenced by the degree of ,wis, is
,«i«e stratghtforward. A strategy was taken as shown sehematieally hy Hgure 4. 1 . The notation
in .he following diseussion w,l, follow those in Figure 4. , The lwisted^^ fa^
mo tndivtdua. loading elements, whteh are a series of ,h,n-wa„ tubes. A tube is hypofhe.ica.ly
cu, and opened up to be a sheet structure with a preferred onenta.ton different from that of the
Planar matertal axes. The stress-strain response of the plane was so.ved ustng orthotropie
composite theory .
». The responses of the md.vidua, elements were added via integration of the
layered structures and this yic.ds the stress-stram behav.or of the yarn. In this way, the yarn
modulus was derived from the single filament properties.
4.5. 1
. 1 Single layer mechanics
A thin-walled layer of the twisted yarn was taken. The open-up structure of this layer
resembles a unidirectional composite. At the radial position of r, the off-axis angle is 6, and at
the radial position of R, the off-axis angle is a.
According to composite theory'38, under uniaxial stress a unidirectl0nal composite
responds as c _ c ^ °1tj - o\\0\ - —
—
Therefore, the off-axis modulus of a single layer E
l
=—
,
S 1
1
and the off-axis stress <7
]
(6) = £,
^11
Equation 4.1
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4.5. 1
.2 Yarn mechanics by layer assembly
Assuming „0 sHppage between layers because of,he imegrhy of a twisted yam
.
each
layer has ,he same extension 6 = e, under uniaxial«K , Als0 assummg conllnuous^^
rud.al direction in a twisted yarn, theaxia, force in a yarn = F=\a0m^mnn,r
Equation 4.2
If the yarn is treated as one body, the axial force can also be - -expressed as F=7tR Ee
]
Equation 4.3
in which E is the apparen, yarn Young's modulus. Utilizing the ideal
.wis, geometry
lane-
-
and tana =— >as well as the equality of Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.3 and
the expression of a,( e) by Eqn. I
.
the apparen, Young's modulus of a twisted yarn can be
calculated as
Equation 4.4
4.5.1.3 Exact solution
According to composite theory"*, the off-axis compliance of a unidirectional composite
can be expressed as
Sn =m
4S
zz
+n AS
yy
+m2n 2S
ss +2m2n 2Szy
Equation 4.5
whereS
z , =
— S
yy
=—
,
S
ss
=-~, S
7y
=-^L = -^JL
t m = cosd, n = sin(9 andflis
the off-axis angle.
The compliance S,
,
can be expressed by moduli after rearrangement as
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y E* E> Ez E
: £, E, ' E
Equation 4.6
--^%-E--^e +(±,±.± +^4e
Substitution of Equation 4.6 into Equation 4.4 yields after integration
Yam modulus
E(a) =
tan a
fiquation 4.7
in which, r0 =cos
2
a, a =~ +— __L , ^Zi u_ 1 2 2v ,
4.5.1.4 Approximation
To reduce the rather complicated Equation 4.7 to a simpler form, several approximations
have been used. Since it is generally true that a high degree of twis, damage, the material
properties, only low twis, angles are usually used in real applications. The approximations given
below are valid only for this condition. Another factor used to simplify the above expression is
recognition of the fact that for high performance fibers, the ratio of longitudinal modulus to the
transverse modulus is usually greater than 10.
In case of low off-axis angle (a < 15 "), m2»n2 (n 2/m 2<7%)
Taking a range of
-
0.5 < V
yz < 0.5 , which was found reasonable for PPTA fiber 12 and
assumed for the other fibers investigated, then
m4S
zz + 2m
2
n
2S
zy =m
2 /E
z
(m 2 - 2v
yz
n
2
) « mASa .
F0r Syy ~ S
ss ,
n
4
Syy +m 2n 2 S
ss
= n
2
(n 2 S
yy +m
2S
ss )
- m 2n 2 S
ss
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Then
Sll=m4 S
zz
+m 2n 2S
ss
Equation 4.8
Now, the anisotropic ratio is defined as d =^
E ,
which is the ratio of the longitudim il
modulus and the shear modulus of the filament.
Through integration,
Yarn modulus,
E(a) = E
z
* (
3^
) +Jl^ ln (±^o±d_2dT
o d 3 tm 2 a t
o
Equation 4.9
After this approximation, only a shear coupling effect is i
affect the properties of anisotropic materials and
ncorporated in the model to
transverse coupling and secondary coupling are
omitted
4.5.2 Discussion of the Model for Two Extreme Cases-a Untwisted Yarn
riber Yarn
and an Isotropic
4.5.2.1 Consideration of extreme cases
4.5.2. 1 . 1 The case of an untwisted yarn
Statement: If the yarn is untwisted, the yarn modulus should be equal to the filament
modulus
If a=0
For Equation 4.7, it is easy to prove that: £(0) = E
For Equation 4.9, at a=0, because tana = 0, and In
(1 ~^ )70+^
_ 0
T0
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L'Hopital's Rule needs to be used whieh yields
\ + d 2E(0)=E
z
*
For high performance fiber yarns, d> 10, then E(0) « E
For conventional fibers, Equation 4.9 was modified to yield the exact answer when a =0
E(cc) = E
z
*
37^+1 (l-d) 2 (\-d)T0+ d
{ rr ^
+
o—
'
n ~
ZdI
o d\an 2 a 770
,,1+d 2
Equation 4. 10
4.5.2. 1
.2 The case of an isotropic material
Statement: E(a) = E
z
at all as, for isotropic materials
1.10
-i
1.05
1.00 -
N
'a 0.95
s
0.90 -
0.85
0.80
exaci solution (eqn. 5)
approximation (eqn. 7')
i i i
i r i t~ i
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twist angle a
Figure 4.2 Predicted twisted yarn modulus for an isotropic material
The yarn modulus has been predicted by the model equations and the data are illustrated
in Figure 4.2 for an isotropic material. It is clear that Equation 4.7 predicts a constant modulus
for any twist angle and Equation 4.10, the approximate relation, gives a deviation less than 3 %.
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Both predict the materia, properties for an isotropic matena, w,„ no, change with the materia,
orientation, while the earlier models did predict a change.
4.53 Confirmation of the Model by Fibers with Known Properties
To confirm the proposed equations, tests were performed to determme the dependency of
modu,uS on ,w,s, for a materia, with known property, and these data were compared w,,„ the
derrved equations. The longitudinal propert.es of a fiber are easy to measure, bu, the transverse
and shear propert.es are very difficult to determine. Kevlar* 49 is general.y used in composite
materials as a reinforcing fiber. Most of the mater.al propert.es such as composite and matrix
modul, and the fiber propert.es have been tested. From these data, it is then posstble to derive
several unknown material constants through valid composite equations.
According to the composite properties of a Kevlar* 49/Epoxy unidirectional composite,
in which the volume content of the fiber, V„ is 0.6 and the volume content of the matrix, V„„ is
0.4 l3»:
£« =76 GPa, By, =5.5 GPa, E„ =2.3 GPa
The matrix properties of Epoxy are: E,„ =3 GPa, v =0.3, isotropic
According to the Rule of Mixtures: E„ = V r E +V E then
E, =124.7 GPa, which is the same as that directly measured using an untwisted yarn
sample.
According to the so-called Constant-Stress Rule 140 :
1 Vf
.
vm 1 vf v
Eyc Ey Em
' E
sc Es Gm
'
E
s = 6.9 GPa, Ey = 12.4 GPa , so the anisotropic ratio: d = 1
8
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By ,„ser,i„g these fiber properties into the equations, the twisted yarn behavior can be
predicted. Hgure 4.3 shows good agreeme„,s between the predicted yarn moduli by both the
exact and approximate equations and the measured yarn modulus for different twist angles.
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of the predicted and measured yarn modulus of Kevlar" 49 fiber I
In summary, in a twisted yarn, the anisotropic ratio, which is the ratio between the axial
modulus and radial shear modulus, determines how the degree of twist influences the yarn
modulus, and this also is important information for fiber-reinforced composites.
In this study, the stress state has been simplified into a unidirectional stress acting along
the yarn direction. As Allen" 1 has already shown, because of the cylindrical orthotropy, a
simple uniaxial stress state is almost impossible. Hoop and radial stresses are induced by the
action of an axial stress in any cylindrically anisotropic material to form a complicated stress
state. However, Allen's calculations on Kevlar® fiber indicate that the magnitudes of radial and
hoop stress are less than 1% of the axial stress. Therefore, the effect of a complex stress state, a;
wel, as ihe coupling effec, from the iransverse Young's modu,us and further coupling caused by
off-axis angles, can be attributed to secondary importance and thai is why they could be
reasonably omitted in this model.
4.5.4 An Examination of a Conventional Fiber by our Model
Others '41 claimed that an equation of E(a) = E
z
cos
2
a yields a good fit to the yarn
modulus data of nylon fiber. It is worthwhile to compare the results from our model and the
conventual "cos a" rule and further confirm our model. Ward "2 reported a full set of elastic
constants for nylon fiber after careful measurements: Ez=3.45 GPa, E
y
= 1 .37 GPa, uyz=0.48,
Es=0.61GPa. Using these elastic constants, a predicted curve can be generated by our model.
Zorowski and Murayama '43 have reported a comparison of the experimental data and "cosV
rule prediction for nylon fiber. The predictions from our model and their data are shown together
in Figure 4.4. Both curves describe the true behavior well because for low anisotropic ratio
1.1
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o
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^0.9
O
c
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eqn.'5 and T
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I
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of the twist effect on yarn modulus of two models for nylon fiber,
cos
2
a rule and our model with the experimental data Ml
,
lines are predicted
curves and dots are experimental data
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materials, the coupling effect from the shear modulus does not significantly deviate the twisted
yarn modulus from the earlier models. This might be one of the
the anisotropic nature of the fiber did not draw
reasons why the importance of
enough attentions in the past
4.5.5 Twist Effect on Yarn Properties and Applications of the Model
The influence of degree of twist on yarn properties, such as yarn modulus, yarn strength
and elongation to break, has been systematically studied for several high performance fibers
The results are shown by Figure 4.5,Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7.
is an
10 15 20
twist angle
Figure 4.5 Yarn strength with the twist angle for various fibers
A general trend for the change of the yarn strength with twist angle is that there
optimum degree of twist for the yarn to achieve maximum strength. The magnitude of the
relative strength at the same twist angle depends on the material. Kevlar® 49 shows the largest
increase in strength at the optimum twist degree, which is followed by Vectran® HS®, Kevlar® 29
and Kevlar® 149. Spectra®and Technora® show only a slight increase in strength. The optimum
twist angle for all the material was found to be near 7 °. Generally, the elongation to break of the
37
twisted yarn increases with the twist degree. Again, the
the material, and Kevlar49® shows the largest
magnitude of the increment depends on
increase while Spectra® shows almost no change.
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Figure 4.6 Strain to break of a yarn with the twist angle for various fibers
Extensive studies on the influence of degree of twist on strength and extensibility have
been done on continuous fiber yarns of several textile fibers such as Acetate, Nylon, Viscose and
Tenasco 144-146 as well as spun yarns madg frQm staple fiber , 47J48 Genera„y for yams made
from staple fiber, the strength shows a maximum while the extension to break increases with
degree of twist. 14?-' 4 ** For some continuous fiber yarns studied, both the strength 1^ and the
breaking extension 14* of twisted yarns show a maximum at certain surface twist angle. The
reason for the increase in strength is likely due to an interlocking mechanism where the filaments
are held together by radial forces and friction, and in effect enables a single fiber to fail more
than once. It is also possible that this transverse compression alters the stress state for the
material and results in a different strength in a complex failure criterion. The prediction of the
strength of twisted yarn is an interesting topic 100150151 but will not be pursued in this paper.
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Figure 4.7. Yarn modulus changes with the twist angle for various fibers, solid line is the
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A mathematical curve fitting procedure has been used to resolve the data for the yarn
modulus as a function of twist for the other fibers using Equation 4.9. The anisotropic ratio,
wh.ch was unknown for these fibers, is the only fitting parameter. After the fitting, the rad,al
shear modulus can be calculated, as the longitudinal modulus is known from the untw,sted yarn
measurement. The results from this type of analysis are shown in Figure 4.8 where the
agreement is quite good. The radial shear modulus for these fibers were calculated and listed in
Table 4. 1
.
These data are useful for the study of corresponding fiber-reinforced composites as
well as for constructing the proper geometry for ropes and cables.
An extension of the application of the model and also a further step to confirm the model
is to consider a more complicated heterogeneous twisted yarn where the twisted yarn consists of
two different types of fibers. The yarn modulus of mixed fibers can be predicted according to
the arrangement of the different fibers inside the yarn by using the model. Different response is
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Figure 4.8 Curve fitting results of the change of yarn modulus with the twist degree for various
fibers. In the plot, solid lines are fitting curves and dots are experimental data,
and the fitting parameter is shown in the plot
to be expected if the arrangements of the two fibers inside the yarn are different, since the
behavior is determined by the material constants and their radial placement. A heterogeneous
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yarn cons.st.ng of Kev,ar» 149 and Technora' was examined. Two forms of the geometry as
shown by Figure 4.9 were taken: one has Kevlar" 149 fiber as the core and Technora* as ft,
outer layer; the other has the opposite arrangement. To form a heterogeneous twisted yarn with
the same twist degree distribution as a homogenous twisted yarn, the core material was twisted
first to certain twist degree calculated by the radius of the
carefully around the core layer. The yarn moduli of these
core and the outer layer was twisted
two yarns at different twist angles
were measured and compared to the predicted value by using the anisotropic ratios determined
earlier. The result is shown in Figure 4.10, where the experimental data and predicted values
show good agreement.
Table 4.
1
Anisotropic ratio and calculated radial shear modulus for different fibers
d=E
z
/E
s
E
Vectran HS
8.9
11.9
Technora
8.8
8.3
Kevlar 29
9.9
8.9
Kevlar 49
17.8
6.5
Kevlar 149
16
9.2
Spectra 900
12.1
4.5
core fiber
^ outlaycr fiber
Figure 4.9 A illustration of a heterogeneous yarn; KevTe yarn has Kevar® 149 core and
Technora® outer layer; TecKe yarn has Technora® core and Kevlar® 149 outer
layer
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4.5.6 Morphology Study of Twist Effect
The influence of twist on the yarn properties is intriguing. A morphology study
conducted to gain more understanding.
One important phenomena in the fracture of twist yarn is that there are free filaments that
fall from the yarn during both tensile and fatigue tests for the twist yarn, which does not appear
in the fracture of untwisted yarn. These free filaments have different lengths. The fracture ends
of long free filaments (~ 20 mm) look the same as non-free filaments. However, for short free
filaments (< 5 mm), two ends both show solid non-tapered ends (Figure 4.1 1), which impli
transverse fracture instead of longitudinal splitting.
les a
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Figure 4. 1
1
Solid end of short free fiber from fractured twist yarn
The splitting lengths of the twist samples are longer than those observed for untwisted
samples. The splitting length for tensile fracture twist samples can be as long as 600 urn while
the length for untwisted sample is normally - 100 ^.(Figure 4.12) The splitting length does not
always increase with the increasing twist degree. It is found that the splitting length for 1.55 tpi
twisted yarn is much longer than that for 1 1.3 tpi twisted sample.
Figure 4. 1 2 Fatigue-fractured end of a fiber in a twist yarn
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For a .wis, sample, some bulges ear, be found on some poin.s along the fiber.(Hgure
4.13.(b» I, seems that a micro-fiber is firs, peeled and snapped baek around the fiber. I,
mdica.es
.ha. .here is abras.ou be.ween
.he filamen.s duriug ,he deformation of ,he .wis.ed yarn
A greater extent of twisting seems to induce excessive transverse pressure that will cause the
transverse deformation of the fiber.
The transverse squeezing is observed. The
squeezing. (Figure 4. 1 3.(a) and Figure 4. 1
5
cross-section direction is flatten by this
(a)
(b)
Figure 4. 1 3 Surface of a fiber from a twisted yarn after fatigue-failed, (a). Deformation of the
transverse of the fiber; (b). Skin peeling and ridges on the core of the fiber
Figure 4. 14 Fiber surface from a twist yarn with high twist degree (3.1 tpi) observed under
optical microscope
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I. , behoved that this iongitudina, stretch .lnduced transverse ^ ^ ^
in,er,ock,ng mechan.sm to ho,d the fiber together. I, is schematically shown ,„ Figure 4.15. It is
this compresstve force improves the tensiie strength and the fatigne strength of the fiber yarn.
However, severe twisting causes the yarn fail by compression.
If
ft}
r
Figure 4.15 Transverse compression induced by longitudinal drawing i n a twist yarn. 152
Kinks are found on the surface along broken fibers of a twisted yarn. (Figure
4. 16)Detailed examination shows microcracks on the surface. Table 4.2 summarizes our
observation of the kink bands observed in twist yarns.
Table 4.2 Summary of the observation of the formation of kink bands for twist fiber yarns
Maten;
Test Control
Twist Degree
Desprition
Kevlar 29
pure torque,
lOdays
8.5 tpi
Permanent
curvature exists
after untwisting,
the residual twist
degree is
4.5 tpi
Filaments from
the outer portion
shows severe
kinks, while those
from the center
shows no
kinks
tensile failure
1.55 tpi
Permanent
curvature
exist in the
broken yarns.
Kind bands
always
show up at
cruved region
of the fiber,
other parts
are quite smooth
creep for 30 min.
undel50N
3.1 tpi
no kin bands
were found for all
the observed
filaments.
However the
cross area
was
enlarged
fatigue failure
under 220 N
2.07 tpi
Possiblity of
kink bands
is 4/6 within
the observed
filaments,
(away from
the broken ends)
Severe kink
bands always
show at
the curved sections
fatigue
failure under
220 N
5.65 tpi
Possibility
of kink
bands is
8/11.
otherwise
same on
comments
on left.
fatigue for
15 min.
under 220 N
2.07 tpi
Possiblity
of kink
bands was
2/8.
Vectran HS
tensile failure
3.4 tpi
Filaments
from the outer
have more
kinks than
those from the
center.
Nomex
3.0 tjpi
No kinks
were
found
under
any
conditions
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Figure 4. 1 6 Kink bands observed for a filament taken from a twist yarn after the yarn was
ratigued
4.6 Conclusions
An analysis based on composite theory was used to model the influence of twist on the
yarn modulus. It is shown that material anisotropic ratio, which is the ratio between longitudinal
modulus and radial shear modulus, is an important factor in determining the influence of twist on
the yarn modulus. For high performance fibers, it is validated that a simple equation containing
two variables, the twist angle and the material anisotropic ratio, can be used to predict the change
of the yarn modulus with twist for a variety of fibers. From this analysis, it has been determined
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*»* ora*,^ composite
. ExpenmeMal resu][s a]so show^ m
increases with the twist degree for all of the fiber yarn., investigated
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CHAPTER 5
TRANSITIONS AND^^5^
5.1 Abstract
In this part of the research, a new thermal-mechamcal test method, Iso-strain Force-
Temperature Test UFTI, has been developed to study the thermomecban.cal properties of high
performance fibers. Two different IFTT scans, reversible IFTT and irreversible IFTT, provide
information about relaxations and transitions, and the stress and thermal history in these fibers,
respectively. This information is difficult to detect by other methods due to the high crystalling
and orientation of these materials. It was shown that the thermal and stress history of Kcvlar®
fibers could be retrieved from the first run of the IFTT, which facilitates the prediction of the
material's remaining lifetime. This memory effect originates from the relaxation process that was
also observed by dynamic mechanical thermal analysis. IFTT also helps understand the processing
and use of PPTA fibers. The IFTT behavior of various other materials such as PET, Teflon, PC,
Technora®, Nylon, Spectra® and Vectran® was also studied.
Keywords: Iso-strain Force-Temperature Test (IFTT), first-order transition, second-order
transition, stress and thermal history, processing, use temperature, DMTA, Kevlar®, Teflon®,
PET, Bisphenol-A PC, Technora®, Vectran®, Spectra®, Nylon
5.2 Background and Thermodynamic Considerations
In the study of fibers, dimensional stability is an important property. Good dimensional
stability is a desirable property of high performance fibers. There are two aspects of the
dimensional stability: under load or under high temperature exposure. The dimensional stability
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under ,oad can be studied through creep experiment, which we discussed in Chapier 3 The
dimension, siabihiy a, high temperatures is charactered hy its iherma, expansion coefflcien, and
its shrinkage. The Hnear therma, expansion coefficient a,
. of Kevlar* was reported t„ be abom -
3 PPUVT. .53 compared to Ms, the hnear thermal expansion coefflciem of aiuminum is 23.,
ppmrc.
«
However, when the iherma. expansion experimen, was conduced for Kevlar' 29 flher,
there is a change in its a, with ,he temperature and a difference beiween the beating and cooling
curve (See Figure 3.5,). This indicates that the response of the iherma, strain to ihe heating is not
pure thermo-elasticity and exira thermal activity comphca.es the situation. A detailed study
suggests that the therma! mechanical behavior of a polymeric fiber is sirongly influenced by ,he
thermal and stress history of the material.
This understanding has been recognized by several researchers. For deformed
polyethylene, an irreversible stress drop has been attributed to the modification of the molecular
structure that was frozen in during deformation. 155, 1 56 When studying polyurethane eiastomeric
fibers, Wang and co-authors'" associated the shrinkage force with the soft segment and the stress
drop with the rearrangement of the hard segment. In the study of Nylon 6,6, PET and
polypropylene fiber, the thermal stress was also observed."" Pottick studied the thermal force of
Kevlar® and PBZT fibers and used it to characterize fibers' thermal stability. 159
In our study, the thermal force in the material was measured in an Iso-strain Force-
Temperature Test (IFTT). A theoretic derivation has been provided to show that the thermal force
is a better indication of thermal transitions and the thermal and stress history in the fibers than the
quantity of thermal strain. A detailed thermal force study of high performance fibers and several
polymeric films is reported.
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5.2.
1
Reversible thermodynamics-Transitions
—ns can be detected by the change Qf„^^_^^^^ ^
followmg shows thermodynan,cally how t0 detect the transits lrom the thermal elastic stress
For a reversible process, considering the existence of only hydrostatic
uniaxial force, the first law of thermodynamics yields
SW = -pdV + fdl, dU=TdS - PdV + fdl
:'H = U + pV,
at ambient pressure P,
pressure and
Equation 5.1
dH=dU+pdV = TdS + fdl
vG = H-T S
dG=fdl-SdT
fdl=-TdS+dH
where G is the Gibbs' free energy, H is the enthalpy, Tis the temperature, S is the entropy, Vis the
volume,
/ is the length and f is the force. Then, the thermally induced force,/, is related to the
change in Gibbs' free energy as follows:
/ =
dT dT
K
dl'
Ji
Equation 5.2
According to definitions, a transition is first-order if there is a in the first derivative of
Gibbs' free energy, and the transition is second-order if there is a discontinuity in the second
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derivative of Gibbs' free energy. There will then be disQ continuity in f = for a first
order transition; and a djscondnmtvin ~
dT
f±dG \
for a second-order transition
This derivation is parallel to that for DSC measurements. It is known that in a DSC trace
of heat capacity with temperature, a peak indicates a first-order trans.tion and a step change in
the heat capacity dictates a second-order transition. A typical DSC trace is shown in Figure 5.1.
Similarly, in an IFTT trace, the $L is plotted
dT
with T, and a peak in $L
~T curve indicates a
first-order transition whereas a step change indicates a second-order transition.
o
x
o
a
z
Ul
500
Figure 5.1 DSC curve of a polymer glass. 160
The thermal force and thermal strain is interrelated through thermodynamic laws. For
isotropic material, the following relation exists:
(^'/=
"
(fW(^ = -£ - a - V
dl
Equation 5.3
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where E is the modulus and a is (he thermal
— and a are interrelated through the modulus,
expansion coefficient. Then, the measuremenl of
However, ,he situation is e„,„plex in atopic materia For an anisotropic material,
the thermally induced stress per degree of temperature,
with strain, 161
dr , ,
is related to the change in entropy
c)g
i
Ifr
ds
Equation 5.4
The thermal expansion coefficient for iin anisotropic material can he expressed as
Equation 5.5
The temperature dependence of the isothermal stillness moduli, (C,
7
, is
(C 7 )- 1 =1
1 V
d 2 A
dEide
'
d 2U
'
T ' d 2 S
'
,
,.'v
T,r.k
Equation 5.6
where A is the Helmholtz free energy, e, is the strain.
Equation 5.4 is the same as Equation 5.2. It shows that in an anisotropic
material,
da.
still indicates the second derivative of Gihhs' tree energy. While the comhinalk
Of Equation 5.5 and Equation 5.6 does not yield a clear expression related to the second dcr ivative
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of Gibbs' free energy. Therefore ^
' dT
change in the Gibbs' free
,
h a better quantity than a, to represent the characterise
energy related to the first- and second- order transitions.
An example to support the conclusion that i ndeed the thermal force profile represents the
thermal transitions is easy to find in the polymer textbook,
The thermal force of nature rubber
which was not recognized by others.
was measured along with the temperature, Figure 5.2 shows
,
—y ,„ ,he^ derivative of therma| strras [o temperamre m^ k^ (s^
the glass transition of the rubber.
Figure 5.2 Thermal elastic force in natural rubber. 162
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5.2.2 Irreversible thermal mechanical behavior- Influence of heat and stress history
As we mentioned earlier, the IFTT curves of the first heating and the second beating of a
Kevlar** fiber are different. It is seen that the second heating and all subsequent heatings are
reversible when the maximum temperature of those heatings is lower than that in the first heating.
This difference of IFTT curves from the first to second heatings is common to many polymers.
The IFTT curve of a material hence composites of two parts: a reversible part and an irreversible
part. The irreversible part is see during the first heating. The reversible part is observed during
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the first cooling or following heatino We believe th«th.ig. w that the irreversible part of 1FTT is influenced
by the thermal and stress history of the material.
For a materia, with lafen, energy fr0m a prions processing, i.e. cold wo* par, of lhe
.aten, energy can be released npon heating the materia,. This phenomenon trugh, be associated
wifh Cher phenomena fonnd in the p0,ymeric materia,: volume relaxahon, enthalpy relaxation-
or delayed elasticity164
.
An illustration of a possible change of interna, energy with the temperature is shown as
follows:
Ui
T
P
Temp
Assuming the releasing of the stored internal energy takes the form of a thermal stress or a
strain, the generated thermal stress or strain will be related to the change in internal energy by
AU =- Gt
2
T
2*ET
Then o(T) will change during heating, depending on the shape of U~ T.
5.3 Experimental
The materials investigated include Kevlar®, Technora®, Spectra®, Vectran®, PET and
Nylon in the form of fiber; and PET, Bisphenol-A PC and Teflon in the form of film.
Figure 5.3 shows the setup of the experiment. The experiment is an Iso-strain Force
Temperature Test (IFTT). In the experiment, the thermally induced force is measured while a
single filament or film is heated at constant elongation. Conditions used in this study unless
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otherwise specified are constant strain: 0.03 % and heating rate-
.0 "C/mi„ The ,5 «m.c iu wmin. I h experiment arc
•ypicaliy run ustog a DuPon, TMA. Single fiber sampies are typieaHv nsed.
Q
±
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.3 Setup of an IFTT experiment; (a), instrument, (b). probe setup
An IFTT plot refers to the plot of the first derivative of thermal force dF/dT with the
temperature.
5.4 Results and Discussion
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 summarizes the characteristic features of the transitions and the
history of stress and heat in an IFTT curve that have been observed in our study. The transitions
being observed includes the adsorption and desorption of a solvent, first-order crystal-crystal
transformation, second-order glass transition and first-order melting. The thermal and stress
history probed by IFTT includes cold drawing, annealing or relaxing, thermal set and cold
crystallization.
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Figure 5.4 Schematic IFTT curves reflecting trg ansitions
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Figure 5.5 Schematic IFTT curves reflecting thermal and stress history
5.4.1 Thermal Mechanical Property and IFTTs of Anisotropic Materials
It is found in our study that IFTT is a general tool that can be used to study the transitions
and the thermal and stress history in a material. This method shows higher sensitivity than
conventional heat measurement such as DSC. It is especially helpful in the thermal study of
anisotropic materials.
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5.4. 1 .
1 Transitions Probed by Reversible IFTTs
5.4. 1.1.1 Adsorption and Desorption of Water
It is known that residual water ex.sts ,n PPTA fiber after the spinning and drying of the
fiber. Some of the water is in the intercrystalline region and can be removed and regained
relative easily. IFTT was used to study the removal and regain of the water in Kevlar® fibers. In
the IFTT curve of an as-received Kevlar® 29 fiber, a downward peak appears around 60 X and ,s
attributed to the res.dual water. (F.gure 5.6) Th.s peak disappears after the sample is dried in
vacuum at low temperature. Figure 5.6 shows the appearance and disappearance of this peak in
the dF/dT~ T curve in Kevlar® 29 fiber.
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.0000-
0)Q
• Kevlar29, as spun
Kevlar29, dried
2s / 1
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f
I
I
0.0001
100 200 300
Temperature (°C)
400
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0.10
0.08
0.06g
0.04
0.02
0.00
500
Figure 5.6 Desorption and adsorption of water probed by IFTT in as received Kevlar® 29 fiber:
This water accessibility within the structure remains when the fiber is stretched at high
temperature. Figure 5.7 indicates similar water desorption or absorption in a Kevlar® fiber
stretched at 250 °C.
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Figure 5.7 Desorpbon and adsorpbon of wa.er probed by IFTT ,„ tberma,-s tre,cbed Kevlab
5.4. 1 . 1
.2 First-order crystal-crystal transformation
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Temperature (°C)
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Universal V2.5H TA Instruments
Figure 5.8 Two first-order crystal-crystal transformations in poly(tetrafluoroethylene) strip
probed by IFTT.
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X-ray diffraction study of Tenon sagged an ex ,stence of two
transformat.ons around room temperature.— This can be detec ,ed „y^^ ^ $ g
corresponding to the e,aimed erystai
-erys,a, transformations. The peaKs indicate tha, ,he
transitions are first order.
To probe the transitions in Teflon, DMTA tests were conducted. Figure 5.9 is a DMTA
spectrum of Teflon, while only one broad peak in tano appears. It was concluded by other
researeher tha, the two first-order the™, transitions happen at , 9 and 30 T respectively.
However, our IFTT indicates the transitions happen a, -,2 and ,0 "C. The dtfference migh, he
due to the heating ra,e used in the experiment. I, should a,s„ me„,,„„ed that we are measuring a
new equilibrium properly where DMTA has no thermodynamic basis.
0.30
150 -100 50 0 50 100 150
TEMPERATURE CC)
200
Figure 5.9 Tan5 profile by DMTA for Teflon 168
5.4. 1.1.3 Glass Transition in Semi-crystalline Polymers
In the processing of semi-crystalline polymer, the polymer is often heat set at a
temperature higher than the glass transition and below the melting point to improve the thermal
stability of the material. After the material has been heat set, its glass transition is difficult to
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detect using DSC. Figure 5.10 is a DSC
could not be seen in the plot.
trace of biaxial stretched PET film. The glass trans Uion
Exo Up
100
'50 200 250
Temperature (°C)
300 350
Figure 5.10 DSC of biaxial stretched PET film. 10 °C/min
The glass transition of the semi-crystalline polymer i;s very important to determine the
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Temperature (°C)
Figure 5. 1
1 Second-order glass transition in biaxial stretched PET film detected by IFTT.
U)()
properties of the material. The glass transition can be detected using IFTT. Figure 5.11 is an
IFTT of a biaxial stretched PET film. A step transition in an IFTT ,s seen a, about ,03 "C, which
indicates the glass transition.
IFTT generally has better sensitivity than other thermal analysis tools such as DSC and
DMTA. The reason is because that IFTT is a force-measurement method. For anisotropic
matenals, force measurements are usua.ly easier than hea, measurements. Also, there is a huge
difference between work and heat.
5.4. 1
.2 Thermal and Stress History Probed by Irreversible IFTTS
In the processing of fiber or films, treatments utilizing various temperature and stress are
often adopted to achieve desired properties. Several commonly used treatment methods are:
1 • Annealing, where the sample is kept stress-free at a specified temperature for a specified
time;
2. Cold drawing, where the sample is drawn by stress at a temperature usually lower than the
glass transition;
3. Heat set, where the sample is constrained at a temperature usually higher than the glass
transition and lower than the melting point; and
4. Heat stretching, where the sample is drawn under stress at high temperature.
To be able to control the properties, the processing conditions need to be precisely
controlled. In addition, sometimes one wants to know what processing conditions a material has
been exposed, or what will be a good processing condition to use.
Through our study, we found that thermal and stress history has a strong influence on the
irreversible IFTT behavior of the material. It is possible to retrieve from the IFTT curves the
processing conditions for some materials.
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5.4. 1 .2.
1
Annealing Temperature of pre-heatset materials
After a pre-heatset materia, has been annealed at a temperature lower than the heatset
temperature, its IFTT curve shows characteristic features.
Figure 5.12 shows that the IFTT trace of a PET fiber changes after the fiber has been
annealed
0.0002
-0.0006
TenperatuefC)
250
Uiujsal \24FTAIretnjTtrls
PET fiber
annealing temperature 120 °C 150 °C
transition temperature
in IFTT 125 °C 155 °C
Figure 5.12 Influence of thermal annealing on the IFTT behaviors of pre-heat-stretched PET
fiber.
A step like feature appears around 100 °C in the as-received fiber. This step feature
moves to 125 °C for the fiber being annealed at 120 °C and further 150 °C for the fiber being
annealed at 155 °C. By examining this step change, the annealing temperature of the fiber can be
determined.
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Figure 5.13 Influence of thermal anneal
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Figure 5.14 Influence of thermal annealing on the IFTT behavior of Vectran® HS fiber
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step change). When the fiber is annea.ed at 100 °C, this step change m0ves to ,00 °C Th.s
feature enables the detection of the annealing temperature for the Spectra® fiber.
For Vectran* HS fiber, thermal annealing also brings characteristic changes in its IFTT
Plot. As shown in Figure 5.14, thermal annealing of Vectran® HS at 300 °rs «i cci C moves a peak at 240
°C before annealing to 300 °C.
5.4. 1
.2.2 Temperature of Heat set, Cold drawing and Heat stretching
Heat set, cold drawing and hea, stretching are the same in the sense tha, the materia,
subjected to stress at elevated temperature. The temperature in the processing can be found
using IFTT.
Figure 5.15 shows that the IFTT curve of Nyion fiber changes after the fiber has been
heat stretched. A new step change appears with a peak value of 150 °C in its IFTT after the
Nylon fiber has been stretched at 150 °C.
0.0005
0.0000
•
- nylon, as spun
nyba stretched at 1 50 oC
-0.0020
0.10
Terrperature (°C)
o.oo
250
Universal V2.4FTA Iaslrurrails
Figure 5.15 Influence of heat stretching on the IFTT behaviors of Nylon fiber.
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Figure 5.17 shows the characteristic IFTT
indicates that a peak temperature in its IFTT the
curves of heated and constrained PET film. It
constraint temperature
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Figure 5.16 Influence of heat stretching on the IFTT behaviors of PET film; Id indicates the
machine direction
Technora fiber is believed to have no thermal transitions below its decomposition
temperature. Figure 5.18 compares its IFTT curves after different treatment conditions including
annealing and heat stretching. The IFTT curve of as received Technora® has a peak around 60 °C
similar to that in Kevlar® 29 fiber. It is also attributed to the residual water and was not seen for
heat-treated fibers. Technora® has a very similar chemical structure to Kevlar®. Only that the
nonlinearity of the copolymer component prevents an ordered crystal structure as in Kevlar®.
The IFTT curve of as-received Technora® has two high temperature peaks at about 380 °C and
460 °C, respectively. These two peaks indicate two relaxation processes in the material. The
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Pea, at 380 °C is similar as the one ,„« shown „ Flgure ,2 , ^ „ „^ ^^
<ne same ongm. The peak a, 460 »C mtght be caused by the copolymer
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figure 5.17 Change in IFTT behavior of Technora* fibers be.ng treated differently by tr,erma,annealing or heat stretching y y n l
Two treatments have been done to Technora®. After the fiber has been heat stretched, a
step feature appears in its IFTT. Shown in Rgure 5.17, a Technora^ fiber be.ng stretched at a
temperature of 250 °C has a step change of dF/dT at 270 °C, while the IFTT curve at higher
temperature remains unchanged. There is good correlation between the stretching temperature
and the step change temperature. Annealing at the temperature higher than the first relaxation
temperature erases the first peak in dF/dT. In the meantime, the second peak temperature is
moved to the new higher annealing temperature.
The thermal stress in Bisphenol A PC has been studied by many researchers. Adams and
Farris'69 have shown that a cold drawing of PC at room temperature creates large thermal force,
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Figure 5. 1 8 Influence of heat-set on the IFTT behaviors of cold-drawn PC film
When .he cold-drawn PC was contained a, different temperatures, the dF/dT peak
temperature moves. The new dF/dT temperature corresponds well to the constraining
temperature
5.4.2 Influence of Experimental Conditions on the IFTT Beh<ivior
In an IFTT experiment, the applied initial load, the value of the constant strain, and the
heating temperature affect the experimental results in a similar way as the influence of heating in
the DSC measurements. In our study, Kevlar "' 29 fiber was used as model material to study the
influence of experimental conditions.
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Hgure5.19 shows the influence of heating
seen that the higher the heating rate, the Wgh
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Figure 5.19 IFTT behavior in Kevlar® fiber affected by the heating rate.
Figure 5.20 shows that the strain level affects the IFTT behavior of Kevlar* fibers. The
higher the strain ,evel, the higher the peak temperature. This is an important observation. When
the F-T piot is examined, there is larger difference for different strain levels. A, higher strata
levels, the stress-temperature derivative is negative at ah temperatures, whiie a, lower strata levels,
the derivative of stress undergoes a transition from positive to negative. A. firs, this was hard to
understand. However, when the dF/dT - T is plotted, the curves look similar with only a vertical
peak shift. The difference in F-T plots is simply due lo (he additional force acting on tac material.
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Figure 5.20 IFTT behavior in Kevlar^ fiber affected by the strain level
It was observed that the transition temperature does not move with the strain level when
the initial strain is smaller than 0.03%. Therefore, in order to probe the true transition temperature
and enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, a strain level of 0.03% is used through our study.
5 .4. 3 IFTT Behavior of PPTA Fibers
The study of the thermal-mechanical properties and IFTT behavior of materials was
initiated first by a desire to understand the thermal properties of PPTA fiber. Since PPTA is a
lytropic liquid crystalline polymer, its thermal studies by other thermal analysis tools such as DSC,
TGA and DMTA provide very limited information. The thermal mechanical properties of PPTA
fiber was studied by IFTT and found to be very informative.
Figure 5.21 is a typical IFTT curve of PPTA fiber. There are three features in the dF/dT
~ T trace of this figure: two peaks at about 60 °C and 100 °C respectively and a step change at
about 400 °C. Thermal and stress history, humidity and the type of commercial fiber affect these
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three features, such as changing the profile of the curve, the temperature of the peak or step
section and a,so explore the molecular origin of these phenomena.
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Figure 5.21 IFTT curve of Kevlar® 29 ;
by numbers in the plot
spun fiber showing three characteristic features indicated
To identify the origin of these features, other thermal analysis have been done. Figure 5.22
is a TGA diagram of Kevlar® 29 fiber. There are two step weight losses at temperatures close to
the first and third feature temperatures in the IFTT curve. It indicates that the first peak and third
step change in IFTT curve are associated with the residual water in the material. The first peak is
related to the removal of water between crystals; while the third step change involves the water
within the crystal region.
Dynamic thermal mechanical analysis was also used in Kevlar® fiber. Figure 5.23 is the
DMTA spectrum of Kevlar® 29 fiber. It shows that residual water affects (he DMTA spectrum of
Kevlar®, while a second heating eliminates the influence from the water. For the first time, a
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Figure 5.22 Thermal gravitometry diagram of Kevlar® 29 fil ber.
<a„o peak around 220 °C is observed and lhis peak , reversible Mcaling
.^
This relaxation is suspected to have the same mechanism as that causes the second peak in the
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Figure 5.23 DMTA study of Kevlar® 29 fiber; (a). DMTA trace, Rheometric Mark IV, 0.2%, 1Hz,
5 °C/min
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The activation enerev ofthk rrfav^gy is relaxation was calculated using the measurements done al
various frequencies. Figure 5.24 shows the Arrhenius Dim t>. c . ph>,. rhe activation energy is 27 kcal/mol
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Parana with temperature as ,„ F,gure ,25, these lwi) are very^ ^^^ fc
IFTT behavior represents the structure change inside the materia!.
in Chapter 7, the structurai difference among different types „, Keviar* hbers is discussed.
Keviar*
,49 is shown to have different chain conformation „„,„ Keviar* 29(Figure 7.9). The
meridional scan of the X-rav diffrartinn ni hk« k •i y attract o of a Hoe. being treated above temperature 350 V, which
is higher than the relaxation temperature, is similar to that of Keviar® 149. This similarity
suggests that the mechanism of the relaxation is that first the hydrogen bond between the polymeric
chains and the residua, water is broken and then it reforms between polymer, chains. Experiments
were designed to examine this hypothesis. The fiber was treated with high temperature and
pressurized water. Because of the presence of liquid water, the driving force to break hydrogen
bonds due to the leaving of gas vapor is destroyed. Thus, the break of hydrogen bonds between
polymeric chains and residual water is prevented so that the change in chain conformation is
inhibited. Figure 5.26 confirmed this hypothesis. The 2nd peak in the IFTT curve was unchanged
with the treatment temperature if the fiber was treated in the presence of liquid water. This result
is very different from that of fibers treated in an inert gas environment (Figure 5.35).
Similarly as we introduced in 5.4. 1 . 1 , a reversible part of IFTT of PPTA fiber can be
abstracted from a cyclic heating experiment. This reversible part, which is shown in Figure 5.27,
gives us the same information obtained from the DMTA experiment.
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Figure 5.26 flbers« t0«fere„, tempe, atures ,„ Una presence of
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Figure 5.27 A reversible IFTT curve for Kevlar® fiber indicating a relaxation at the same
temperature as suggested by DMTA. (a). A close look at how one point in the
reversible IFTT curve is determined by a cyclic heating IFTT; (b). The resultant
reversible IFTT curve of KevlarM fiber
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processing and to monitor the exposure of PPTA libers.
5.4.4.
1
Controlled Post-treatment and its Effect on IFTT h„w o
Processing and Properties behavior-Correlation between
To be able to probe the processing condition using IFTT, the relation between the IFTT
curve and processing conditions was investigated. It was done through controlled post-*eatrnent
The conventional methods of post-treatments of fiber
Figure 5.28 shows a typical IFTT
are thermal annealing and heat stretching.
curve of a liber after it is heat-stretched. The general
feature of the curve is not very different from that of the as received fiber. This suggests that
Kevlar* 29 fiber has been stretched during its process. The peak temperature of the second pea, in
a heat-stretched fiber moves to higher temperature compared to that of the as received.
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Figure 5.28 A characteristic IFTT curves of heat-stretched Kevlar 00 liber. In the plot, T, is the
temperature at which the absolute value of (da/dT), reaches maximum, and T2 is
the temperature at which (doVdT),=a ISMPafC.
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Figure 5.29 A characteristic IFTT curve of aiinealeo Kevlar® fibers. T, is the temperature at whichffie absolute value of (dc/dT), reaches maximum. The annealing temperaturc was
5.4.4. 1 .
1
Correlation of IFTT Properties with the Heat-stretching Condition
Figure 5.30 illustrates the correlation between the heat-stretching condition and the IFTT
properties. For the liber heat-stretched at Tp under tension of ap, the temperature T> at
dF/dT=Max. in its IFTT curve is equal to ^.(Figure 5.30.(b)) The temperature at
(do/dT)f=0. 1 5MPa/°C, T2> characterizes the applied tension cp during the treatment. T, =TP for
treatment under different applied stresses at Tp .
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Figure 5.30 Influence of the stretching temperature and stress on the IFTT behavior of Kcvlar®
fibers, (a). IFTT curves of fibers being stretched at different temperatures- legends
m the plot are stretching temperatures, (b). Correlation between the peak
temperature T, in IFTT curves and the stretching temperature, (c). Correlation
hetween the characteristic temperature T2 with the applied stretching stress.
The choice of T2 is empirical. Intuitively, it was thought that the amplitude of the second
peak should be related to the applied tension during the treatment. However, Figure 5.31 shows
that the IFTT curve of a heat-stretched liber relaxes with time. A careful examination identified
that T2
,
which is the temperature where Oo/3T)p0.15MPa/°C, remains unchanged.
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Figure 5.3, M^™onttae in the IFTT behavior of Kev.ar® fibers, (a). Fiber bein,
neat-stretched, (b). Fiber being stress-fatigued
This potential correlation of T2 and the applied stress was also supported by the IFTT
study of a fatigued fiber. Fatiguing is just a stretching at room temperature. After the Kevlar® 29
fiber was fatigued, the fiber was tested after different relaxation times. Figure 5.32 is the IFTT
curves of a fatigued fiber at different relaxation times. It is seen that the amplitude of the peak
dF/dT decreases with the relaxation time, while the T2 remains unchanged. Thus, the correlation
between the T2 and the stress history is established. This result is not only used in the probing of
heat-stretching conditions but also used in the detecting the fatigue damage of fibers discussed in
Chapter 3.
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5.4.4. 1.2 Correlation of IFTT Properties with the Thermal-annealing Condition
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Figure 5.33 illustrates the correlation between
properties. For free-length annealing, the downward
the annealing temperature T.
.
thermal annealing condition and the IFTT
peak temperature in IFTT curve, T,, equals
5AA ' 2 ssa^ corre,au°n ,o the p— „,
DuPon, suppues different tvpes of Keviar* fibers: Kevlar»29
,M 4g^^
.49, jus, to name a few. Th,e fibers have dtfferent properties: Afferent moduit, and strength. It
treatment thus yie,ds the different properties. Ftgure 5.34 ti.ustrates the IFTT hehaviors for
different types of Keviar.
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Figure 5.34 IFTT curves of various Keviar® single fibers
Using the correlation that we introduced above, the post-treatment conditions for Kevlar (
49 and Keviar® 149 were retrieved and are listed in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.
1
Retrieved processing conditions for Kevlar® 49 and 149 from their IFTT curves
Kevlar 49
Kevlar 149
heat-stretch temjgjjturefoC
150
370
stretching stmsgfi\/iP n
1520
760
Kevlar® fibers were treated under the conditions in Table 5.
IFTT. After treatment, the properties of the
1 that were determined by the
treated fiber were measured. Table 5.2 compares (he
properties of the treated Kevlar® 29 fiber, termed Mimic, and those of
shows that the mimicking fibers have similar
the commercial fibers. It
property as the commercial ones.
Tabic 5.2 ^PeWHson ofc_UU fibers and „bers trea ,ed using relieved processing
modulus* (GPa)
strength (GPa)
starting material
Kevlar® 29 i
79
Z5
3.1
ge of 0.05°/cr0.5%
Kevlar® 49
113
2A
2.47
Mimic-49
116
Kevlar® 149
138
Mimic-149
140
elongation to break(%)
Initial modulus in the strain ran
2.39
2.42
2.15
1J)
2.25
1.53
5.4.4.3 Monitoring the Use of PPTA Fiber at Elevated Temperature
In addition to probing the processing of the PPTA fiber, the IFTT can also be used to
monitor the use of PPTA fiber at elevated temperatures.
If the PPTA fiber is exposed to elevated temperature in use, its IFTT behavior changes.
The exposure temperature can be found from its IFTT curve. Figure 5.35 shows the change in the
IFTT caused by different exposure temperatures.
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Figure 5.35 IFTT traces of fibers exposed to different temperatures
The IFTT curves are not different from those treated by annealing. The difference is only
in the time. It is found that the exposure time affects the corresponding IFTT behavior of the fiber
Although the profile docs not change, the characteristic temperature changes with (he exposure
time. Figure 5.36 shows this change.
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When tbe fiber experience, on,y a sh,„ Mme of the high temperature, T„ where
fiF/ttlVnegafive maxi„,u,„, c^U ,„ the exposure
,en,pcra,urc. This is exaciy the same as in a
treatment of anueaiing. Then as the exposure
,i„,e increases, T, moves to higher
,e,npcra,ure,
whiie another temperature T„, where dF/dT=0 als„ „,()vcs aCOT(ling|y
, ^ 2 , ^ ^
both temperatures piateau. Figure 5.37 illustrates a good correlation hcwccn the exposure
temperature and the temperature a, (do/3T)=.l ,n the IFTT curve. The ,e,upera,ure a, (3o/3T), =«
,
T,„ in the IFTT curve is equal to the temperature to which the fiber has been exposed to: T„=T,.
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Figure 5.37 Correlation of T0 in IFTT curve with the maximum exposure temperature Tc thai the
fiber has seen
5.5 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the Iso-strain force-temperature test (IFTT) is a valuable tool
to probe transitions and relaxations, and the thermal and stress history of materials, especially
anisotropic material such as fiber and film. The measurement method has a thermodynamic
derivation. It is shown that this method has higher sensitivity than some other thermal analysis
tools such as DSC and DMTA.
I X 4
Thermal transitions such as Hist order prvotai , , ,o . crystal-crystal transformation and second-order
glass transition In various materials were detected using IFTT.
The thermal and stress hfstory ot a materia, is shown to leave a characteristic sitmaiurc in
i« .FIT curve. The investigated materials include: PET in the torn, of liber and t„m; Bisphcnol-A
PC in the form of fllm; and Kevlar'.TeW, Spectra', Vectran", anil Nyton h , he ,,,„ ,,
Tiber.
The IFTT hchavior of PPTA tlher was extensively investigated. IFTT curve of PPTA
liher reflects the structure change within the material. I, can he used to locate the processing
conditions lor commercial fibers. It can also be used to monitor the use ofme liher.
A characteristic temperature in /F7T can indicate the stale of the post-fatigued material
and can be used to predict residual material lifetime.
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CHAPTER 6
EVOLUTION OF
^^^^^^J^^^PKMIES WITH POST-TREATMENT
6. 1 Abstract
The evolution of the mechanical property and structure of PPTA fibers with different
post-treatment methods involving heat, tension, hydrostatic pressure, and different environments
was systematically investigated. Wide-angle x-ray diffraction measurements reveal that the crystal
structure of PPTA fiber is not stable and changes upon post-treatment. The cooperative changes in
the modulus and two structure parameters-the misorientation angle and the paracrystalline
parameter
-
indicate a direct structure-property correlation. After studying free-length annealing
and heat-tensioning of fibers, several structure parameters-the c-dimension lattice constant, the
paracrystalline parameter, the intensity ratio between (110) and (200), and the orientation angle-
were found to be affected greatly by the tension applied during heat stretching; while other
structure parameters such as the apparent crystal size, equatorial crystallinity and the a, b
dimensions of the lattice constant are insensitive to the applied tension but determined by the
applied temperature and time. A sudden change in the crystal structure at 400 °C suggests an a-
relaxation in the crystalline region, which is supported by DMTA and TMA measurements.
Keywords: poly (p-phenylene terephthalamide) Kevlar® fibers, structure and properties,
wide-angle x-ray diffraction
6.2 Background
Poly(p-phenylene terephthamide) (PPTA) fiber is known to have very high modulus and
strength and good thermal stability. 2 The properties of the fiber can be greatly enhanced through
post-treatment. In order to achieve better performance, it is important to understand what structure
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on was
change is cause. by post.lralme„,« how lhl ,^^^ to^^
enhances,
,„ rece„t^ several^ wei, made Hn ,he s ,ruclu ,,.pmpcr|y^
~ However, no sysicanc s,udy „f the sl ,.utture^^^..^^^
reported.
Wu et al
- studied the crystal structure change of PPTA fiber under annealing
temperatures ranged from 380*C to 480°C at either no-tension or constant-tension
.odes. They
proposed a residual-stress free c-cfonensicn of a crystal. Then, an increase in the c-dimensi
observed for al, treatments. The higher the tension, the bigger the increment; and the higher the
annealing temperature, the smaller the increment. They also discussed the change in the apparent
crystal size along the c-axis and the degree of orientation. Lee and coworkers did a similar study
on the structure and property development of PPTA during heat treatment under tension. - They
ohservcd a correlation hetween the modulus and the orientation as well as the pleating. Other
structure parameters such as crystal size and paracryst.linity were found to be irrelevant. 1, was
reported that the fiber tenacity does not change much at low and intermediate temperatures for
short time annealing but drops when the temperature exceeds 45(fC and degradation occurs. 32
Several hours' exposure to high temperature deteriorates the strength but does not affect the
modulus much. * The crystallites were found to grow laterally along the />axis upon thermal
annealing. 56
Different researchers have focused exclusively on certain structure parameters, narrow
range of treatment temperature or specific experimental methods in their study of the structure
change upon post-treatment. In this paper, the change in the properties and structure of PPTA
fibers were studied over a wide range of temperature from 1 80 "C to 500 °C. In addition, different
post-treatment conditions including tension, hydrostatic pressure with inert gas or water were
utilized. Then all relative structure parameters were investigated. Our experiments disclose the
instability of the crystal structure of PPTA and an a-relaxation around 400 "C in the crystalline
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region. Our resu„s slro„gly Mcate the modulus of ,he flber . by^ ^
the orientation and the paracrystalline parameter.
6.3 Experimental
Five different post-treatment methods
fiber:
were used to alter the properties and structure of the
Free length annealing where loose fiber yarns were placed inside a glass container and put
in an oven with a nitrogen purge at a fixed temperature.
Tensioning annealing where fiber yarns were put through a home-made heat-treatment
apparatus where a dead weight was used for constant tension with a controlled heating time.
Pressure-tenoning annealing where fiber yarns were sealed in the same home-made heat-
treatment apparatus and pretension was controlled by a tension-control device with silicon oil as
the pressurizing agent.
Pressured steam annealing where fiber yarns were put in a heatable high pressure vessel
and where water was injected to achieve saturated water/steam at the heat treatment temperature.
Pressure annealing where a P-V-T rig was used to hold the sample and mercury was used
as the pressurizing agent. The conditions explored are listed in the following table:
Table 6. 1 Post treatment conditions for PPTA fibers
Temperature
(°C)
Time
(Mins.)
Tension
(MPa)
Hydrostatic
pressure (MPa)
Media
Free Length
Annealing
varied
180 °C-500 °C
180 0 0 N 2
Tensioning
Annealing
varied
180 °C-370 °C
3 varied 0 N 2
Pressure Tensioning
Annealing
250 °C, 1.5 800 90 silicon oil
Pressure Steam
Annealing
varied
100 °C-300°C
120 0 saturated steam H 20
Pressure Annealing 260 °C 240 0 130 mercury
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samples were not available Ai Imci thr*.e. least three samples we e tested for each condition. The mechanical
properties were measured by an Instron® and MTS® tester The initialic i . i n modulus, which is the
structure was characterized using widc-augle X-ray diffracUoa The structure parameters
investigate, include lattice constants, a, b
, , paracrystalline parameter,„ ecuatoria, x-ray
diffraction crystatiinitv, X; intensity ratio, hAm, mereat.„^^^ ^^
(000, (110) and (200); and the (200) orientation angie, A Simens* D500 dffiractometer,
Simens"9 two-dimensional area detector and Station
18
Camera were used.
The following table lists the statistics of(Mere™ measurements l or struciure
characterization and error hars will no, he included in the section on results and discussion.
Table 6.2 Statistics in structure measurements
Lattice Constant
A
Paracrystallinc
parameter gn,%
Equatorial
crystallinity X, %
Intensity ratio
hio/hoo
standard deviation* 0.003 O04 4 O03
Apparent crystal si:
(110),(200) nm
ze
(001), nm
(200) orientation
angle, degrees
standard deviation* 0.2 7 0.3
listed numbers are the maximum standard deviation in the measurement of different samples
Dupont TMA 2950 and Rheometric Mark IV DMTA were used lor Ihcrmo-mechanical
measurements.
6.4 Results and Discussion
Table 6.3 summaries the properties and structure parameters of the post-treated libers
Table 6.3 Datasheet for the annealing of Kevlar® fiber
Treatment condition
Temp. Ten- Con-
sion dition
(°C) (GPa)
Free-length annealing
Kevlar 29 as spun
180 0 N2
200 0
250 0
300 0 2hrs.
300 0
350 0
350 0 lOhrs
400 0
450 0 15min
450 0 30min.
450 0 45min.
450 0
500 0 lOhrs
Kevlar 1 19 as spun
450 0 15min.
450 0 30min.
450 0 45min
Property
Kevlar 49 as spun
450 | 0 | 30min.
Kevlar 149 as spun
450
j Q | 15min.
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2
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6.4.1 Free-length Annealing
6.4. 1 . 1 Mechanical Properties
Upon free length annealing, the modulus of Kevlar® 29 fiber decreases slightly with the
annealing temperature until 400 "C and then drops rapidly as .shown by Figure 6, . The strenglh
of the fiber starts to deteriorate rap,d ly when the annealing temperature is higher than 250 °C.
decreases by 80%. The color of the fiher also becomes darker when the annealing temperature is
above 400 °C. This result is similar to the annealing study on Kev!ar® 49 observed by Hindeleh
29
100 200 300 400
annealing temperature T (°C)
500
Figure 6.
1
Properties of the fiber under different annealing temperatures in free-length annealing;
close circles are modulus and open circles are strength
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6.4. 1
.2 Lattice Parameters
A typical diffraction pattern of KevlarC f.ber is shown in Figure 6.2. Its correspond,,
meridional and equatorial scans are shown in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.2 WAXD pattern of Kevlar® 29 fiber
The lattice constants of PPTA crystal have been carefully examined by wide angle x-ray
diffraction. The high orientation of PPTA fiber makes the measurement of the lattice c-
dimension difficult. The sample was titled at certain angle to allow the c-axis to intercept with
the Ewald sphere. The c-dimension was calculated from the regression of 3 orders of meridional
diffraction as illustrated in Figure 6.4. It was found that the c-dimension of PPTA crystal
changes upon annealing. Figure 6.5 shows that the c-dimension is relatively constant when the
annealing temperature is lower than 250 °C. Then the c-dimension increases with the annealing
temperature until 350 °C and decreases rapidly afterwards. This data suggests that the crystal
structure of PPTA is not thermally stable. This is not difficult to understand. Because PPTA is a
lytropic liquid crystalline polymer, the ordered structure can be formed in the liquid crystal state.
This ordered structure is probably frozen via coagulation and is not an equilibrium state.
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Figure 6.3 Typical diffraction scans for Kevlar® fiber; (a) equatorial scan, (b) meridional scan
Therefore any post-treatment serves as an evolution in the crystal's metastable state. As
the strong intramolecular interaction overcomes the weaker intermolecular forces, namely
1 93
hydrogen bonding and van der Waa,s interaction, in the case of PPTA, the polymer crystal is
ranged. The external force is applied directly to the chain and the crysta. d.mens.on is
changed due to the deformation of a single chain.
0.15 0.30 0.45
1/1
Figure 6.4 Calculation of c from several orders of meridional diffraction
<
12.76 -
12.74
12.72 -~
annealing temperature T
p
(°C)
Figure 6.5 Change of the lattice c-dimension with the annealing temperature in the study of free-
length annealing
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Th 1S structure instability was a.so observed by Haraguchi and coworkers in their study
on the PPTA film
.
- Haraguch, attributed that instability to the notable crysta. form 11 of
PPTA film made by coagulating with water. Our study shows that the instability of PPTA
crystals is more general. A thermal expansion experiment was conducted in order to compare the
is a strong
microscopic permanent deformation with the macroscopic deformation.
Figure 6.6 is the thermal expansion cnrve of Kevlar* 29 as spnn fiber. There
resemblance between the change of c-dimenston measured by x-ray diffraction and the thermal
expansion coefficient with annea.ing temperature. Therefore, the change in thermal expansion
coefficient a represents the structural change in the material due to high temperature annealing
a
#
203 300
Terrpaiiire(T)
403
^0
500
Uivassi V24FTAIrtfarrets
Figure 6.6 Dimension change of Kevlar® 29 as spun fiber upon heating; close symbols are
dimension and open symbols are linear thermal expansion coefficient a; heating
rate: 10°C/min
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There are also slight changes in the a-, b- 1 attice dimensions. Figure 6.1 1(c) reveals that
the
.dimension increases with annealing temperatnre wh„e
.-dimension decreases. The change
n crystal structure when the annealing temperature lower than 350 X can he represented by
Ftgure 6.7. In a PPTA crystal, hydrogen bonding is along
.-direction and van de, Waals force
along a-directton. There ,s water hound to the polymer chain through hydrogen honding when
the fiber ,s coagulated. Upon heat.ng, this bound water is removed and gtves mobi,i,y to the
chains to form new hydrogen bonds. Therefore, the dimension is shortened.
CA
a
Figure 6.7 Change of the unit cell upon annealing; solid line: as spun and dash hue: annealed
6.4. 1
.3 Paracrystalline Structure
The imperfection of PPTA crystal is found to be described by the paracrystal.33-35 The
concept of paracrystallinity was first introduced by Hosemann.^ Three parameters of the
dimension of the unit cell, the electron-density distribution within the cell and the crystal size can
characterize an ideal crystal. If the dimension of the unit cell and the electron-density
distribution vary statistically from cell to cell, a paracrystallinity measure is needed. As in PPTA
fiber, a conformational distribution can cause the paracrystallinity. Therefore, the information of
paracrystalline structure will be very helpful in understanding the deformation mechanism under
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differ ,oad,„g mode, The broademng effecl m a paracrys(ai Mn ^ descrjted ^ ^
following equation:
4 4(s
x )l = (Ss)
2
c
+ (sS)i =-L + tenrn
- A 1
Lm M
in which 8S is the broadening of the diffraction n^t r ,u
parameter, „ is th onto o 15 , 7^ S1Z6 ' 8" is the P^crystalline
order d.ffractlon palne
"""^ Peak
' *" * the d'~ of the first
A typical plot between the peak width and the diffraction order for PPTA crystal is
shown In Figure 6.8 and its paracrystalline parameter gn can be calculated accordingly. The
paracrystalline parameter of PPTA fiber was found to change with the annealing temperature as
shown in Figure 6.9. The paracrystalline parameter first decreases with the annealing
temperature and increases rapidly when the annealing temperature is higher than 350 »C. Figure
6.9 also shows that the intensity ratio of the diffraction peak of (1 10) to (200) changes in the
same way as the paracrystalline parameter. The hl(/Im was shown to be an important structure
aspect in studying the structure change due to water desorption, although the nature of this ratio
remains unclear. 59 Both Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.9 show two transitions at 250 °C and 350 °C
respectively. This tells us that several structure parameters-the lattice c-dimension, the
paracrystalline parameter and the intensity ratio of WW-undergo a cooperative change when
the material is annealed. The analysis of the change of these three parameters yields a nonlinear
chain model to describe the paracrystal in PPTA. (See Chapter 7) Upon heating, the molecular
chain tends to move to a more extended conformation, which may involve the transformation of
gauche to trans conformation. Then when the temperature reaches 350 °C, there is a sudden
contraction of the chain causing a rapid decrease in the lattice c-dimension. In addition, these
structure changes are frozen by cooling because of the long relaxation time.
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Figure 6.8 The Square of the peak breadth vs. the 4th
paracrystalline disorder in Kevlar® 29
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Figure 6.9 Paracrystalline parameter gn and intensity ratio ln(/Im under different annealing
temperatures in the study of free-length annealing; close circles are gu and open
circles are liu/hoo
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The thermal study of PPTA liber is difficult to conduct and rare. Hmde.eh and Abdo
concluded that PPTA has a glass transition at 370 <C from a DTA trace. • Our result suggests
that the structure of PPTA gains certain mobility around 350 "C. The big change in the crystal
structure at 350 °C ind.cates that the local rearrangement happens within or on the surface of the
crystalline region. The transition a, 350 <>C may be attributed to an cc-relaxation in the crystalline
region and the transition at about 200 °C is a ^-relaxation in the crystalline region. It is possible
that the mobility is enhanced by the relaxation in the amorphous phase, if there is such content
existing in the PPTA. To further study the relaxations in PPTA fiber. DMTA measurements
were performed. Figure 6. 1 0 is a DMTA spectrum of a Kevlar" 29 as spun single filament.
Three peaks appear m its tan6 trace. The first peak associates with the removal of water from the
mtercrys.allme region where the crystal structure remains unchanged. The second and third
peaks correspond well to the transitions observed by x-ray diffraction.
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Figure 6. 10 DMTA spectrum of Kevlar00 29 as spun fiber; heating rate: 5 "C/min
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6.4. 1
.4 Apparent crystal sizes (ACS)
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Figure 6. 1
1 Change of the transverse structure of the crystal in Kevlar® 29 fiber with the
annealing temperature in free-length annealing; in Plot (a), close symbols are the
apparent crystal size along c-axis and open symbols are equatorial crystal 1 inity
X\ (b) transverse apparent crystal sizes; (c) transverse lattice constants
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Hea, a„„ea,ing can ,arge,y change crys,a, sizes
. F ,gure 6„ (b)^^ ^^
s, Zes of (UO) and (200) increase«^ wilh lhe annea||ng ^
apparen, crys ,a, s. Ze of ( MO) increases fas.er ,han
,200,. Th.s was also observed by o,her
s,zes decrease when the annea,i„g ,empera,ure ,s higher than 400 °C. F,gure 6 , „a) shows that
•he apparen, crys,a, s,Ze a,ong c-axis does no, cha„ge wi,h ,he annealing
,empera,ure un„, 350
C after which the apparen, crystal s ize a!ong c-axi.s s,ar,s ,o decrease. Figure 6. 1 ,W als0
includes the effec, of the annealing ,emPeralure on equaloria| crysta||jm
, y ^ change ^ ^
equatorial crys,al,ini,y with the anneahng ,empera,ure is similar ,o the change i„ ,he apparen,
crystal size along c-axis.
6.4.1.5 Orientation
When the modulus change due to free-length annealing is compared with the structure
changes discussed, there is no good correlation. The reason is because of another important
structure parameter m PPTA fiber: misorientation of the crystals. It is found that there is a .oss
of orientation when the annealing temperature increases and the orientation of the crystals
deteriorates after 400 °C as shown in Figure 6. 1 2. The modulus of the fiber is shown to be
determined mainly by the misorientation of the crystals. Meanwhile, a careful analysis suggests
that paracrystalline structure also contributes to the modulus of the fiber. The modulus of the
fiber can be calculated from the orientation angle and the paracrystalline parameter of the
crystals, as shown in Chapter 7.
The free-length annealing at 450 °C of other commercial Kevlar® fibers, Kevlar® 1 19,
Kevlar® 49 and Kevlar® 149, were also performed. Table 6.3 shows that all different fibers have
the same transverse lattice constants and apparent crystal sizes after annealing. Their orientation
angle and paracrystalline parameter increase but are not the same after annealing.
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Figure 6. 1 2 Orientation angle <p200
,
x under different annealing temperatures in free-length
annealing
6.4.2 Tensioning Annealing
It is well known that PPTA fibers can be heat-treated under tension to improve the
modulus. It is important to understand the structure change during this process.
6.4.2.1 Mechanical Properties
It is illustrated in Figure 6. 13 that the modulus of the fiber can be greatly enhanced by
the heat tensioning while its strength remains relatively unchanged. By applying a tension of
60% of its strength at elevated temperature, the modulus of the fiber can be increased by 50%.
The increase in the modulus is almost linear with the applied tension for a constant stretching
temperature. The applied temperature does not have a strong effect on the increase in the
modulus when the temperature is low. However, the modulus is doubled when the fiber was
treated at a much higher temperature (370 °C).
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Figure 6.13 Change of the properties of the fiber with applied tension in heat- tensioning- close
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6.4.2.2 Structure
The structure of the crystal and its packing are changed with the heat tensioning. The c-
dimension of lattice constants increases with the applied tension at constant treatment
temperature. (Figure 6. 14) Cooperatively, the paracrystalline parameter decreases as shown by
Figure 6.15. Figure 6.15 also illustrates that the orientation angle decreases with the applied
tension at constant treatment temperature. For a modulus increase by 50%, the c-dimension
increases by 0.4% and the orientation angle changes from 12.2° to 7.0°. The change in the
orientation angle can cause a fiber to elongate by 1.5% if the crystal orientation contributes to the
deformation. In our heat stretching experiments, a permanent deformation of 1 .9% was observed
when the resultant fiber has a modulus increase of 50%. Therefore, the deformation of the fiber
is caused by the combination of two mechanisms: the elongation and the rotation of the crystal.
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Our study supplements the deformation mechanism of crystal
Ericksen. 62
rotation for PPTA proposed by
o
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Figure 6. 14 Lattice c-dimension changing with applied tension in heat-tensioning; close circles
are crystals treated at 180 °C and open circles are crystals treated at 230 °C
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fi has been shown from the property-structure correlation (See Chapter 7) tha, the
smaller the orientation ang,e and the paracrystalline parameter, the higher the modulus. The
results of free-length annealing suggest that the orientation angle increases and the
paracrystaUine parameter decreases upon heating. A decrease in the paracrystalliue parameter
means the crystal becomes more perfect. This md.cates that, naturally, crysta.s tend to de-orient
wh„e the crystal becomes more perfect upon heating. Because of the competition between two
processes, the modulus of the fiber remains relatively unchanged over a w,de range of annealing
temperatures. When a tension ,s applied along with heating and the tension is h,gh enough to
0.70
0.65 -
0.60 -
-b
0.55
0.50 -
0.45
0.4 0.8
applied tension (GPa;
1.2 1.6
Figure 6.16 Change of intensity ratio, IJ 10/1200, with applied tension in heat-tensioning;
numbers in the plot are treatment temperatures
overcome the tendency of de-orientation of crystals and additionally forces crystals to realign,
the properties of the fiber can be improved due to two beneficiary effects, reorientation and
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perfection of the ory,tal
,. indicted in Figure (,. 1 3. This , the
.truotural reuon tor the property
cnhancemenl by heat tensioning post-treatment.
Other structure changes were also observed. Figure 6. 16 indicates that the ,n ,/,2m
decreases linearly with the applied tension. While they increase hugely with the treatment
temperature shown in the study of free-length annealing, the apparent crystal sizes are almost
unchanged by the applied tension. The equatorial crysta.luuty does not change systematically
With the applied tension. The lattice constants along a, /,-dirccfon are also unchanged.
These structure characterizations clearly suggest that some structure paramc.crs-.hc
orientation angle, the lattice c-dimension, the paracrystalline parameter and the intensity ratio
w are closely related to (he properties of the fiber, while the modulus of the l iber is
insensitive to the a, h- lattice constants and apparent crystal sizes.
A heat-tensioning experiment ai 370 °C yields a liber wilh a modulus increase Of 100%
while its structure characterization was not performed due to the small quantity of (he sample.
(Table 6.3) This large increase in the modulus could not be achieved by tensioning at lower
temperature. It is suspected that the enhancement ... property is limited by the molecular chain
dynamics. Two relaxations were detected in PPTA liber: one around 250 °C and the other
around 350 °C as introduced above. These two relaxations provide two windows of temperature
l<>. post-treatment. One processing window is the temperature ranges from 100 °C to 350 "('and
the other is above 350 "C but lower than the degradation temperature. The achievable properties
of two processing windows are different because the achievable structures are different.
Considering (he processing temperature between 100 °C and 350 "C, the applied tension is more
important than the treatment temperature. The higher (he applied tension, the better the
orientation and the more perfect the crystal, therefore the higher the modulus. Meanwhile, the
treatment temperature and lime determine the transverse apparent crystal sizes. Our study shows
a trend of decreasing strength with the increasing transverse crystal sizes. (See Chapter 7)
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Therefore, low temperature, around 1 80 °C, high tensioning and short time are good ,o achieve
strong and relatively Miff fiber. In order ,„ achieve super-high modulus, the processing
temperature needs to be above 350 °C and may results ,n a sacrifice in strength due to thermal
degradation.
6.4.3 Pressure Annealing
6.4.3.
1 Change in Structure and Property
In order to explore the possibility of new processing routes and to also better understand
the structure response to the external stimuli, different pressure annealing experiments were
no
pressure
silone oil H20
pressurizing media
Hg
Figure 6. 17 Effect of different pressurizing media on the orientation of the fiber in pressure
annealing
conducted. Pressure annealing, pressure-tensioning, and pressurized steam annealing of Kevlar"
29 fiber were studied. It is shown in Table 6.3 that the presence of hydrostatic pressure helps to
reorient the crystals. The orientation angles of the fibers being treated using different
pressurizing media all decrease as shown by Figure 6.17. Without tensioning, an external
hydrostatic pressure of 130 MPa decreases the orientation angle to 8.2° from 13.4° for fibers
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annealed without pressure. Since the modulus of the fiber is mainly determined by the
orientation, it provides a different way other than heat-tensioning to achieve high stiffness.
Our results show that the hydrostatic pressure prevents the change of the crystal
structure. The a-, b- lattice dimensions do not change after the fiber's being pressure annealed,
pressure-tensionmg annealed and pressurized steam annealed at high temperatures, wh.ch is quite
different from annealing without pressure. The paracrystalline parameter of the crystal after
being pressure-annealed is much bigger than that annealed without pressure at the same
temperature. Tensioning along with pressuring helps to decrease the paracrystalline parameter.
In terms of properties, the fiber being pressure annealed shows higher modulus than free-
length annealing but not as high as those achieved through heat-tensioning. One reason is
because the applied hydrostatic pressure is much lower than the applied tension. The change of
the structure due to hydrostatic pressure is not difficult to understand. The fiber is highly
anisotropic and the transverse modulus of the fiber is much lower than the longitudinal modulus.
The hydrostatic pressure causes larger deformation transversely than longitudinally so that the
crystal is reoriented by pushing on the crystal transversely instead of stretching the crystal
longitudinally. The decrease in the density of the fiber that is usually observed for the change of
the crystal structure, which happens in annealing without pressure, is prevented by the
hydrostatic pressure. Hence, the change in the crystal structure is relatively small. The
densification was observed for the fiber being treated under pressures higher than lOOMPa using
mercury as the pressurizing medium.
6.4.3.2 Morphology
The diameter of the pressure-treated fiber is smaller under optical microscope and SEM
(Figure 17(a)). This needs to be further confirmed by density measurements. In addition, some
interaction between mercury and the fiber was observed. It is shown in Figure 17 (b) and (c) that
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Che fiber undergoes a brittle failure and the figure end of the fiber becomes blun, ,„ stead of
.
generic fibrillar sl ruc,ure, which are common in the failure of PPTA fiber. In addition, a close
investigation of .he surface of the fiber being Hg-pressure-treated reveals , rich ridge-like
feature. (Figure 6.18(d)) More study needs to be conducted
pressure-induced Hg-catalyzed degradation.
lo investigate the possibility of
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Figure 6. 1 8 SEM pictures of a Kevlar® 29 fiber pressure-annealed in Hg; (a) a treated fiber; (b)
bending of the treated fiber; (c) a fracture end of the treated fiber; (d) the surface
of the treated fiber
The relaxation of the structure is suspected to be associated with the breaking of
hydrogen bonds between the bound water and the polymer chain. Water was used as the
pressurizing medium to study the role of water in the relaxation. It is found that the presence of
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saturated water/steam during annealing prevents the change in the structure. 1, is shown in Table
I that, when the fiber was anneaied under saturated water at different temperatures, no, only did
the lattice constants remain unchanged bu, so did the transverse apparent crystal sizes and the
intensity ratio /,„//„„. This convinces us thai the pressurized water during annealing suppresses
the break of hydrogen bonds and inhibits the conformation change of the chain so as to keep the
crystal structure unchanged.
6.5 Conclusiusions
From the study of properties and structure of the post-treated KevlarM fiber, the
following was found:
Under free-length annealing, the modulus of the fiber slowly decreases with the
annealing temperature until 350 "C, then drops fast while the strength of the fiber decreases with
the annealing temperature and time. The crystal structure of PPTA fiber is not stable and
changes with the annealing temperature. The transverse crystal sizes increase with the annealing
temperature monotonically. The lattice c-dimension, g„, ln<fl200t longitudinal crystal size and
equatorial crystallinity show a cooperative change. Their change indicates two relaxations in the
crystalline region which is supported by DMTA and TMA measurements. The crystal
orientation decreases with increasing annealing temperature.
Under heat-tensioning, the modulus increases linearly with the applied tension at
constant treatment temperature, while the strength remains unchanged. The lattice c-dimension
increases largely with the applied tension while the transverse unit cell dimensions and crystal
sizes are insensitive to the applied tension. The g„ and IU(/hoo show a cooperative decrease with
the applied tension and the crystal orientation improves with increasing applied tension. The
deformation of the fiber is due to the elongation and rotation of the crystals.
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Under pressure annealing, pressure-tensioning annealing and pressurized steam
annealing, ,he ruodulus increases with the applied pressure and the crystal orientation improves
with the applied pressure. Meanwhile, the change of erystal structure under pressure is much
smaller than that caused by tension. The presence of pressurized water prevents the structure
change. It suggests that the relaxation of the structure is associated with the bound water.
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CHAPTER 7
STRUCTURE-PROPERTY CORRELATION OF PPTA FIBERS
7.1 Abstract
The mechanical properties and structure parameters of vanous PPTA fibers have been
investigated using WAXD to illustrate the property-structure correlation. The mechanical
propert.es examined are modulus E and strength c; and the structure parameters studied include
orientation angle^ lattice constants a, b
,
a, paracrystallme parameteru , apparent crystal
sizes ACSno, ACSmACSm intensity ratio /y;<//200 and transverse crystallinity X. Among the
studied structure parameters, the c, gn andW/200 are found to be interrelated and their change
indicates the non-reversible chain deformation due to post-treatment. It is concluded that the
fiber modulus is determined by the combination of the orientation of the crystallites and the
paracrystalline parameter through the following equation:
l/Ef ^(l/E0 + Dl g II2 ) + A{sm 2 (j)
Equation 7.1
in which E, is the fiber modulus, gnh the paracrystalline parameter and 0 is the orientation
angle, and E0
,
D, and A are material constants. These correlations support our proposed
morphology model where the crystallites are formed from nonlinear chains and packed with an
orientation distribution. The strength-property correlation has also been studied. In addition,
different types of Kevlar® fibers, Kevlar®l 19, Kevlar®29, Kevlar®49 and Kevlar®149, have been
shown to have different structures. Especially, the absence of the (001) diffraction distinguishes
the structure of Kevlar® 149 from the other Kevlar® fibers.
Keywords: poly(/?-phenylene terephthalamide) Kevlar® fibers, structure-property
relation, wide angle x-ray diffraction
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7.2 Background
The d,scovery of ,he poly(p.pheny,e„e
,ereph,halam,de) (PPTA, fiber in ,972 brought
much excitement Co the polymer field* Its high performance enables a wide range of
apphcattons in fiber-remforced composites, cables and ropes, ballistic fabrics and pulpS.3 ,ts
superior properties also draw continuous interests in its structure-property relation ».34.«,«
However, the appearance of new types of Kevlar* fiber, namely Kevlar* 149, challenges the
untversa. applicability of these correlations. This section of the research aims to shed light on a
new property-structure correlation in Kevlar® fibers.
A great deal of research has been done to determine the structure of PPTA. 29-33.35-38 It
is reported that PPTA is a lughly crystalline polymer. Although the crysta.lin.ty of Kevlar® 29
fiber is 68% according to Hindeleh's measurement^ a single phase structure with crystalline
imperfection describes its morphology better" The crystal structure of PPTA shown by
Northolt and Aartsen is a pseudo-orthorhombic.30.3i Panar and coworkers suggested a
paracrystalline structure of the crystal with a second order distortion g„ of 2.5% along c-axis,"
These imperfect crystals are packed to form pleated sheets and those pleats were observed using
polarized optical microscopy. Transmission electron microscopy and micro x-ray diffraction
measurements showed that pleated sheets are formed in the hydrogen-bond direction and
arranged radially.36,37
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FmaUy
^ a rich fibriUar stmcture is formed A skin .core morphology is
common due to processing.^ With regard to achieving good properties, spinning and post
treatment are crucial. The properties of PPTA fibers were shown to be sensitive to the
temperature and tension in post treatment. 32,42,54,55
In the study of structure-property relationship, Northolt first proposed that the fiber
compliance changes with the disorientation angle on the basis of a single-phase structural
model: 41
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S33 = e3
1
+ A(sin2 0) + fi^sin
4
0)
in which, S33 is the fiber compliance along the fiber axis, e3 is the crystal modulus along
c-direction and 0 is the orientation angle of crystals. Independently, Barton showed a good
correlate between the modulus and the paracrystalline parameter* On the other hand, after a
thermal annealing and aging study, Hindeleh and Abdo concluded that the fiber modulus
increases but the strength and elongation decrease with increasing crystalling Recently, Lee
and co-authors post-treated Kevlar* fibers under different temperatures and tensions and carried
out mechanical testing and x-ray measurements. Their experimental results illustrated a relation
between the modulus and the orientation function and the removal of pleats. Meanwhile other
structural features-paracrystalline parameter, axial and transverse crystallite sizes-do not
dominate the material stiffness « While there are several studies on the modulus-structure
relation, the study on strength-structure correlation is rare. Allen and coworkers concluded that
the tensile strength of PPTA fibers is determined by the orientation and the strength anisotropy in
the polymer. 74 The fiber patentees of DuPont believed that the perfection of the radial
arrangement gives improved tenacity.43
The study on the structure-property correlation has not been carried out in a systematic
way. Different researchers focused on specific structure parameters exclusively and did not
examine other structure parameters during their study. Therefore, the structure-property
correlation were reexamined in this paper through a full mapping approach. In our experiment,
the properties and structure of as-spun fibers were changed widely utilizing different treatment
conditions including different temperature, tension, hydrostatic pressure with inert gas or water.
Then, the properties and structure of the altered fibers were carefully measured and all relative
structure parameters were investigated. Our experimental results strongly indicate the modulus
of the fiber is determined by the combination of the misorientation and the paracrystalline
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parage, This modl„us detent is al,ibuted „ . rf^ q ^
ma^aion. A mo ,-phology modei has been p ,.oposed Md pn)vides
experimental results
7.3 Experimental
were
Four different fibers, Kev.ar* 29, Kevlar® 1 19, Kevlar® 49 and Kev.ar® ,49
subjected to different post-treatment cond.t.ons described in Chapter 6. After different
treatments, their mechanical properties and structure were characterized.
To gain better statist.es, yarn specimens were used for mechanical property tests. S.ng.e
filament tests were used only when yarn samples were not ava.lable. Five repeat tests were done
for yarn specimens and ten for single filaments. The tensile testing of yarn specimens was done
using an fostron® model 5564 testing machine according to ASTM D 2256-90. All of the tests
were performed at standard conditions of 21 °C (± 1 "Q and 65% (±2%) relative humidity.
Pneumatic yarn/cord grips were used for the yarn tests, with an effective gauge length set at .50
mm and a cross-head speed of 10 %/min. Single filament tests were performed on a MTS®
tester. The sample gauge length was 25 mm and the cross-head speed was also 10%/min.
Griping effects were corrected by adjusting the gauge length. Initial modulus was calculated for
a strain range of 0.05% to 0.5%, where the stress-strain curve is linear. The coefficients of
variation (cv) are 1.5% in the measurement of the modulus £ and 3% in the strength dand the
strain to break.
The structure characterization was done using wide-angle X-ray diffraction. The
structure parameters investigated include lattice constants, a,b,c; paracrystalline parameter, gn;
equatorial x-ray diffraction crystallinity, X; intensity ratio, Iln/I200 ; different apparent crystal
sizes (ACS) of planes (001), (110) and (200); and (200) orientation angle, famx .
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Crystallite orientation was studied using CuK„ radiation equipped with a crystal
monochromator and a Simens two-dimensiona> area detector. Specimens were prepared by
of the bundled sample was confirmed by the agreement m the orientation of the bundled sample
with that of the single filament obtained by a Statton Camera. The (200) orientation ang.e was
taken as the full width in angles at the half maximum intensity(FWHM) of the azimuthal scan of
the (200) diffraction to simplify the calculate. The integrated azimuthal scan was curve-fitted
using "Microcal™ Origin™" so as to calculate the integral width. Northolt" elucidated that this
(200) orientation angle represents the misorientation between the crystallites and the fiber axis.
Five specimens for each type of fiber sample were measured.
Other structure parameters were obtained using CuK« radiation and a Simens D500
diffractometer. A receiving slit of 0.15° was used. Corundum powder with 1 micron size was
used as the standard sample to calibrate the angle and evaluate the instrumental broadening. A
Lorentzian profile was assumed for the peaks. Then the instrumental broadening in FWHM is
0.26°. Samples for the diffractometer were prepared by aligning 1000 filaments and confining
them into a thickness of about 100 microns. The width of the sample is 2 mm. Three specimens
were measured using the diffractometer for each type of fiber sample. The diffracted intensity
distribution as a function of two times of the Bragg angle 6 was first corrected for background,
polarization, Lorentz, and adsorption factors. 171 The polarization factor P is
P = 1 / 2 • (1 + cos 26)
,
the Lorentz factor L is L = 2 / sin 20, and the adsorption factor
exp(;tf(l-sec2fl)-l sec0A
- 7~7 ^77 (normal-beam transmission) and A -
is
/tf(l-sec20) exp(-///(l-sec0))
(symmetrical transmission)
where 0 is the Bragg angle, t is the thickness of the specimen and fi is the linear
absorption coefficient, which was calculated to be 8.43.
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The edition of the lattice constants, apparent crystal size along c-axis and
paracrystaUine parameter g„ were obtained from the meridional scan of the liber. The
meridional scan was done a, a 0/29 scan, symmetrical iransmis.sion mode. Scan times were
constant for all samples and the number of counts a. the maximum intensity of one peak was
above 2000. The apparent crystal size along c-axis and the Paracry.s,all,ne parameter were
derived using (002),(004), and (006) diffraction peaks from the following equation:™
4 4
_
2
Lhkl
in which Ss is the broadening of the diffraction peak, L is the crystal size, gll is the paracrystaUine
parameter, n is the order of the diffraction peak, dM is the dimension of the first
order diffraction palne
Peak widths were determined using a regression analysis
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Figure 7. 1 Peak Deconvolution of an equatoriai scan of Kevlar® fiber after corrections
The a, ^-dimensions of lattice constants, (110) and (200) apparent crystal sizes,
equatorial crystallinity and Ijjc/hoo were obtained from the equatorial scan, which was performed
at a normal-beam transmission mode. The scanning range of 28 is from 10 to 35". After
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corrections, the mtenshy profde was resolved »to 3 peaks, (110), (200) and (211), and an
amorphous pare. Vo.gt's function was assumed for peaks. Figure 7. , shows how the two peaks
were resolved and good fitting was achieved.
Then, the FWHM and the integrated intensity of the peaks were calculated. The
apparent crystal sizes were calculated using the Scherrer equation. The equatorial crystallinity is
defined as X = £/, / (£/. where /, is the integrated intensity of a diffraction peak and Ia
is the integrated intensity of the amorphous regions.
7.4 Results and Discussion
7.4.
1 Structure-Property Correlation
The results of the structure and property evolution in PPTA fibers with post-treatment
was systematically presented in Chapter 6. The resultant fibers have moduli in the range of 40
GPa to 138 GPa and the strength in the range of 86 MPa to 2.85 GPa. The goal is to construct
the correlation between the property and structure utilizing these fibers. After the properties and
structure parameters were measured, correlation plots between the modulus E and each of the
following structure parameters, a, b ,c, g„ACSU0, ACS200 ACS00h X, In(/I200i </>200, have been
made. The plots that show scattered data exclude the correlation between the modulus for the
structure parameters, a, b, ACSU0, ACS200 and ACSm Our experiments also did not yield
meaningful correlation between the modulus and the equatorial crystallinity and this result
contradicts what was suggested by Hindeleh and Abdo29 . The large experimental variability in
this measurement of crystallinity inhibits a precise analysis. However, it is worthwhile to point
out that the equatorial "crystallinity" does not represent the total crystallinity. Our experimental
results suggest that a single phase imperfect-crystalline structure best describes the morphology
of PPTA fiber better. The so-called equatorial "crystallinity" may reveal other structure
information.
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Contrary ,o .he ,„ Se„si t,vi,y of ,he modulus t0 SQms^ ^^
parameters strongly influence the modulus. Figure 7.2 shows tha, the modulus of the fiber ,s
related to several structure parameters: the crystal,,* or,en,a.,on. the paracrystalline parameter
and the c-dimension of the lattice constants. There is an overall trend in tha, the modulus
increases with the decrease in the misorientation angle and paracrystalltne parameter, and the
increase in the c-dimension.
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Expertments were conduced ,o examine if ft. crystalline ori,„ a„0„ „^ ^ fc
parac rysla,H„e parameter. Northoh- proposed lhe correlalion^ ^^^ fc
onentation angle based on molecnlar mechanics. His argument is sound and analogous ,„
contemporary composite theory. Meanwh.le Barton's* correlation of ft. modulus with ft.
paraery Stalline parameter is a phenomenologica. re.su.t. Our re.su,, Meat, tha, ft. orientauou
and the paracrystalline parameter are independent. Duri
thai the paracrystalline parameter is more sensitive to post-treatmem temperature while the
orientation is more sensitive to the applied tension. Figure 7.3 illustrates different trends in ft.
change of the orientation angle and the paracrystalline parameter with the Meatmen, icmperattm
under different tensions.
mg our post-treatment study, it was found
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tensioning stresses are shown in the plot and the treatment time for zero stress is
3 hours and 3 minutes for the other conditions.
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One interesting finding in our study is that the
.dimension lattice constant is different
for the fibers obtained for different post-treatment conditions. This observation is explained as
follows. Because PPTA is a lytropic liquid crystalline polymer, the ordered structure in the f.be,
and is not an equilibrium state. Therefore any post-treatment enables an evolution in the
crystal's metastab.e state as the strong intramolecular interaction overcomes the weaker
intermodular forces, namely hydrogen bonding and van der Waals force in the case of PPTA.
In this sense, polymer crystals are not much different from single chain conformation. Hence,
the concept of the deformation of a single chain is used to elucidate some observations of the
crystal structure in the later discussions.
7.4. 1 .
1
Correlation between Paracrystalline Parameter and Unit Cell c-dimension and a New
Molecular Model for PPTA Paracrystal
During our post-treatment study, it was found that there are cooperative changes among
structure parameters of c-dimension, paracrystalline parameter and I]](/I200 . Under some post-
treatment conditions, the a, 6,-dimensions of lattice constants do not change, while c-dimension
changes as well as the Ill(/I200 . A plot between the lllo/I200 and d002 for these samples clearly
indicates that the lI1(/hoo decreases with increasing d002 (Figure 7.4). A second order polynomial
accordingly represents the data well while the fitting is simply intuitive. The change in the
I/it/hoo may be caused by the change in the setting angle which is caused by the change in the
chain conformation. It is worthwhile to emphasize again that this correlation only holds under
the condition that the a-, /^-dimensions do not change. Certain post-treatment conditions change
the a-, b- dimensions of the fibers and then their structure parameters do not fit on the curve.
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Figure 7.4 Observed relationship between two structure parameters: intensity ratio Ini/Im vsd002. The points m the plot are experimental data and the line is a second order
polynomial.
In contrast, a more general correlation between the paracrystalline parameter and the c-
dimension was observed. As shown by Figure 7.5, using the structure parameters obtained for ,
the fiber samples, there is a linear relation between the gll
2
and dm2 expressed by the following
equation,
g u
2
= 87.23 - 2.04 *d002
2
liquation 7.2
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Figure 7.5 Observed relationship between two structure parameters: paracrystalline parameter wd002. 1 he points in the plot are experimental data and the line is a linear
regression curve.
This correlation is explained by the morphology and deformation model of the crystal
shown by Figure 7.6(a). To realize the concept of the paracrystal"* in PPTA, the variation in the
dimension of the unit cell and the electron-density distribution from cell to cell is postulated
be due to the nonlinearity of the PPTA chain since PPTA is a rigid-rod polymer. Ideally, the
nonlinear chain can be treated as a sinusoidal curve with the amplitude h representing the deg
of the chain nonlinearity, which is proportional to the paracrystalline parameter g„ in the crystal
structure, and the period / corresponding to the lattice constant along c-axis, which is d00i. Under
any post-treatment condition, the chain conformation evolves with a change in the h and / while
the contour length of the chain is conserved. For this condition, the following mathematical
equation is obtained:
feree
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2
+ /
2
= z
2
Equation 7.3
in which, L is the contour length of the chain in one period.
More generally, for any shape of a periodica, function, the above equation beco.es
A
Y
h2 + B
x
l
2
= C
X
L2
Equation 7.4
where, A,, B, C, are constants related to the shape of the periodic function
Equation 7.4 predicts a linear relation between ,-„' and </,„,/. which well explain* the
experimental observation.
paracrystal ~^ nonlinear chain
micro-orientation
(a)
crystal packing
micro+macro orientation
(b)
Figure 7.6 A morphological model for the deformation of Kevlar00 fiber: (a) a model of nonlinear
chain, (b) a model of a crystallite aggregate.
It can therefore be concluded that the change in the structure parameters of d00i, g//and
hic/hoo are interrelated. All three of these parameters are indicators of the same phenomena of
chain deformation. The increase in dm means a decrease in # // and /uf/hoo- Therefore, our
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results suggest the crystal struck change, during post-treatment. The structure ehange
orig,„a,es from the crystal deformation. The crystal deforms according!, with the chain
deformation, which is mainly the iengthenmg of the hen, structure caused by the conformation of
the chain. Furthermore, the change in the structure during the post-treatmen, is preserved and i,
is this change in structure that leads to the change in the properties. The preservation of the
structure from elevated temperature and tensioning is related to the hydrogen bonding formed
between two chains. I, can be proposed that the hydrogen bonding is broken a, elevated
temperature or under high tension and then reforms once the liber is cooled and released from
tensioning to inhibit the relaxation of the newly formed conformation. The change in the ,w/,m
was also observed in the moisture sorption of the Kevlar* fibers." [, is reporled
, ha , „,c
increases with the drying of the wet fiber and decreases again when the fiber regains moisture.
An increase in paracrystalline parameter in the dried samples was also shown without any
discussion. That result is consistent with this result,
7.4. 1
,2 Correlation between fiber modulus and two structure parameters: Misorientation and
Paracrystallinity
The morphology model is developed further as shown by Figure 7.6(b) to constitute the
relation between the fiber modulus and structure. The finite crystallites are packed together to
form a crystal aggregate with a distribution in orientation. In addition, the crystallites are packed
in a series to resemble a pleat structure. Using this morphological model, a relation between the
fiber modulus and the structure is derived as follows.
The modulus of the crystallite
To simplify the calculation, the nonlinear chain is now represented by a hinged bent
beam as shown in Figure 7.7. Under axial stress P, there will be bending and stretching of ilk-
structure.
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Figure 7.7 Deformation of a hinged bent beam.
Defining AO
- 0, - 62 , in which 6, is the initial bending angle, 62 is the final bending
angle, the bending of the structure under stress a follows
A8 = T(jh
Equation 7.5
where cris the applied axial stress, h2 is the deflection at the middle of the beam from the center
line after loading, t is material constant.
Then, under loading, the total contour length becomes
L2 = L, +L, •fT-sin(02 /2)/E
Equation 7.6
where L, is the initial contour length, and £0 is the Young's modulus of a linear chain.
Therefore, when the zlflis small («1), the elongation of the structure entity is
e = (/ 2 -/,)//,
[(A0 / 2) cos(0, / 2) + a / £0 sin
2
(0, / 2)] / sin(0, / 2)
Equation 7.7
Substituting sin(0, / 2) = (1 - (2h I L,
)
2 )° 5 and cos(0, / 2) = 2/? / L, , where is the initial
deflection at the mid point without load, into Equation 7.7 and defining the modulus of the
structure entity as E - O I £
,
the modulus E becomes
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E = U-(2h/L
ifr, [UEQ+{T/ i- 4/EQL 2 )h 2 ]
Equation 7.8
Equation 7.8 can be simplified when h « Lh and rewritten as
l/E = VEQ + D-h2
Equation 7.9
where D = (r/l - 4/
£
0 /
2
)
Equation 7.9 shows that the crystallite modulus changes with the nonlinearity of the
chain.
The modulus of the fiber
The fiber modulus is determined by the modulus of the crystallite and the orientation
distribution of the crystallites based on the aggregate model. Northolt and AartsenV equation
introduced earlier is adopted to describe the orientation effect on the modulus:
S33 =e3
~ l
+ Alsin 2 </>) + fl(sin
4
0
Equation 7. 10
Then, this equation needs to be modified to incorporate the effect of the nonlinearity of
the chain conformation. As indicated in Figure 7.6(b), e3 in the Equation 7. 10 needs to be
replaced by the crystallite modulus E expressed by equation (9). The combination of Equation
7.9and Equation 7.10, expressing h by g„ and omitting the higher order term of <sin(j)> yields a
new equation to describe the fiber modulus:
\IEf =(\/
E
0 + Dlgll
2
) + A(sm 2
<t)
Equation 7. 1 1
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in which, E, ,s .he fiber modulus. D, and A are materia! constants. The addition of ,he <sin^
term does no. increase .he accuracy of the expression in describing ,he experimental da.a.
Our experiment resnl.s confirm our hypo.hesis of the morphology. Using Equation
7. 1 1
,
a leas, square regression was performed on .he modulus and corresponding structure
parameters of all the different Kevlar8 fibers that were modified by post treatments. The
regression equation is
l/Ef = 0.004(1 + 0.3 \gn 2 ) + 0.102 • (sin 2
Equation 7.12
in which Ef is the fiber modulus in GPa, guh the paracrystalline parameter in % and 0 is the
orientation angle.
Figure 7.8 shows the excellent fit by plotting the experimental modulus with the modulus
calculated from Equation 7.12. In Equation 7.12, the regression parameter A, which is 0.102, is
close to the calculated value.« In addition, Equation 7.12 yields a linear chain modulus of 250
GPa which is close to the theoretical crystal modulus. 173 Equation 7.12 indicates that the fiber
modulus is dominated by orientation distribution in the low orientation region. However, to
achieve high modulus, the crystallites not only need to be highly oriented, but also the
nonlinearity of the chain conformation needs to be reduced. While the paracrystalline parameter
is more sensitive to the post-treatment temperature and the orientation is sensitive to the applied
tension, the combination and control of the post-treatment condition provides a broad window to
obtain fibers with different tailored properties. The modulus-structure correlation obtained for
PPTA fibers should also help to investigate other rigid-rod fibers such as Technora®, Vectran®,
polyimide fibers and PBO.
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Figure 7.8 A comparison of the experimentally-measured modulus and the predicted modulus
The strength-structure relationship of different PPTA fibers was also investigated and no
general correlation was obtained. However, certain correlations exist for the fibers obtained
from post-treating one starting material, Kevlar® 29, under temperature and tension. Figure 7.9
shows that the strength of the treated fiber decreases with the increase in the transverse crystal
sizes. This observation is consistent with what happens to metals where small crystals produce
materials with high yield stress 174
. It is reasonable because PPTA is a single phase structure and
the strength is determined by how the crystallites are packed. Further investigation is needed to
validate this assumption.
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7.4.2 Different Types of Kevlar® Fibers: Structure and Properties
The structure-property correlation in PPTA fibers has been discussed in the previous
section. The obtained correlation has been utilized to explain the structural reasons for the
property discrepancy among different types of Kevlar® fibers produced by DuPont.
Table 7.
1 compares the property and structure of different types of Kevlar® fibers. It is
shown that the modulus of Kevlar® 149 is 2.3 times of that of Kevlar® 1 19, while the strength of
Kevlar® 149 is 73% of that of Kevlar® 1 19. When comparing the modulus and strength of
different types of Kevlar®
,
they follow a reversal in order, for the modulus, Kevlar® 149 >
Kevlar® 49 > Kevlar® 29 > Kevlar® 1 19 and for the strength, Kevlar® 149 < Kevlar® 49 <
Kevlar® 29 < Kevlar "' 1 1
9
The table clearly suggests that the structure parameters determine the property
differences. As listed in the table, the orientation in Kevlar
00
149 is better than Kevlar
00
49, while
the orientation in Kevlar
00
49 is better than Kevlar"" 29 and Kevlar™ 29 is better than Kevlar'
7
1 19.
09 0 09
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In addition, .he ga of different fibers shows that Kevlar* 149 < Kevlar* 49 < Kevlar* 29 <
Kevlar* 1 19; and the c dimension and W/»differ „ a c00pEraljve my^^ ^
previous observation. I, was eonfirmed by our data that both the orientation and the
paracrystalhne parameter need to be considered to explain the high modulus „f Kevlar- ,49.
Table 7.
1
The property and structure parameters of different types of Kevlar" fibers.
Property Modulus (GPa)
Tenacity (GPa)
Break strain (%)
Energy to break point (J)
Lattice Constant
a, A
b, A
c, A
Paracrystalline parameter gn,%
Equatorial X-ray diffraction
crystallinity X, %
Intensity ratio, I 110/I20o
Apparent crystal size, nm
(002)
(110)
(200)
(200) orientation angle, degrees
Kevlar 1 19
61±1
2.96±0.09
4.1 ±0.1
27±0.Q3
7.750±0.003
5.224±0.003
12.82±0.01
1.91 ±0.02
75.20
0.74±0.03
609
50
45
16.2+0.2
Kevlar 29 Kevlar 49
78±1 H3+2
2.58±0.07 2.40±0.07
3.1 ±0.1 2.47+0.1
0.95±.03 1.23±.04
Kev lar 149
138±2
2.15+0.06
1.5±0.1
0.36±.01
7.748±0.003 7.784±0.003 7.904±0.003
5.232±0.003 5.232±0.003 5.188+0.003
12.84+0.01 12.88+0.01 12.92+0.01
1.92+0.02 1.66±0.04 1.40±0.03
75.70 77.00 77.00
0.70±0.02 0.61 ±0.02 0.60±0.02
656
52
46
2.2±0.3
737
66
51
6.8+0.1
1548
123
76
6.4±0.2
The table also reveals that the transverse crystal sizes increase from Kevlar® 1 19 to
Kevlar® 29, then Kevlar® 49 and then Kevlar® 149. This is in agreement with our observation of
the structure difference among fibers of different strengths. There are also other structure
differences among different fibers. Although the a, b dimensions of Kevlar® 1 19, Kevlar® 29 and
Kevlar® 49 are the same within error, the a becomes bigger and b becomes smaller for Kevlar®
149 compared to others. In addition, the axial crystal size of Kevlar® 149 is much larger.
In order to elucidate the fine structure difference in these fibers, a synchrotron source
was utilized to obtain detailed diffraction patterns of different fibers. It is clear from the patterns
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.ha, KevUr
, 19, Kevlar»29 and Kevlar* 49 have a trace diffraction intc.Hy of ft, (00,
,
diffraction, whHo ,he trace of (00!) din,,,,,,,, Jisap|x„„ ,„ lni. mtMum^ rf^
149. Figure 7. 10(a) compares (Ik- meridional scans of Kevlar"29 and Kevlar* 149. The
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Figure 7. 10 The difference in (he struclure measured by WAXI) and (he hypothesized chain
conformation between Kevlar00 29 and Kevlar
1
"' 149. (a) meridional scans; (b)
chain conformations.
existence of (001) diffraction in Kevlar I 19, Kevlar 29 and Kevlar"" 49 originates from the fact
that the chain conformation in these fibers excludes the perfect 2| symmetry. Upon heal and
tensioning, the existed gauche, or so-called cis, conformation in PPTA is transformed to a more
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stretched trans conformation as show,, i„ Equation 7. 10(h). Then ,„ (Caviar* ,49, the structure
has a more perfect 2, symmetry and the diffraction from (001) vanishes. This transform,,,™ also
assists the formation of hydrogen bonds between chains. Therefore the number of hydrogen
bonds increases and thus the dimension is shortened. Meanwhile, the
.-d.mens.on is enlarged
due to steric reason. In addition, the change in chain conformation facilitates the crystal growth
along the direction of hydrogen bonding, which is 6-axis. Therefore, the crystal size of ( 1 10) is
much larger than (200) in Kevlar'' 149 compared to oiher types of Kevlar* fibers. This lino
structure investigation also confirms the proposed chain deformation model as shown by
Equation 7.6(a).
7.5 Conclusions
PPTA f ibers with various properties were produced using a variety of post-treatment
conditions meluding temperature, tension, hydrostatic pressure with an environment of inert gas
and water or steam and starting from different types commercially available Kevlar® fibers.
Mechanical properties and a number of structure parameters have been investigated for these
fibers. The results show that several structure parameters change with the treatment condition
and some of the changes account for the property changes. The odimension, g„ and ln</hoo are
proved interrelated and their change indicates the nonreversible chain deformation due to post-
treatment. Our experimental results suggest that the fiber modulus is determined by the
combination of the orientation of the crystallites and the paracrystalline parameter. The
correlation between structure parameters and between the modulus and the structure parameters
are confirmed by our morphological model, which indicates the significance of a local
orientation and macro-orientation in determining the fiber properties.
The property and structure of different types of Kevlar fibers, KevlarM 1 19, Kevlar00 29,
Kevlar® 49 and Kevlar " 149, were investigated. The obtained structure-property correlation
233
accurately explains the different properties of these fibers. Deta.led diffraction studies also
illustrate that the mechanism to obtain high modulus PPTA, such as Kevlar® 149, is to el
the "cis" conformation in the chain structure and thus form more ordered hydrogen-bonding
iminate
sheets
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